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Abstract 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is the leading cause of death from an infectious disease worldwide. 
An understanding of tuberculosis transmission dynamics in outbreak settings is vital for its 
control. The advent of affordable whole genome sequencing (WGS) has provided scope for 
superior resolution of tuberculosis outbreaks, compared to previous methods. However, the 
challenge lies in standardising the vast quantities of resulting data in a structured manner which 
lends itself to easy comparison of isolates. Gene-by-gene Multi-Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) 
methods of analysing WGS data, as opposed to Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) mapping, 
have shown promise in providing a uniform platform for outbreak resolution. 
WGS was performed on clinical isolates from three M. tuberculosis outbreaks in South West 
Wales. Molecular typing by MIRU-VNTR and epidemiological investigation had resulted in 
conflicting conclusions. Outbreak analysis and phylogenetic typing of all isolates was carried out 
using the WGS gene-by-gene MLST analysis method of core genome MLST (cgMLST) and 
traditional WGS SNP mapping. Where DNA quality was unsatisfactory, an ancient DNA library 
preparation was used successfully. Provean and BEAST software analysis provided physiological 
information and ancestral dating respectively on outbreak isolates. WGS successfully resolved 
all three outbreaks, with cgMLST providing clear conclusions across each outbreak. Traditional 
SNP mapping provided greater resolution than cgMLST in one outbreak. Ancestral dating also 
proved useful in understanding the outbreaks.  
Phylogenetically, the dataset was dominated by Euro-American lineage strains, providing the 
first snapshot of tuberculosis diversity within Wales. Provean analysis identified physiological 
features in isolates worthy of future research. 
In summary, WGS was successfully used to resolve three M. tuberculosis outbreaks across South 
West Wales and correlated better with the epidemiological data than molecular typing by MIRU-
VNTR had done. The study highlighted the dominance of the Euro-American lineage within the 
outbreaks and included the first use of ancient DNA library preparation in a clinical outbreak. 
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1.1: Mycobacteria 
Mycobacteria are a genus within the family Mycobacteriaceae and the order Actinomycetales 
(King et al., 2017, Ryan and Ray., 2004). They are aerobic, non-motile, non-spore forming and 
are rod shaped. Their size varies from 0.1 to 0.6 µm in width and 1.0 to 10 µm in length (Ryan 
and Ray., 2004). They grow at temperatures that range between 30 and 45oC, and the speed at 
which they grow also varies. Some take over 7 days to form visible colonies (slow growers),  while 
others do so more rapidly (rapid growers) when sub-cultured on Lowenstein-Jensen media (Ryan 
and Ray., 2004). 
Mycobacteria can be further divided into one of three major groups: Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis complex species (MTBC), non-tuberculosis mycobacterial (NTM) species and 
Mycobacterium leprae (Health, 2010, Ryan and Ray., 2004, Parish and Brown, 2009), the 
causative agent of leprosy (Young et al., 1985, Ryan and Ray, 2004). Human tuberculosis is a 
predominantly (though not exclusively) pulmonary disease caused by members of the MTBC 
(Ryan and Ray., 2004, Frothingham and Meeker-O'Connell., 1998, Van Soolingen et al., 1997), 
which contains eight established members capable of causing tuberculosis in humans or 
animals. The complex contains three human-specific members, M. tuberculosis, M. canetti and 
M. africanum as shown in Table 1.1 (Van Soolingen et al., 1997, Sharma et al., 2016, Niemann 
et al., 2004, Ryan and Ray., 2004). The rest infect animal hosts primarily but share the potential 
to infect humans (Ryan and Ray., 2004). The most prominent of these is M. bovis, which is the 
causative agent of bovine tuberculosis, a disease which is currently responsible for a large 
economic burden within the UK livestock industry, amounting £500 million in the last decade 
with the most recent report showing the annual cost rising to £34.1 million in 2013, as opposed 
to £28.6 million in 2008, paid in compensation across England alone (Grange., 2001, DEFRA., 
2013). M. bovis can infect humans, causing zoonotic tuberculosis (De la Rua-Domenech R., 
2006). Prior to the advent of milk pasteurisation and strict cattle culling programmes between 
1935 and 1950, M. bovis was endemic across the UK with reports showing around 2,500 
individuals were dying from the pathogen annually (De la Rua-Domenech R., 2006). 
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Table 1.1: The primary host of currently defined MTBC members and three further ill-defined 
ones of the complex which appear at the bottom of the table. The latter three have limited 
evidence of zoonotic transfer to humans (Van Ingen et al., 2012, World Organisation of Animal 
Health, 2016) 
 
Member Primary Host 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis Human 
Mycobacterium africanum Human 
Mycobacterium bovis Cattle 
Mycobacterium canetti Human 
Mycobacterium caprae Deer 
Mycobacterium mungi Mongoose 
Mycobacterium pinnipedi Pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) 
Mycobacterium microti Voles 
Mycobacterium suricattae Meerkats 
Dassie bacillus Rock hyrax 
Oryx bacillus Bovidae including Oryx, Gazelles and Deer 
 
Non-Tuberculosis Mycobacterium (NTMs) account for over 150 mycobacterial species and are 
ubiquitous in the natural environment, being present in soil, ground water, drinking water and 
even pasteurised milk and cheese, although the latter are rare events (Greenwood., 2012, Spahr 
and Schafroth., 2001). They are generally less pathogenic in humans. However, certain species 
including M. abcessus and M. kansassi can be pathogenic (Nguyen.,1997, Greenwood., 2012), 
especially in individuals who are immuno-compromised or those with concurrent pulmonary 
disease such as cystic fibrosis (Jeong et al., 2004, Nguyen., 1997, Greenwood., 2012). Clinical 
manifestations of disease caused by an NTM may be pulmonary but species do also cause skin, 
lymphatic, soft tissue and disseminated infections (Uslan et al., 2006, Greenwood., 2012). 
Although causing less of a disease burden than the MTBC species, numbers of NTM infections in 
immuno-compromised individuals, such as those suffering from AIDS and cystic fibrosis, is 
substantial (Greenwood., 2012). 
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Mycobacteria are characterised by having a cell wall that is thick, hydrophobic, waxy and 
contains long chain fatty acids, called mycolic acids (Barry et al., 1998). Each mycolic acid 
molecule contains between 60-90 carbon atoms but the exact number varies between 
mycobacterial species (Barry et al., 1998). The presence of mycolic acids contributes to the 
robustness of the mycobacteria, conferring increased resistance to chemical damage, 
dehydration, hydrophilic antibiotics and various biocides (Greenwood, 2012, Ryan and Ray, 
2004a).  
1.2.1: Mycobacterium tuberculosis  
Despite all members of MTBC having the ability to cause disease, M. tuberculosis is the one that 
represents the primary causative agent of tuberculosis in humans, especially in more developed 
countries such as the UK whereby M. tuberculosis accounts for over 98% of all tuberculosis cases 
(Brosch et al., 2002, Huard, R. C et al., 2003, Public Health England., 2017).  
M. bovis and M. africannum represent the two other MTBC agents that commonly cause 
tuberculosis, although their impact is largely restricted to areas of Africa and in reality are a 
significantly lesser burden in relation to the global epidemic of tuberculosis (WHO., 2016, WHO., 
2017, Public Health England., 2014, Public Health England., 2017). The number of human cases 
caused by M. bovis  varies by geographic region, with 10,000 of the 13,400 worldwide deaths 
from M. bovis in 2015 occurring on the African continent (World Organisation of Animal Health., 
2016). In more developed countries, M. bovis is not a prominent human pathogen, causing only 
0.9% of human tuberculosis cases in the UK in 2016 (Public Health England., 2016, World 
Organisation of Animal Health., 2016, WHO., 2016). The majority of M. africanum cases  are 
restricted to West African individuals and are thus not as prominent globally, causing around 
1.6% of all tuberculosis cases in 2015 (WHO., 2016) and only 1.4% of culture-confirmed ones in 
the UK as of 2014 (Public Health England., 2014). 
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1.2.2: M. tuberculosis lineages and strains 
M. tuberculosis strains can be categorised into 1 of 7 phylogenetic major lineages, based 
originally on large sequence polymorphism classification (Gagneux et al., 2006, Gagneux and 
Small., 2007) and subsequent WGS single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mapping (Comas et 
al., 2013, Reiling et al., 2013, Firdessa et al., 2013, Yimer et al., 2015).  
The 7 phylogenetic major lineages are split into phylogeographically related groups: Lineage 1 -
Indo-Oceanic, Lineage 2 -East-Asian, Lineage 3 -East African-Indian, Lineage 4 -Euro-American, 
Lineage 5-West Africa 1, Lineage 6-West Africa 2 and Lineage 7 -Horn of Africa (Gagneux and 
Small., 2007). Previous studies have shown that the different lineages (and sub-lineages within 
them) of M. tuberculosis have different clinical phenotypes with regards to transmissibility, drug 
resistance, host interaction, latency and vaccine efficacy (Reed et al., 2009, Reiling et al., 2013, 
Firdessa et al., 2013). Identifying which lineages are present within an area is important with 
regards to understanding the epidemiological background of tuberculosis in that area, especially 
with global human migration blurring the phylogeographic restrictions of the lineages. Lineages 
can be grouped into those that are evolutionarily modern and those that are ancient (Gagneux 
and Small., 2007). Lineages 1, 5 and 6 are thought to represent more ancient lineages that 
coexisted with humans prior to Neolithic expansion of anatomically modern Homo sapiens 
(Comas et al., 2013). Strains from these ancient lineages have been shown to initiate a greater 
immune response and are more likely to become latent than their modern relatives (Portevin et 
al., 2011). In contrast, the modern strains of Lineages 2, 3 and 4 appear to possess more virulent 
phenotypes with higher transmissibility, more readily causing active disease and propensity for 
drug resistance, and are more geographically dispersed (Sarkar et al., 2012, Gagneux., 2012). In 
particular, Lineage 2 (East Asian) and Lineage 4 (Euro-American) contain strains, such as the 
Beijing and Haarlem genotypes respectively, which are notorious for their association with 
tuberculosis outbreaks and are over-represented amongst drug resistant cases (Bifani et al., 
1996, Mardassi et al., 2005, Marais et al., 2006,).  
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The W/Beijing genotype is a strain found within Lineage 2, which has been regularly associated 
with large M. tuberculosis outbreaks (Thwaites et al., 2008, Bifani et al., 1996). In particular, the 
W/Beijing strains are known to have a higher propensity for acquisition of drug resistance genes, 
causing the development of multi-drug and extensively-drug resistant strains (Bifani et al., 1996, 
Thwaites et al., 2008). They have been shown to disseminate rapidly and cause more severe 
disease phenotypes. This was particularly evident in a large outbreak caused by the strain in 
New York in the 1990s (Bifani et al., 1996, Thwaites et al., 2008). The W/Beijing genotype has 
the ability to produce a unique phenolic glycolipid that attenuates the host’s immune response 
(Nicol et al., 2005). Meningeal tuberculosis caused by W/Beijing strains also has a more rapid 
progression, with shorter symptom duration when compared with meningeal infection caused 
by other lineage strains (Nicol et al., 2005). W/Beijing strain infections are associated with low 
levels of cerebro spinal fluid (CSF) leukocytes, which is an independent risk factor for death or 
severe disability from meningeal tuberculosis (Thwaites et al., 2008). 
The Haarlem genotype is found within Lineage 4 and has also been associated with large 
outbreaks of M. tuberculosis. This genotype accounts for 25% of tuberculosis cases in Europe, 
as well as central America and the Caribbean, where research suggests its presence may be 
correlated with post-Columbus European colonisation (Cubillos-Ruiz et al., 2010). Its significance 
is based on its global dissemination and its predominance in multi-drug resistant outbreaks 
(Mardassi et al., 2005, Marais et al., 2006, Khanipour et al., 2016). A  study in Tunisia showed 
Haarlem strains cause 22-fold more multi-drug resistant cases than non-Haarlem Euro-American 
strains (Mardassi et al., 2005). Haarlem genotype strains have been found to have an increased 
clonal expansion rate compared to non-Haarlem strains which, it has been postulated, allows 
them to spread quickly whilst also being multi-drug resistant (Mardassi et al., 2005, Tessema et 
al., 2013). 
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1.3: Tuberculosis in history 
Tuberculosis represents a disease that has plagued human kind throughout its recorded history 
for millennia. The earliest records of a tuberculosis-like disease were written in 2000-3000 BC in 
the Chinese Huang Ti Nei-Ching and the legal texts of Babylonian King Hammurabi (Herzog., 
1998, Bynum., 2012). A consumptive disease, characteristic of tuberculosis has also been 
described in other famous historical documents and figures such as the Ebers Paparus of ancient 
Egypt (circa 1500 BC) (Cave and Demonstrator., 1939), Homer’s Iliad (circa 800 BC), the 
documents of Hippocrates during Greek antiquity (410-400 BC) and reports by Aristotle (384-
322 BC) and Galen (174 AD) (Herzog., 1998, Frith., 2014). Anatomical evidence for tuberculosis 
cooperative history with hominids dates back as far as Homo erectus in the middle Pleistocene 
(circa 490,000 years BC) (Hershkovitz et al., 2008), with molecular diagnosis of tuberculosis being 
reported in skeletons of an early eastern Mediterranean settlement (9000 years BC) 
(Hershkovitz et al., 2008). However, it was not until 1679 that we see the appearance of the 
term ‘tubercles in phthisis’ when Sylvius de la Boë described phthisis of the lung as tubercular 
granulosa disease (Frith., 2014). The term consumption then became synonymous with the 
disease, being used as a lay term for phthisis between the 17th and 19th centuries, until 
tuberculosis was used by Johann Lukas Schönlein in 1839 (Frith., 2014). Tuberculosis became a 
major pandemic across Europe during the 18th and 19th centuries (Dormandy., 1999), killing a 
quarter of the total adult population, having a mortality rate of 1000 per 100,000 per year during 
those centuries (Daniel., 2006). The disease severely affected the European continent, causing 
1 in 6 deaths in France by 1918, and killing over 4 million people in England and Wales from 
1851-1910 (Segen., 1992 Daniel., 2006). During this era, the disease was commonly known as 
“the robber of youth” due to one third of those between 15-34 years old being killed by 
tuberculosis (Bynum., 2012). In 1882, Robert Koch provided the first major breakthrough in 
tuberculosis research. His work identified the tubercle bacilli as responsible for the disease 
(Frith., 2014). The confirmation of the causative agent then led to further key developments in 
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the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis, such as the Pirquet and Mantoux tuberculin skin 
tests in 1907; the Bacillus Calmette-Guérin vaccine in 1921; and eventually to Selman 
Waksman’s Streptomycin discovery in 1943, which represented the first successful antibiotic 
used to treat Tuberculosis (Frith., 2014). 
1.4: Current status of tuberculosis disease worldwide 
In 2016, tuberculosis killed more people globally than any other infectious agent and is currently 
the ninth leading cause of death worldwide (WHO., 2017). In 2016, tuberculosis disease caused 
the deaths of 1.3 million people worldwide and contributed to a further 400,000 deaths in co-
infected HIV patients (WHO., 2017). Around 10.4 million new cases were reported in 2016, with 
5.9 million men suffering from tuberculosis, followed by 3.5 million women and 1.4 million 
children (WHO., 2017). The current tuberculosis burden is larger than earlier thought, with 
around 4.9 million previously ‘missing’ cases being documented in 2015, the majority in the 
South East Asia region (World Health Organisation: Jim Yong Kim., 2017). Poor surveillance is to 
blame for these ‘missing cases’, with India reporting a 34% increase in disease notification after 
the private health sector was included in the national tuberculosis programme there in 2015 
(World Health Organisation: Jim Yong Kim., 2017). Countries such as Bangladesh, Myanmar and 
Indonesia also heavily under-report cases (World Health Organisation: Jim Yong Kim., 2017). Six 
countries account for around 60% of all new cases, namely India, China, Indonesia, Nigeria, 
South Africa and Pakistan (WHO., 2016).  Tuberculosis is still largely a disease of poverty, with 
Africa harbouring the most severe burden relative to its population, with 281 cases per 100,000 
people - double  the global average of 133 (WHO., 2015). Global progress is largely dependent 
on the prevention of tuberculosis within these countries (WHO., 2016).  
Europe represents the region with the lowest incidence of tuberculosis disease and much of this 
burden is borne by eastern European countries (European Centre for Disease Prevention and 
Control/WHO Regional Office for Europe., 2017). However, it is calculated that tuberculosis kills 
around 7 people every hour across the European Union with around  
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32,000 deaths and 323,000 cases per year (European Centre for Disease Prevention and 
Control/WHO Regional Office for Europe., 2017), equating to a rate of between 35.5 per 100,000 
individuals (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control/WHO Regional Office for 
Europe., 2017). The UK reported an incidence of 9.4 cases per 100 000 population in its most 
recent national report (Public Health England., 2017). In addition, the rate of multi-drug 
resistance(MDR) is higher in European cases than elsewhere in the world (European Centre for 
Disease Prevention and Control/WHO Regional Office for Europe., 2017). The most recent 
reports have suggested that there is also an increase in the number of extensively drug resistant 
(XDR) cases across eastern European countries, potentially making up 1 in every 4 MDR cases 
there (WHO., 2017¸ European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control/WHO Regional Office 
for Europe., 2017). The financial burden tuberculosis imposes across the European Union now 
stands at an estimated €5.9 billion per annum (European Centre for Disease Prevention and 
Control/WHO Regional Office for Europe., 2017) and treatment of multi-drug resistant strains 
contributes heavily to this.  
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1.5: Tuberculosis in Wales 
During the industrial revolution, the onset of the major coal mining and steel industries, and into 
the early 20th century, tuberculosis was a major health issue in Wales. Statistics from the start 
of the 20th century show England and Wales to have an incidence of over 1000 in every 100,000 
individuals (Frith., 2014, Jackson et al., 2016), far greater than the rate in countries considered 
high-incidence today, such as South Africa (Frith, 2014, Jackson et al., 2016). However, M. 
tuberculosis infection was exacerbated by the living conditions during the industrialisation of 
the UK in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, which was a major contribution to the 
tuberculosis disease burden. M. bovis infections were also a major contributor to the 
tuberculosis burden in that time, with unpasteurised cow’s milk being a major source of the 
disease, causing 65,000 deaths between 1912 and 1937 (Wilson., 1943). In 1913, of all the 
counties in the UK, the five with the highest incidence of tuberculosis were in Wales (Michael., 
2008). Tuberculosis was so common in Wales that it was considered part of someone’s genetic 
profile and thought to be an inherited disorder (Michael., 2008). Today tuberculosis incidence 
in Wales is low, with around 116 to 200 cases per year over the past decade (Public Health 
England., 2014, Public Health Wales., 2014, Public Health Wales., 2016).  This correlates to an 
incidence of between 3.7-4.5 cases per 100,000 population (Public Health Wales., 2014, Public 
Health Wales., 2016), compared to 9.4 per 100 000 for the UK as a whole in the most recent UK-
wide report (Public Health England., 2017). Although the overall incidence of tuberculosis in 
Wales is lower than that seen in England and the UK as a whole, the overall UK rate masks major 
differences between regions as London has about 40% of all UK cases (Public Health England., 
2016).  In addition, in terms of deaths, the 2014 UK-wide report noted that Wales was the region 
with the highest proportion of deaths in drug-sensitive cases, at 11.7% (16 out of 137 cases in 
2012) (Public Health England., 2016). The incidence of tuberculosis in an area is often heavily 
affected by immigration from high TB-burden countries (Public Health England., 2016). In areas 
of high immigrant populations, the level of incidence of tuberculosis is higher than in areas with 
lower immigrant populations (Public Health England., 2016). The Public Health England 2016 
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tuberculosis report stated, that in England the rate of tuberculosis was 15 times higher in non-
UK born individuals, and in 2015 made up 73% of all cases in England (Public Health England., 
2016).  
In Wales, the structure of the NHS Trust responsible for health protection, Public Health Wales, 
links microbiology, public health and epidemiology into one organizational team, with an active 
tuberculosis programme group which meets regularly. Wales is uniquely placed to provide a 
model for other such programmes, with an ideal setting for studying the disease. The relatively 
stable population enables detailed analysis of links between cases, which is not possible with 
more transient populations and fractured services. Thus, it is possible to obtain very detailed 
epidemiological information about each case of tuberculosis. Despite the stable population and 
low incidence of tuberculosis, outbreaks still occur in Wales and since 2005; the number has 
risen in the South West region of Wales.  
1.5.1: Tuberculosis in Wales – Overview of demography.  
The incidence of tuberculosis is heavily affected by international immigration from countries 
with a high tuberculosis-burden (Public Health England., 2016). Wales has a relatively stable 
population, with international migration fluctuating between small net influxes and effluxes 
since the early 1990`s (Statistics Bulletin., 2013). In 2016, 50% of all tuberculosis cases in Wales 
occurred in people born outside the United Kingdom (UK), with UK born individuals accounting 
for 44% of reported cases and 6% of cases being of unknown birth place (Public Health Wales., 
2017). Thus, a substantially lower proportion of cases are born outside the UK than in England 
where the figure is 74% (Tuberculosis in England.,2017, Public Health England report., 2018).  
Most cases known to be born outside the UK originated from South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa 
(Public Health Wales., 2017). A total of 80 cases were culture-confirmed in 2016, and of these 
78 were due to infection by M.tuberculosis, one was caused by M. bovis and one by M. 
africanum. Two cases (2.5%) of MDR-TB were reported among culture-confirmed cases in 2016, 
higher than the English proportion of 1.5% phenotypically tested and confirmed MDR-TB in the 
same year, although the Welsh numbers are small, meaning proportions should be interpreted 
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with caution (Public Health Wales., 2017).  The rate of any resistance to one or more first line 
drug was 5% - again absolute numbers are small. No extensively drug resistant cases were 
reported in Wales in 2016 (Public Health Wales., 2017).   
Within Wales, the highest rates of tuberculosis are found in the South-east, in Cardiff and 
Newport, which have incidence rates of tuberculosis of 15.4 per 100,000 population and 6.6 per 
100,000 population respectively (Public Health Wales., 2017), see Figure 1.1. Tuberculosis 
incidence within Wales also correlates with poverty, as would be expected. The rate of 
tuberculosis in those living in the most deprived fifth Wales was 7.0 per 100,000 population, 
whilst in the wealthiest fifth of the country there was a rate of only 1.1 per 100,000 population 
(Public Health Wales., 2017). Like the rest of the United Kingdom, tuberculosis in Wales is 
associated with social risk factors such as drug abuse, alcohol abuse, homelessness or 
imprisonment with these risk factors having more of an impact on the tuberculosis demographic 
in Wales than is seen in England. Around 14% of all cases in 2016 reported at least one risk 
factor, higher than the figure for England (11.1% of cases) (Public Health Wales., 2017, Public 
Health England., 2017). Seven percent of all cases reported a history of or current drug abuse, 
4% reported a history of or current abuse of alcohol, 7% were reported in the homeless 
population and 9% had a history of or were currently in prison (Public Health Wales., 2017). The 
Welsh cohort had increased proportion of cases with the social risk factors of drug abuse, 
homelessness and imprisonment in comparison with England, where these social risk factors 
accounted for 4.2%, 4.5% and 4% respectively.  
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Figure 1.1: A Geographical map extracted from the Public Health Wales Annual tuberculosis 
report for 2016 (Public Health Wales., 2017). The map is split up into the different counties of 
Wales and the key depicts the colours relevant to the rate of tuberculosis per 100,000 
individuals.   
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1.6: Pathogenesis of tuberculosis 
M. tuberculosis is transmitted to individuals through inhalation of droplet nuclei. Following 
inhalation these lodge within the terminal air spaces of the lung (Glickman and Jacobs., 2001), 
allowing them to be ingested by alveolar macrophages (Glickman and Jacobs., 2001). Following 
ingestion into macrophages, the tubercle bacilli may either be destroyed by the host’s immune 
system or survive and replicate within the alveolar macrophages. This will lead to an active 
infection or a latent state as a consequence of the activity of the host’s immune system 
(Glickman and Jacobs. 2001). Only around 5-10% of individuals progress to active disease state 
following initial infection. The remaining 90-95% harbour the infection in a latent state (Asante-
Poku et al., 2015). Only around 10% of individuals carrying the latent form of tuberculosis 
infection will go on to develop active disease (Flynn and Chan., 2001). However, in immuno-
compromised individuals, such as those co-infected with HIV, the likelihood of progression to 
active disease is greater (Flynn and Chan, 2001). It is thought that a third of the world’s 
population carry the latent form of the disease, which acts as a major reservoir supporting the 
disease`s continuous presence, making eradication difficult (Flynn and Chan, 2001). 
1.7: Treatment of tuberculosis  
The first treatments for tuberculosis were based on surgical methods such as artificial 
pneumothorax and plombage, both of which involved the physical collapse of the infected area 
of the lung (Kendall., 1915). The discovery of streptomycin in 1943 caused surgical procedures 
to become less used and was the dawn of the anti-tuberculosis drug era (Thomas E Herchline., 
2017). Currently, the empiric treatment for tuberculosis recommended by the World Health 
Organisation involves the prescription of 4 first-line drugs: isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide 
and either streptomycin or ethambutol (Thomas E Herchline, 2017., WHO 2010., WHO 2017., 
Milburn et al., 2010). The recommended treatment period for drug susceptible tuberculosis is 6 
months. For the last four months,  rifampicin and isoniazid can be used alone if the strain is 
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completely susceptible (Thomas E Herchline., 2017., WHO 2017). Treatment of drug-resistant 
strains is much more complex, toxic and expensive and is outside the scope of this thesis.  
1.7.1: Tuberculosis Vaccination 
A vaccine for M. tuberculosis, named the Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccine, has existed in 
medical practice since 1921, has been rolled out as part of the WHO’s Expanded Programme on 
Immunization (EPI) since 1974 and is the sole vaccine available to prevent tuberculosis. The 
vaccine is a live-attenuated M. bovis strain which has lost its ability to confer disease in humans 
but still confers immunity to M. tuberculosis albeit with varying efficacy across different 
populations. The BCG vaccine has proven successful in preventing TB meningitis in children, 
having an efficacy of 70-80% of preventing the disease (Colditz et al., 1994, Rodrigues et al., 20                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
11). However, the efficacy of the vaccine for preventing adult pulmonary tuberculosis ranges 
between 0-80% (Colditz et al., 1994, Rodrigues et al., 20                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
11). Within the UK its efficacy is estimated to be between 60-80% in protecting against 
pulmonary tuberculosis disease (Colditz et al., 1994). In countries closer to the equator the 
efficacy of the BCG vaccine has been reported as 0% (Rodrigues et al., 2011). Due to its variable 
effect in preventing adult pulmonary disease, efforts have been made to develop novel vaccines. 
However, as of 2018 no such breakthroughs have been made. The need to develop new 
tuberculosis vaccines has been reported by the WHO as an essential part of the end TB strategy 
(WHO, 2017).  
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1.8: Control measures and strain typing 
The spread of multi-drug resistant and extensively drug resistant strains, along with the lack of 
novel vaccines and anti-tuberculosis drugs means prevention through the application of 
successful control programmes is critical to public health globally. Early diagnosis and 
epidemiological investigation through systematic screening of contact and high-risk groups has 
become one of the key pillars of the end-tuberculosis strategy developed by the World Health 
Organisation, which aims to end the global tuberculosis epidemic by 2050 (WHO., 2015).  
1.8.1: Tuberculosis control  
The strategy for tuberculosis control in the community is based primarily on passive and active 
case-finding, contact tracing and molecular strain typing techniques. The contribution of both 
traditional contact tracing and molecular strain typing allows epidemiological investigations to 
identify the most appropriate control programmes. Passive case-finding relies on infected 
individuals noticing symptoms of disease and report themselves to local practitioners, meaning 
they will not be documented until they are already symptomatically ill (Zachariah, R et al ., 2003, 
Den Boon, S et al ., 2008). In contrast, active case-finding involves healthcare workers actively 
searching for cases to get patients treated as quickly as possible. However, active case-finding is 
more expensive and requires skilled healthcare workers and infrastructure, features that are 
barriers in developing countries (Zachariah, R et al ., 2003, Den Boon, S et al ., 2008). In the UK, 
both passive and active case-finding are practiced. The use of mobile radiography units 
successfully led to a decrease in the incidence of tuberculosis in the UK between 1940-1960 
(Levitt., 2003, Watson et al., 2007) and the units are still useful to target hard-to-reach 
populations such as the homeless (Story et al., 2012, Watson et al., 2007). Pre-entry screening 
of migrants from  countries with a  high incidence of tuberculosis (> 40 cases per 100,000 
population) was credited for a decrease in active pulmonary tuberculosis among non-UK born 
individuals (Public Health England, 2014), and is a recently used form of active case-finding.  
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1.8.2: Strain typing 
For effective control measures, not only within an outbreak, accurate strain typing is vital (Small 
et al., 1993), and is important both in mycobacterial research and clinical practice (van Embden 
et al., 1993). In research, strain typing provides information which elucidates the evolution, 
diversity and phylogenetic features of different M. tuberculosis strains (van Embden et al., 1993). 
In clinical practice it is important in epidemiological investigations as it provides accurate 
information on the extent and nature of the outbreak,  and for applying the most suitable control 
measures (Crampin et al., 2010, Witney et al., 2016). Clinically it is also important for detecting 
laboratory cross-contamination events, which occur occasionally in laboratories handling 
isolates of M. tuberculosis, and for distinguishing re-infection from a relapse of a previous TB 
infection (Crampin et al., 2010, Small et al., 1993). 
Strain typing can be achieved through several different techniques. Early approaches used 
phenotypic typing such as phage typing and drug susceptibility profiling (Schürch and van 
Soolingen, 2012, Schuitemaker, 1968). These methods were low in discriminatory power 
although useful in the days before molecular methods were available (Schuitemaker, 1968). 
Phage typing is still reported to be useful in detecting laboratory cross-contamination (Schürch 
and van Soolingen, 2012). The advent of molecular strain typing techniques such as spacer 
oligonucleotide typing (spoligotyping), IS6110 Restriction fragment length polymorphism typing 
(IS6110 RFLP) and Mycobacterial Interspersed Repetitive Unit Variable Number Tandem Repeat 
typing (MIRU-VNTR) greatly increased the discrimination of strain typing and substantially 
increased the success of control programmes due to increased accuracy of outbreak 
investigations (Table 1.2); (Schürch and van Soolingen., 2012, Small et al., 1993). 
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Table 1.2: List of the established M. tuberculosis typing methods, with corresponding 
comments relating to the features, advantages and disadvantages of each method.  
Typing method Comments 
Spoligotyping Older method which has been modernised. Still useful as a 
secondary discrimination method to be used with other 
methods such as MIRU-VNTR for strain confirmation.  
Reproducible, rapid and allows significant phylogenetic and 
evolutionary data to be gleaned digitally which MIRU-VNTR 
and RFLP do not.  
IS6110 RFLP A Very high discrimination level, has long been described as 
the gold standard for tuberculosis strain typing. Slow, 
laborious, difficult to modernise and share results between 
independent labs accurately. Could be becoming redundant. 
MIRU-VNTR Far more rapid than IS6110 as it is PCR-based and can be 
done directly on the sample. More effective in rapidly acting 
on outbreaks. Using 16-24 loci MIRU-VNTR discrimination 
equals RFLP. Better discrimination than RFLP in strains with 
low IS6110 copy numbers. 
WGS Provides the highest possible level of resolution. Provides 
evolutionary information and data which cannot be achieved 
by other methods. More phylogenetic power and more 
discriminatory than all other methods. Currently difficult to 
standardize. 
 
1.8.3: Spoligotyping 
Established in the 1990s, spoligotyping is a PCR-based reverse-hybridisation blotting method, 
for genotyping strains of M. tuberculosis (Kamerbeek et al., 1997, March et al., 1996). It allows 
rapid amplification and analysis of strain-dependant polymorphisms found in the spacer regions 
of a direct repeat locus (DR-locus) contained in the MTBC genome. Spoligotyping has been used 
to assay the genetic diversity of this locus for use in the clinical laboratory, evolutionary and 
population genetics (Brudey et al., 2006).  Because it is PCR-based and requires few copy 
numbers, spoligotyping allows for simultaneous detection and strain typing of M. tuberculosis 
from a clinical sample containing the bacterium within one day (Augustynowicz-Kopec et al., 
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2007). The main advantages over the other methods listed in Table 1.2, are its speed and its 
easily presented results in a digital format that can then be used to create a database (Brudey 
et al., 2006), thus making communication between independent laboratories practical. In 
addition, spoligotyping is well-established in assigning individual M. tuberculosis strains to 
phylogeographic clades that are submitted to globally accessible databases such as SpolDB4 
(Brudey et al., 2006). The DR locus is phylogenetically informative and spoligotyping can 
distinguish between lineages and sub-lineages within the M. tuberculosis genome (Abadia et al., 
2011, Filliol et al., 2006). However, in comparison to other molecular typing procedures, 
spoligotyping has a lower resolution and underestimates the clonal diversity of M. tuberculosis 
when used alone (Augustynowicz-Kopec et al., 2007).  
Despite being deemed unreliable when used as a single molecular typing tool, studies have 
highlighted that traditional spoligotyping can be used to support the primary typing methods 
such as IS6110 RFLP and MIRU-VNTR. Most recently, spoligotyping has been incorporated into 
the use of data gleaned from WGS of M. tuberculosis strains. Spoligotype patterns can now be 
identified in silico, meaning spoligotype data can be obtained from sequence data following 
WGS, thus done at no extra cost allowing them to be grouped rapidly into phylogenetically 
informative spoligotype clades without the need to carry out a separate procedure (Xia et al., 
2016). 
1.8.4: IS6110 RFLP 
IS6110 restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) is a genotyping technique, which has 
long been regarded as the gold standard for M. tuberculosis complex genotyping, because it has 
been the method with the highest discriminatory power (Christianson et al., 2010). IS6110 is an 
insertion sequence in the M. tuberculosis chromosome belonging to the IS3 insertion sequence 
family of Enterobacter and is present in all MTBC species but not in the more distantly related 
mycobacteria (Thierry, D et al, 1990). This insertion element can range in copy number between 
strains from zero up to 25 copies. They vary in their sites of insertion, and this feature is essential 
in the ability of the method to discriminate between strains of  
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M. tuberculosis. RFLP involves digesting these insertion elements using restriction enzymes and 
visualising the resulting fragments by probe hybridisation. The pattern of fragments defines the 
different strains (Park et al., 2000). IS6110 RFLP is highly discriminatory and, as stated, is the 
gold standard in differentiating strains, such as in outbreak investigations. However, the use of 
IS6110 in phylogenetic and evolutionary studies is somewhat limited, because the insertion 
elements are restricted to two thirds of the genome around the DR locus. Also, within the 
genome there are IS6110 hotspots in the DR and the ipl loci. These factors have led some authors 
to question the method`s utility as a reliable marker for population genetics and phylogenetics 
studies of M. tuberculosis (Fang et al., 1998). 
IS6110 RFLP has other important limitations.  It is labour intensive, time consuming and more 
expensive than a PCR based method such as spoligotyping (Christianson et al., 2010). It is also a 
gel-based method and, as such, is susceptible to interpretive errors (Christianson et al., 2010). 
There is no PCR amplification step and thus it requires prior culture to provide sufficient biomass 
to get enough DNA for testing (Christianson et al., 2010). This makes it a slow process and a 
more rapid PCR-based method has often been used initially, using IS6110 RFLP as a confirmatory 
test (Ruddy et al., 2004). There is also the problem of comparing IS6110 patterns between 
independent labs or even ones that are separated in time due to differing experimental 
conditions, operator interpretation of the result, and also changes in the software used to 
analyse the patterns (Das et al., 2005). Therefore, despite its discriminatory ability, the results 
are not as easy to use, as the digitalised ones obtained from spoligotyping and MIRU-VNTR, 
which allow for continuously updated data to be distributed as standards. Thus as discriminatory 
as it is, this method is not the answer to rapid response to control outbreaks; rather its power is 
in providing confirmation of strain types (Das et al., 2005). 
1.8.5: VNTR and MIRU-VNTR 
Variable Number of Tandem Repeat (VNTR) typing is a PCR-based technique (Supply et al., 2006, 
Supply et al., 1997) which was originally devised as an epidemiological typing method by 
Frothingham and Meeker-O`Connell in 1998, and involved exact tandem repeat sequences 
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(ETRs) (Supply et al., 2006) located at five different chromosomal loci: ETR-A, ETR-B, ETR-C, ETR-
D, ETR-E and ETR-F (Frothingham and Meeker-O'Connell, 1998, Supply et al., 2006). These loci 
show substantial length polymorphism ranging from 53-79 base pairs and differ in the regions 
of DNA they reside in (Supply et al., 2006). The genotype of an isolate is represented by a five-
digit allele profile specifying the number of repeat elements at each of these loci. The allele 
profile is determined by the size of the amplified products. The variations within these 
sequences can affect expression of certain genes within strains providing further features 
unique to that strain (Frothingham and Meeker-O'Connell, 1998b). Loci used in VNTR strain 
typing may also be Major Polymorphic Tandem Repeat (MPTR) ones, which are different from 
ETRs as they are found in multiple genomic clusters and are imperfectly repeated units. ETRs are 
found at a unique locus and have a unique spacer sequence (Hermans et al., 1992), whilst the 
MPTR loci consist of 15 base-pair repeats with a single consensus sequence. However, there is 
significant sequence variability between the adjacent repeats making them useful as markers to 
determine both species and strains within the M. tuberculosis complex.  
1.8.6: MIRU-VNTR  
Since the release of the whole genome sequence of the H37Rv strain of M. tuberculosis, 41 
MIRU-VNTR loci have been identified, consisting of both ETRs and MPTRs.  These together are 
referred to as Mycobacterial Interspersed Repetitive Units (MIRUs), now known as MIRU-VNTR 
(Supply et al., 2006). The MIRU sequences contain between 40 - 100 base-pairs and are scattered 
randomly throughout the chromosome of the M. tuberculosis genome (Supply et al., 2006). 
MIRU-VNTR is a PCR based method which amplifies the repeated sequences of the MIRU-VNTR 
defined loci. The size of the PCR product correlates with the number of repeats present,  and 
the pattern of these results allows a numerical genotype to be assigned for each isolate (Van 
Soolingen et al., 2001). An original set of 12 MIRU-VNTR loci, representing 12 mini-satellite-like 
regions of the M. tuberculosis chromosome, was described in a 2001 study by Mazars et al and 
provided a level of resolution similar to that of the established IS6110 RFLP typing (Mazars et 
al., 2001). The original 12 loci proposed were then expanded to 15 and have now been further 
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supplemented to a 24-locus test, with a discriminatory power comparable to that of IS6110 
(Supply et al., 2006, Christianson et al., 2010). Due to it being PCR-based, the MIRU-VNTR 
method is rapid and although not quite as discriminatory, the application of 15 and 24 loci MIRU-
VNTR typing in conjunction with supporting spoligotyping data has shown discrimination close 
to that of IS6110 RFLP (Christianson et al., 2010, Jonsson et al., 2014). In fact, MIRU-VNTR may 
have higher discrimination when the IS6110 copies within a given isolate are below 6 (Jonsson 
et al., 2014). The MIRU-VNTR method allows easy construction of a digital global database 
allowing for efficient epidemiological studies of tuberculosis worldwide, with the MIRU-VNTR 
plus online database being a widely-used platform (Weniger et al., 2010). MIRU-VNTR digitalised 
platforms have been adopted in combination with digitalised spoligotyping data, providing an 
international basis for large-scale genotyping at a high-throughput and globally accessible level 
(Weniger et al., 2010). For these reasons MIRU-VNTR replaced IS6110 in the first decade of this 
century as the international standard for M. tuberculosis molecular typing, with IS6110 reserved 
as a confirmatory procedure. Thus, MIRU-VNTR allows large scale global surveillance and large-
population based analysis due to its speed, simplicity and ease of comparison between 
laboratories worldwide. 
1.8.7: Limitations of MIRU-VNTR typing 
Various studies have highlighted the shortcomings of MIRU-VNTR typing in resolving outbreaks 
and sometimes contradicted contact tracing data (Gardy et al., 2011, Walker et al., 2013a, 
Walker et al., 2013b,  Kohl et al., 2014, Walker et al., 2015, Takiff and Feo., 2015, Witney et al., 
2016). MIRU-VNTR typing does not account for the heterogeneity of isolates included within the 
same outbreak that is caused by microevolution (Walker et al., 2013). A previous study 
highlighted that M. tuberculosis can harbour a level of within-host heterogeneity that rivals the 
variation seen between patients within a given outbreak (Pérez-Lago et al., 2013). This 
heterogeneity is caused by the microevolution of the mycobacteria within the host over time 
(Pérez-Lago et al., 2011, Pérez-Lago et al., 2013). MIRU-VNTR, along with IS6110 and 
spoligotyping, is unable to account for this microevolution and thus provides inaccuracies when 
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used to trace the route of transmission within an outbreak, or determining whether isolates are 
part of an outbreak, when they may harbour minor differences (Takiff and Feo, 2015). In 
addition, MIRU-VNTR does not have the ability to identify super-spreaders within an outbreak. 
Super-spreaders are cases within an outbreak that can disproportionally infect secondary cases. 
The presence of super-spreaders presents public health challenges and may dramatically affect 
control programmes related to the outbreak (Stein, 2011). The identification of super-spreaders 
in other diseases has shown to be beneficial in reducing the number of future cases through 
halting transmission from the super-spreader (Stein, 2011). The use of MIRU-VNTR typing also 
provides no information for the identification of the source case of outbreaks. Key information 
such as potential super-spreaders and source cases are dependent on contact tracing 
investigation with no molecular typing support. 
1.9: Whole Genome Sequencing  
The advent of high-throughput and affordable WGS, whereby the complete DNA of an organism 
is sequenced and analysed, presents an opportunity to provide the ultimate level of molecular 
resolution to infectious disease outbreaks (Le and Diep, 2013). Through WGS it is possible to 
identify genetic markers, referred to as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), that can be 
used to distinguish two separate isolates from each other, with the number of polymorphisms 
indicating how distantly related to each other given isolates are. Certain SNPs are as associated 
with, drug resistance, increased transmissibility and immune evasion, thus have the potential to 
be used as markers to aid treatment optimisation and the understanding of an outbreak’s 
physiology (Takiff and Feo., 2015, Walker et al 2015). Through analysis of drug resistance-
associated SNPs within certain pathogens it has been possible to develop assays to aid treatment 
programmes. An example is the GeneXpert© diagnostic assay for identifying rifampicin 
resistance in M. tuberculosis (Rie et al., 2010). The test allows identification of M. tuberculosis 
and the presence of rifampicin resistance within 90 minutes  (Rie et al., 2010).  
Through sequencing the genome of organisms within an outbreak, it is possible to understand 
the relationship between the isolates using these SNPs as genetic markers (Takiff and Feo, 2015). 
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Previous studies have highlighted that, when used in conjunction with traditional 
epidemiological investigation, WGS allows elucidation of transmission dynamics, identification 
of super-spreaders and source cases in outbreaks with various pathogens. Examples include 
outbreaks of Escherichia coli and Vibrio cholerae (Rohde et al., 2011, Chin et al., 2011). WGS also 
provided the first conclusive evidence for person-to-person transmission of M. abscessus, as the 
study showed that two separate outbreaks were caused by the same resistant clone transmitted 
between cystic fibrosis sufferers (Le and Diep, 2013).  
1.9.1: Whole Genome Sequencing of M. tuberculosis 
The commonly used laboratory strain H37Rv was the first MTBC genome to be sequenced 
completely and published in 1998 (Cole et al., 1998). This was a milestone in tuberculosis 
research that provided unprecedented information on the biology, metabolism and evolution of 
the pathogen. The sequencing of this first strain paved the way for the extensive search for SNPs 
within the genomes of all MTBC strains. 
1.9.2: Genome plasticity 
Sequencing revealed that the M. tuberculosis genome was 4.6 million base pairs in size, has 
around 4000 genes and has a high G+C content which is consistent across the genome (Cole et 
al., 1998). The genome encompasses a circular chromosome, whereby >90% of the genomes 
coding capacity is used (Cole et al., 1998). M. tuberculosis is rich in repetitive DNA especially 
insertion sequences, duplicated housekeeping genes and polymorphic multi-gene families (Cole 
et al., 1998). Initial comparative sequencing studies demonstrated that the sequence diversity 
of M. tuberculosis is much lower than that seen for many other bacteria such as the 
Streptococcus pneumoniae PMEN1 or E. coli O157:H7 strains (Musser et al., 2000, Mellman, et 
al., 2011, Koser et al., 2011). Population genetic studies have shown that M. tuberculosis has a 
highly clonal population structure (Hirsh et al., 2004, Supply et al., 2003, Feil and Spratt, 2001). 
WGS of other MTBC members revealed that MTBC is highly conserved with only 2,437 SNPs 
separating M. tuberculosis strain H37Rv from the M. bovis strain AF2122/97. Horizontal gene 
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transfer has not been documented in M. tuberculosis, which again contributes to its low genomic 
diversity as a species (Gagneux and Small, 2007). Genome plasticity is also relevant to acquisition 
of drug resistance within M. tuberculosis strains as unlike some other pathogenic bacteria; M. 
tuberculosis does not contain plasmids, which often confer resistance in Gram negative 
organisms (Trauner et al., 2014). Rather, the evolution of resistant strains is driven by sequential 
acquisition and accumulation of random point mutations on the chromosome directly (Trauner 
et al., 2014) which are subject to selection pressure in the presence of anti-tuberculous 
chemotherapy.  
 The monomorphic nature of M. tuberculosis populations means standard multi-locus 
sequencing of housekeeping genes has no value in providing useful discrimination of strains 
within an outbreak (Jolley and Maiden, 2010). Thus, IS6110 RFLP, spoligotyping and MIRU-VNTR 
which exploit polymorphic regions within the genome, have been preferred to assess strain 
diversity. However, further analysis has shown that sequence diversity does exist within M. 
tuberculosis and has highlighted the utility of large sequence polymorphisms (LSP) as well as 
SNPs for stable genetic markers in strain typing (Gagneux and Small., 2007).  
1.9.3: WGS for M. tuberculosis outbreak resolution 
Multiple studies have shown that WGS provides a level of outbreak resolution above and beyond 
that provided by other molecular typing methods, such as MIRU-VNTR (Comas et al., 2009, 
Gardy et al., 2011, Kohl et al., 2014, Walker et al., 2013a, Walker et al., 2013b, Witney et al., 
2016). Studies have confirmed, through novel WGS (Walker et al., 2013b, Pérez-Lago et al., 
2013), that intra-patient micro-evolution can affect the validity of both IS6110 and MIRU-VNTR 
(Al-Hajoj et al., 2010), and impact on the detection of transmission events within an outbreak 
(Pérez-Lago et al., 2011, Walker et al., 2013b). The use of WGS for outbreak resolution accounts 
for micro-evolution and allows the tracing of SNPs within an outbreak (Witney et al., 2016). 
When used with epidemiological data, WGS allows for the identification and confirmation of 
previously suspected super-spreaders. As M. tuberculosis reproduces by binary fission, if a 
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super-spreader is present then WGS data produces a star-like phylogenetic topology (Walker et 
al., 2013b).  
1.9.4: Limitations of traditional WGS methods 
Parallel WGS of multiple bacterial genomes now provides the ability to produce 
epidemiologically useful data at a relatively low cost (Jolley and Maiden, 2010).  Many previous 
studies are based on WGS SNP mapping of multiple isolates, using often in-house un-
standardised pipelines (Walker et al., 2013b, Gardy et al., 2011). The portability and 
standardisation of WGS SNP mapping analysis is one of the main barriers to its widespread use. 
However, within tuberculosis research, the results of these SNP mapping based studies have 
allowed for the estimation of a stable mutation rate for M. tuberculosis, and led to the 
development of a 12 SNP threshold for isolate separation (Walker et al., 2013b). In other words, 
it is considered that differences exceeding 12 SNPs between isolates, indicates that they are not 
directly related. SNP mapping parameters have led to the development of online databases, 
such as the Centre for Genomic Epidemiology (Kaas et al., 2014) which provides an openly 
accessible and standardised pipeline for SNP mapping of selected isolates (Kaas et al., 2014). 
However, SNP mapping is still hampered by the need for a high-quality reference sequence and 
complete sequence data. It cannot be used with partial sequence data, which is often outputted 
using current sequencing platforms (Sheppard et al., 2012, Maiden et al., 2013).  
1.9.5: Application of gene-by-gene WGS multi-locus sequence types (MLST) 
WGS provides vast quantities of data which are difficult to standardise (Maiden et al., 2013, 
Sheppard et al., 2012, Jolley and Maiden, 2010). Gene-by-gene WGS MLST methods have 
attempted recently to provide a standardised, globally relevant and accessible databases for the 
application of WGS data to outbreak resolution and tuberculosis phylogeny (Jolley and Maiden, 
2010, Junemann et al., 2013). The use of a gene-by-gene MLST method allows the comparison 
of assembled genomes from multiple isolates without the need for a high-quality reference 
genome. Gene-by-gene MLST uses alleles at selected genes as the unit of comparison rather 
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than the whole genome nucleotide sequence used by traditional SNP mapping analysis (Maiden 
et al., 2013). 
Gene-by-gene MLST methods also allow for the development of pre-defined MLST schemes. 
These allow selective comparison across certain sets of genes, providing information of interest 
such as MLST specific to core genomes, accessory genomes or ribosomes (Jünemann et al., 2013, 
Jolley et al., 2012). This has been shown to be useful in  the resolution of a tuberculosis outbreak, 
where only the core genes were selected for analysis (Kohl et al., 2014). This allowed the 
exclusion of ppe/pe genes known to be highly polymorphic and have the ability to skew the true 
picture of isolate relationships within an outbreak (Jünemann et al., 2013, Kohl et al., 2014). 
Comparison of coding regions also allows for the exclusion of large indels which occur frequently 
in non-coding regions (Coll et al., 2014). The occurrence of small insertions and large deletions 
have been reported as being 5 and 17 times higher respectively in non-coding regions than in 
coding regions (Coll et al., 2014). Therefore, the inclusion of only coding regions provides 
resolution that is based on more stable genomic regions in comparison to WGS SNP mapping 
which is based on WGS analysis. WGS gene-by-gene MLST typing has been used successfully in 
previous investigations into Campylobacter, Staphylococci, and Salmonella outbreaks (Maiden 
et al., 2013, Sheppard et al., 2012). A previous study highlighted how the WGS gene-by-gene 
based method successfully resolved an outbreak of meningococcal disease at a UK university 
(Jolley et al., 2012). The approach produced three different MLST schemes (conventional, 
extended and ribosomal MLST). The outbreak was resolved completely. The investigation 
demonstrated that multiple closely-related but distinct strains  were present in asymptomatic 
and disease states, with two strains causing disease and one responsible for the outbreak itself 
(Jolley et al., 2012). Both WGS gene-by-gene MLST and WGS SNP analysis gave comparable 
results in terms of phylogenetic information.  
With the introduction of WGS gene-by-gene MLST-based software such as the Bacterial Isolate 
Genome Sequence Database (BigsDB) (Jolley and Maiden., 2010) and Ridom SeqSphere 
(Jünemann et al., 2013), the resolution of an outbreak is possible in a standardised manner, 
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without the need for a high quality reference genome and the results can be rapidly submitted 
to a global database. The Ridome SeqSphere software has developed and published a core 
genome MLST, based on 2891 core genes found across the MTBC genome (Jünemann et al., 
2013, Kohl et al., 2014). Application of this cgMLST scheme allows for the multiple alignments, 
across the 2891 core genes, of M. tuberculosis isolates of interest and outputs the number of 
allelic differences between the given isolates. Such data can then be used to clarify genomic 
relationships between isolates, such as whether two isolates are directly related or not. This 
cgMLST scheme has resolved an outbreak of M. tuberculosis to an adequate level for 
epidemiological conclusion although it provided less resolution than a WGS SNP mapping 
method used in the same study (Kohl et al., 2014).  
1.10: Aims of the study 
This thesis describes the analysis of WGS data from a collection of clinical isolates of M. 
tuberculosis from South West Wales, collected between 2004 and 2011. The collection includes 
isolates from three separate M. tuberculosis outbreaks, which occurred in the region during this 
time-period. Of interest is the fact that in some cases epidemiological conclusions were at odds 
with the molecular MIRU-VNTR results.  Thus, the aim of this thesis was to use WGS-based 
methods on the isolates to aid outbreak resolution and provide a level of this that would either 
support or refute the MIRU-VNTR typing conclusions. Finally, the study also aimed to provide 
further information on the presence of potential super-spreaders and outbreak source cases 
which could not be achieved through use of MIRU-VNTR. The study also aims to reveal how 
further applications, based on WGS data, could glean additional phylogenetic and physiological 
information on outbreak isolates. 
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Chapter 2 
Materials and Methods 
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2.1: Sample collection and epidemiological information 
DNA from 80 Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates collected between 2004 and 2011 was 
obtained from the Wales Centre for Mycobacteriology (WCM), Public Health Wales, Llandough 
Hospital, Cardiff. Forty of the isolates were directly associated with outbreaks from the 
Gorseinon, Townhill, Neath Port Talbot and Llwynhendy regions of South West Wales, according 
to both MIRU-VNTR typing and epidemiological investigations. The MIRU-VNTR typing had been 
carried out by the Public Health Wales Molecular Unit, Cardiff and based on 15 loci: ETRA, ETRB, 
ETRC, ETRD, ETRE, MIRU2, MIRU10, MIRU16, MIRU20, MIRU23, MIRU24, MIRU26, MIRU27, 
MIRU39 and MIRU40. A further 40 isolates from the same areas of South West Wales, apparently 
not belonging to any outbreak, were selected at random from the WCM’s collection. 
Epidemiological information for each isolate had been obtained through face-to-face interviews 
with a senior public health nurse from Public Health Wales, as part of the routine management 
of these cases.  
2.2: Sequencing and assembly 
The 80 isolates were cultured using a BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960 System (Becton Dickinson Diagnostic 
Systems, Sparks, MD, USA), and the resulting bacterial suspension boiled at 110oC for 35 minutes 
and centrifuged. The boilates then underwent genomic DNA sequencing using a MiSeq benchtop 
sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Sequencing libraries were prepared using Nextera XT 
library preparation kits (Version 3, Illumina) and paired-end 500 bp reads generated with the 
MiSeq run kit (Version 3, Illumina). The resulting paired-end reads were quality filtered with the 
Trimmomatic tool software (version 0.32; Anthony et al 2014) using a sliding 
window approach of 5 bases and a quality score of Q20. The contigs/genomes were assembled 
using SPAdes genome assembler (version 3.9.0; Bankevich et al., 2012).  The SRA sequences for 
the 179 lineage-defined isolates were also assembled using the SPAdes genomic assembler. 
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2.3: Core genome MLST analysis 
To investigate the genetic relationship between the sequenced isolates, all assembled genomes 
were uploaded onto the Ridom SeqSphere software version 4.1.9 (Ridom; Münster, Germany) 
and core genome MLST (cgMLST) analysis carried out for each outbreak.  
2.3.1: Analysis using the established Ridom SeqSphere cgMLST scheme 
Each isolate sequence was aligned to the Ridom SeqSphere M. tuberculosis cgMLST scheme of 
2891 core genes, which is based on the H37Rv reference genome (GenBank accession 
number NC_000962.3; Cole et al., 1998), and is previously defined for alignment and subsequent 
genomic analysis (Kohl et al., 2014). Successful alignments to the cgMLST were defined as “good 
targets” by the Ridom SeqSphere software, and full cgMLST analysis was carried out on isolate 
sequences that conferred >90% “good targets”. Inclusion as outbreak associated isolates was 
based on a threshold of 12 allelic differences defined by Kohl et al. (2014). 
2.3.2: Analysis using an in-house cgMLST scheme 
An in-house cgMLST scheme was developed using the “cgMLST target definer” application 
within Ridom SeqSphere (Ridom; Münster, Germany). Firstly, the genome sequences of the 
relevant isolates were aligned to the H37Rv reference genome and only genes present across all 
isolates were included in the in-house cgMLST analysis. 
2.3.3 Extended 3646 gene-by-gene MLST  
Ridom SeqSphere software also has an accessory genome MLST scheme consisting of 755 M. 
tuberculosis genes of an accessory nature (Kohl et al., 2014, Jünemann et al., 2013). For the 
extended gene-by-gene MLST analysis, a 3646 gene scheme was developed, that consisted of 
the 2891 core genes (section 2.4.1) and an additional 755 accessory genes. 
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2.4: Ancestral dating 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms across selected isolates were extracted using the “extract 
SNVs (Single nucleotide variants) from target groups” application within the Ridom SeqSphere 
software. Single nucleotide variant (SNV) is a synonym for Single nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP). The default setting for SNP extraction was applied with indels and SNPs within 10 bps of 
each other being removed from the analysis. Extracted SNPs were then concatenated using 
ClustalX (version 2; Larkin et al, 2007). To obtain ancestral dating results, concatenated 
sequences were then submitted to the BEAST ancestral dating software (version 1.8.2) under 
default parameters (Drummond et al., 2012, Ansari and Didelot, 2016), and a strict molecular 
clock of 0.5 mutations per genome per year was used as this is the mutation rate previously 
described for M. tuberculosis (Walker et al , 2013).  
2.5: Whole Genome Sequence Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Mapping   
For single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mapping, the whole genome sequences (WGS) of 
isolates relevant to each analysis were uploaded to the conserved signature indels (CSI) 
phylogeny web-server (version 1.3; https://cge.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CSIPhylogeny/). The SNP 
mapping parameters were set to the default  setting of: minimum depth at SNP positions: 10x, 
minimum relative depth at SNP positions: 10%, minimum distance between SNPs: 10 bp, 
minimum SNP quality: 30, minimum read: 25, mapping quality minimum Z-score: 1.96 (Kaas et 
al., 2014). The threshold for direct transmission in WGS SNP mapping was defined as 12 SNPs 
(Walker et al, 2013). 
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2.5.1: SNP bar-coding 
Firstly, isolates were aligned to the H37Rv reference genome using Burrows-Wheeler Alignment 
(BWA, version 0.7.17;Li and Durbin, 2009). SAMtools version 1.3.1 (Li et al., 2009) was then used 
to call SNPs from each of the 60 designated loci previously described by Coll et al (2014), with 
the omission of the two M. bovis loci at H37Rv reference genome positions 1882180 and 
2831482. Isolates were then classified based on the pattern of SNPs (SNP barcode) at the 
designated loci using the previously defined phylogenetic classifications listed in table 2.1 below 
(Coll et al., 2014). SNP bar-coding classification provided major lineage, sub-lineage and 
spoligotyping family phylogenetic assignments. 
Table 2.1: A table extracted from the Coll et al (2014) publication which highlights the 
correlating phylogenetic lineage and sub lineage to specific SNP`s at designated loci (Coll 
et al., 2014).  
Reference allele/Polymorphism Genome position* Phylogenetic assignment 
G/A 615938 Indo-Oceanic 
G/A 4404247 Indo-Oceanic 
G/A 3021283 Indo-Oceanic 
G/A 3216553 Indo-Oceanic 
G/A 2622402 Indo-Oceanic 
G/A 1491275 Indo-Oceanic 
C/A 3479545 Indo-Oceanic 
C/T 3470377 Indo-Oceanic 
G/A 497491 East-Asian 
C/T 1881090 East-Asian (non-Beijing) 
G/A 2505085 East-Asian (Beijing) 
C/T 797736 East-Asian 
C/T 4248115 East-Asian 
G/A 3836274 East-Asian 
G/T 346693 East-Asian 
C/A 3273107 East-African-Indian 
G/A 1084911 East-African-Indian 
G/C 3722702 East-African-Indian 
C/G 1237818 East-African-Indian 
G/A 2874344 East-African-Indian 
T/C** 931123 Euro-American  
G/A 62657 Euro-American (X-type/Haarlem) 
C/T 514245 Euro-American (X-type) 
C/T 1850119 Euro-American (X-type) 
T/G 541048 Euro-American (X-type) 
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C/T 4229087 Euro-American (X-type) 
A/G 891756 Euro-American (Haarlem) 
C/T 107794 Euro-American (Haarlem) 
G/C 2411730 Euro-American 
A/C 783601 Euro-American (Ural) 
C/A 1487796 Euro-American 
T/C 1455780 Euro-American (TUR) 
C/G 764995 Euro-American (LAM) 
C/A 615614 Euro-American (LAM) 
G/A 4316114 Euro-American (LAM) 
C/G 3388166 Euro-American (LAM) 
G/A 403364 Euro-American (LAM) 
G/A 3977226 Euro-American (LAM) 
G/A 4398141 Euro-American (LAM) 
C/T 1132368 Euro-American (LAM) 
C/A 1502120 Euro-American (LAM) 
G/A 4307886 Euro-American 
G/A 4151558 Euro-American 
G/A 355181 Euro-American (S-type) 
G/C 2694560 Euro-American 
G/A 4246508 Euro-American 
G/T 1719757 Euro-American 
G/A 3466426 Euro-American 
G/C 4260268 Euro-American (Uganda) 
G/A 874787 Euro-American 
G/C 1501468 Euro-American 
G/C 4125058 Euro-American 
C/G 3570528 Euro-American 
C/T 2875883 Euro-American (Cameroon) 
C/G 4249732 Euro-American (mainly T) 
G/A 3836739 Euro-American (mainly T) 
G/T** 1759252 Euro-American (H37Rv-like) 
C/A 1799921 West-Africa 1 
C/G 1816587 West-Africa 2 
G/A 1137518 Lineage 7 
** In these two cases the reference allele is the one specific to the lineage 
* based on reference NC_000962.3 
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2.5.2: Extraction of individual SNPs 
Individual SNPs within the 2891 core genes from the isolate cases in question were extracted 
using the “extract single nucleotide variants (SNVs) from target groups” application in Ridom 
SeqSphere (Junemann et al., 2013). The coding regions corresponding to the location of each 
SNP were extracted using the Ridom SeqSphere software, and BioEdit version 7.0.5 (Hall, 1999) 
was used to manually identify whether the identified polymorphisms harboured an amino acid 
change, thus being non-synonymous, or not (synonymous). 
2.5.3: Functional analysis of non-synonymous SNPs 
Non-synonymous SNPs were extracted using the method described in section 2.5.2, with indels 
included in the extraction and synonymous SNPs ignored. The amino acid sequences for each 
gene with details on each polymorphism (codon position and amino acid alteration), were 
submitted to the Provean protein functional prediction online tool (version 1.1, 
http://provean.jcvi.org/seq_submit.php), with deleterious predictions defined as values of -2.5 
or less (Choi and Chan, 2015), thus identifying if any changes in functionality had occurred due 
to the non-synonymous SNP. 
2.6: In silico spoligotyping 
Each isolate sequence was submitted to the Python based SpolTyping (version 2.0) in silico 
software for prediction of spoligotype pattern (Xia et al., 2016). Resulting octal and binary 
patterns were then submitted to the SitVit database (http://www.pasteur-
guadeloupe.fr:8081/SITVITDemo/trouverSouchesParSpoligo.jsp) for determination of 
international typing assignment and assignment to globally recognised spoligtoype clades 
(Demay, C et al., 2012, Yeboah-manu et al., 2011, Yeboah-manu et al., 2016). This allows for 
correlation of in-house spoligotyping results with strains of M. tuberculosis strains worldwide in 
a standardized manner (Demay, C et al, 2012). 
Additionally, spoligotype patterns were submitted to the TB-lineage online tool  online 
(http://tbinsight.cs.rpi.edu/run_tb_lineage.html) which assigns isolates to recognized 
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international phylogenetic lineages based on their spoligotype octal or binary sequences 
obtained from the SpolTyping software mentioned above (Shabbeer et al., 2012). The TB-lineage 
online tool employed the Conformal Bayesian Network (CBN) parameters which employ a 
hierarchical Bayesian network based on PCR-based spoligotype biomarkers, to assign isolates 
into phylogenetic lineages (Aminian, M et al., 2014). 
2.7: Principal Genetic Grouping (PGG) 
Gene sequences for gyrA and katG were extracted from the WGS of each isolate using Ridom 
SeqSphere and analysed manually using BioEdit V7.0.5 (Hall, 1999) to identify the presence of 
PGG-defining amino acids at codons 95 and 463, PGG informative sites within genes gyrA and 
katG as previously documented by Streevatsan et al (1997). Based on the composition of amino 
acids at these loci, each isolate was then assigned a PGG as defined in Table 2.2 (Grimes et al., 
2009). 
Table 2.2: The combinations of amino acids seen at the loci gyrA and katG and the 
possible PGGs (Sreevatsan et al., 1997).   
Loci Principal Genetic Group 
gyrA95 katG463 
Threonine Leucine 1 
Threonine Arginine 2 
Serine Arginine 3 
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2.8: SNP Cluster Grouping (SCG) 
Each isolate was assigned a SNP cluster group based on the nucleotides present at nine specific 
loci  shown in Table 2.3 (Alland et al., 2007). Firstly the isolates were aligned to the H37Rv 
reference genome using Burrows-Wheeler Alignment (BWA, version 0.7.17;Li and Durbin, 2009). 
SAMtools version 1.3.1 (Li et al., 2009) was then used to call SNPs from the 9 specific loci defined 
in table 2.3. Phylogenetic analysis was carried out on only those isolates with each of the nine 
loci present.  
 Table 2.3: List of the nine loci derived from Alland et al. (2007) used for assigning 
isolates into one of six SNP cluster groups.  
 
2.9: Construction of cgMLST phylogenies for phylogenetic assignment 
A set of 179 isolates assigned a lineage in the Comas et al. (2014) study were downloaded from 
NCBI (Coordinators, N.R., 2016), and assembled using SPAdes (section 2.2). The resulting 179 
genomes were then analysed alongside the sequenced Welsh isolates, making a total of 236 
isolates. All the isolates were then submitted to the cgMLST scheme described in section 2.3.1. 
The resulting phylogeny comparison was determined using Unweighted Pair Group Method 
with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) trees produced by the Ridom seqSphere software (Ridom; 
Münster, Germany), and further annotated and modified using iTol version 4 (Letunic and Bork, 
2006). 
SCG 
Base at SNP position in H37Rv: 
1977 54394 74092 105139 144390 232574 311613 913274 2154724 
1 G G C C G G T G A 
2 G G C A G G T C A 
3a G G C C G G T C A 
3b G G C C G G T C C 
3c G G C C G T T C C 
4 G G C C A T T C C 
5 G A C C G G T C C 
6a A A C C G G T C C 
6b A A C C G G G C C 
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2.10:  Sub-lineage genotyping 
Sub-lineage genotyping was carried out by analysis of SNPs that are specific to different 
phylogenetic groups, which are described in more detail below (Rad et al., 2003, Mestre et al., 
2011, Comas et al., 2009, Cubillos-Ruiz et al., 2010, Alix et al., 2006). SNPs were initially identified 
through extraction of gene sequences relevant to certain genotypes (defined in sections 2.10.1, 
2.10.2, 2.10.3, 2.10.4 and 2.10.5 below) from each isolate using the sequence extraction 
application within Ridom SeqSphere and detected manually using BioEdit Version 7.0.5. 
2.10.1: Beijing genotyping 
Isolates LL9, BK21 and BK25 were assigned to the Beijing sub lineage by the SNP barcode method 
(described in section 2.5.2 and shown in figure 3.4). Each isolate assigned to the Beijing sub-
lineage, in chapter 3 figure 3.4, was extracted from the dataset and analysed for SNPs associated 
with the Beijing sub-lineage which are  described in a previous study (Rad et al., 2003) Genes 
mutT2, mutT4 and ogt were analysed for polymorphisms as follows: the mutT2 mutation is due 
to an amino acid change at codon position 58, whilst the mutT4 and ogt mutations are due to 
nucleotide polymorphisms at positions 142 and 36, respectively (Rad et al., 2003). Further 
Beijing genotyping was carried out through analysis of a selected barcode of 48 SNPs across 22 
genes listed in table 2.4 below and defined in a previous study (Mestre et al., 2011). The 48 SNPs 
were extracted as described in section 2.10 and the resulting SNPs were concatenated using 
ClustalX version 2 (Larkin et al., 2007), and then used to produce a phylogenetic tree UPGMA 
using the iTol software (Letunic and Bork, 2006). A distance matrix based on the 48 SNPs was 
constructed using MEGA7 (version 7.0) (Kumar et al 2016). 
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Table 2.4: A table showing the 48 loci across 22 genes analysed for Beijing genotyping. The 
nucleotide positions defined below are relevant to the within gene position.  
Gene Nucleotide position 
ligD 
485 
1030 
1038 
1738 
radA 
456 
557 
827 
recF 
734 
807 
recX 
23 
175 
458 
dnaQ 
227 
263 
483 
631 
recR 
130 
267 
recG 853 
uvrC 
496 
865 
1164 
1301 
ruvB 843 
ligB 
230 
271 
recD 
360 
416 
831 
tagA 
537 
385 
uvrD1 1384 
dnaZX 
274 
291 
nei 229 
nth 
5 
101 
365 
alkA 
31 
34 
ligC 
630 
938 
mutT2 172 
ogt 
36 
110 
mutT4 
142 
297 
rv2979 41 
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2.10.2: Latin American Mediterranean (LAM) genotyping  
The Rv0129c gene sequence was extracted for each LAM sub-lineage isolate (Comas et al., 
2009), and the presence of a polymorphism at nucleotide position 309 detected manually as 
described in section 2.10. The nucleotide at position 309 can be one of either a G or an A with 
the latter defining isolates as LAM isolates. 
2.10.3: Haarlem genotyping 
The mtgC, ogt and ung genes were extracted for each Haarlem sub-lineage assigned isolate (Alix 
et al., 2006, Cubillos-Ruiz et al., 2010, Dou et al., 2008) and the relevant polymorphisms 
described below were detected manually as described in section 2.10. The mtgC marker is based 
on an amino acid change at codon position 182, whilst the ogt and ung mutations are at 
nucleotide positions 44 and 501, respectively. 
2.10.4: X family genotyping 
 The Rv3221c and Rv2330 gene sequences were extracted for each X family sub-lineage assigned 
isolate (Comas et al., 2009), and the relevant polymorphisms described below were manually 
detected as described in section 2.10. X family related polymorphism are found at position 30 
within gene Rv3221c, and at nucleotide position 426 in gene Rv2330.  
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2.10.5: Lineage 1 genotyping of BK22 
Lineage 1 genotyping of BK22 was based on polymorphisms at the well-characterised loci  
Rv0005, Rv0006, Rv0410c, Rv0934, Rv1996, Rv2462c, Rv3132c, Rv3221c, Rv0006, Rv0164, 
Rv0288, Rv0410c, Rv1009, Rv1996, Rv2030c, Rv2031c and Rv3261, and detected manually  as 
described in section 2.10. Lineage 1 isolates can be sub-divided into either Manila or non-Manila 
strains. The Manila strains are identified due to the presence of polymorphisms at loci Rv0006, 
Rv0164, Rv0288, Rv0410c, Rv1009, Rv1996, Rv2030c, Rv2031c and Rv3261 (Comas et al., 2009).  
2.11: Statistical analysis for lineage association 
The probability of correct lineage assignment was determined for each isolate included in the 
cgMLST phylogeny analysis using Microsoft Excel (MS Excel, 2013). Prior to inclusion of Welsh 
isolates, the within lineage genomic distances of the lineage defined isolates were analysed. The 
mean and standard deviation of the internal genomic distances between isolates of each lineage 
were calculated through analysing the number of allelic differences between each isolate within 
each lineage. The distance distribution for each isolate (within a given lineage) from the lineage 
mean was then calculated through analysis of the normal distribution of allelic differences seen 
across all isolates within each lineage. By using the distributions calculated from each lineage 
we can calculate the probability that each given Welsh isolate falls into each of the lineages 
included in this study. By comparing this value, for each Welsh isolate across each lineage, we 
can measure which lineage is more credible as the group the Welsh isolate belongs to. Confident 
assignments were designated as those whereby the value for probability was 100%. Microsoft 
Excel (MS Excel, 2013) was used to carry out these calculations and to produce the 
corresponding graphs. 
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2.12: Gel electrophoresis  
Gel electrophoresis was used to determine if DNA was present in the boilate samples. 1 % (w/v) 
agarose gels in TAE (40mM Tris acetate, 1mM EDTA) were made with SYBR™ Safe DNA Gel Stain 
(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) and submerged in 1 x TAE electrophoresis buffer. DNA samples were 
mixed with one fifth their volume of 6 × DNA loading buffer (Promega, Southampton, UK) and 
loaded into slots in the gel formed by insertion of the appropriate comb prior to gel solidification. 
The gel was electrophoresed using a Bio-Rad horizontal gel electrophoresis tank at 75 volts for 
40 minutes and visualised using a UV transilluminator. The size and concentration of DNA 
fragments were estimated by co-electrophoresing 10 μl GeneRulerTM 1kb DNA ladder as size 
standards (Promega, Southampton, UK). 
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2.13 Ancient DNA extraction and library preparation protocol 
2.13.1: Ancient DNA extraction protocol 
DNA was extracted using an adapted Tris-phenol chloroform extraction protocol (Sambrook and 
Russell, 2006). The  M. tuberculosis boilates were transferred into Fastprep lysing matrix E tubes 
(MP-Biomedicals, Santa Ana, California, United States). 500µl of breaking buffer (2% Triton-
X100, 1% SDS, 100mM NaCl, 10mM Tris-HCl pH8, 100mM EDTA pH8) and 500 µl Phenol: 
Chloroform: Isoamyl alcohol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, United States) were added to each 
tube. The tubes were then homogenized in a Thermo Savant FastPrep 120 Cell Disrupter 
Fastprep machine (GMI, Ramsey, MN, USA) at speed setting 6, for 5 x 20 second bursts with 
cooling on ice between cycles. Each tube was then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 16,000 X g in 
an Eppendorf 5415R centrifuge (Eppendorf Ltd, Stevenage, UK). The aqueous upper phase of 
the suspension was then transferred into a clean microcentrifuge tube. Two volumes of 700 µl 
ice cold absolute ethanol (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added to each tube and 
mixed, then centrifuged for 10 min at 16,000 X g. The supernatant was removed and 700 µl of 
70% ethanol added to the tubes, avoiding disruption of the pellet. Ethanol was then decanted 
and the remaining pellet was then dried through incubation at 70 OC for 10 minutes on a Techne® 
digital Dri-Block® heater (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, United States). The pellet was then re-
suspended in 50ul de-ionised water containing 10ug/ml RNase A (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, 
United States). The amount of DNA present in the samples was then quantified using an Agilent 
Bioanalyser 2100 instrument (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Following extraction, the 
samples were fragmented for 20 cycles of 30 seconds within a Diagenode bioruptor 300.  
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2.13.2: Ancient DNA library preparation and sequencing of DNA  
The DNA extracted in Section 2.13.1 was then subjected to the novel BEST aDNA library building 
protocol (Carøe C et al, 2017). The samples were pooled in equimolar concentrations and then 
sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) in 80 bp single-end read 
mode at The Danish National High-Throughput DNA Sequencing Centre, University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark. The resulting single-end reads were quality filtered with the 
Trimmomatic tool and contigs assembled as described in section 2.2.  
2.14: Production of Geographical map 
The geographical map(s) were constructed using the online National Geographic MapMaker 
programme (https://mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org/#/). 
2.15: Statistical analysis of in-house and established cgMLST variation. 
The number of allelic differences between each isolate and the remaining isolates within the 
dataset was taken from both the established and in house core genome MLST results. The 
average number of differences each isolate had across the whole dataset (variation) was 
calculated using MS Excel (2013). These values were then used to determine the average 
amount of variations seen across the dataset for both cgMLST schemes. An unpaired T-test was 
performed using GraphPad Prism (version 7.00), to calculate the P Value for whether the amount 
of variation seen in the results of the in house cgMLST scheme and Established cgMLST scheme 
is different.   
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Chapter 3 
Phylogenetic analyses of M. tuberculosis isolates 
from across South West Wales. 
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3.1: Introduction 
3.1.1:  M. tuberculosis strains and lineages 
Evidence for different M. tuberculosis strains conferring different disease phenotypes and levels 
of virulence has been documented since the early part of the twentieth century (Gagneux and 
Small, 2007). A study in 1948, using a guinea pig model, showed that a M. tuberculosis strain 
from India was less virulent than one from a British case. This result has since been supported 
by various other studies (Mitchison et al., 1960, Mitchison et al., 1961 Singh, 1964, Collins and 
Smith, 1969). Further research also showed, based on aerosol infection of guinea pigs, that the 
less virulent Indian strains were also less infectious than the British ones (Balasubramanian et 
al., 1992, Williams et al., 2005). Evidence for strain variation effects on outbreak phenotypes 
was put forward in the 1990s when an outbreak in Kentucky, USA was caused by the CDC1551 
strain (North et al., 1999, Williams et al., 2005,). Initially suspected of increased virulence (North 
et al., 1999, Williams et al., 2005),  analysis showed that while it was more transmissible than 
the reference strain, its pathogenicity was not increased(Bishai et al., 1999, Manca et al., 1999). 
More recently, the HN878 strain, found in outbreaks in Los Angeles, USA has shown a 
consistently hyper-virulent phenotype across various experimental models (Gagneux and Small, 
2007). Despite the well-recognised differences in disease characteristics between strains, the 
monomorphic genomic nature of M. tuberculosis is recognised in comparison with other 
pathogenic bacteria.  However,  large sequence polymorphisms (LSP) and single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNP) for the analysis of sequencing data, has revealed how different MTBC 
members, different M. tuberculosis lineages and sub-lineages can have significantly different 
pathobiology, virulence, functional genomic variation and physiological features (Gagneux and 
Small., 2007, Homolka et al., 2012) Thus,  the genomic diversity of tuberculosis has been 
historically underestimated prior to the use of LSP and SNP based genomic analysis (Gagneux 
and Small., 2007).  
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3.1.2: M. tuberculosis major lineages 
Within M. tuberculosis seven major lineages have been recognised globally (Gagneux et al., 
2006, Hershberg et al., 2008, Homolka et al., 2012, Comas et al., 2013, Yimer et al., 2015). Each 
lineage has a different characteristic with regards to its evolutionary status, transmissibility, drug 
resistance, host interaction, latency and vaccine efficacy (Thwaites et al., 2008). Lineages can be 
grouped into those that are evolutionarily modern and ones that are ancient (Gagneux and 
Small., 2007). M. tuberculosis lineages 2, 3 and 4 are considered modern and 1, 5 and 6 are 
considered ancient, with lineage 7 thought to be intermediate (Comas et al., 2013, Firdessa et 
al., 2013). The more ancient lineages 1, 5 and 6 coexisted with humans prior to Neolithic 
expansion of anatomically modern Homo sapiens populations (Comas et al., 2013). Ancient 
lineages have been shown to exist in pre-Neolithic human populations which rarely exceeded 
20 individuals (Blaser and Kirschner., 2007, Comas et al., 2013). It is thought that ancient strains 
were adapted to this low population density demographic, to sustain a continuous infectious 
reservoir within smaller populations, a feature consistently seen across bacterial species that 
infect populations of low density (Blaser and Kirschner, 2007). During the post-Neolithic era, 
with its higher-density human populations, the more modern lineages (2, 3 and 4) have 
dominated, evolving to become more representative of a crowd disease than the more ancestral 
and readily latent ancient lineages 1, 5 and 6 (Comas et al., 2013). 
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The ancient lineages cause a more marked immune response (Reiling et al., 2013) and are also 
more likely to become latent than their modern relatives, progressing more slowly to active 
disease (Portevin et al., 2011, Comas et al., 2013). This observation is supported by the fact that 
infection rates with ancient strains are in decline, in contrast to the increased dissemination of 
the modern lineages such as lineage 2 Beijing strains and lineage 4 Euro-American strains (Comas 
et al., 2013). Despite the ancient lineage 1 being found in predominantly South East Asia, the 
current hypotheses is that the lineage arose in Africa around 68,000 years ago and followed 
human migration out of the continent (Wirth et al., 2008, Reed et al., 2009, Comas et al., 2013). 
Modern lineages appear more virulent and readily able to cause active disease, elicit a less 
marked immune response, have higher rates of transmission and increased replication rates and 
are more geographically dispersed (Gagneux et al., 2006, Hershberg et al., 2008, Homolka et al., 
2012, Comas et al., 2013, Yimer et al., 2015). Lineage 4 isolates have been shown to be less 
capable of extra-pulmonary TB disease, including meningeal disease, than other lineages 
(Portevin et al., 2011) and are less likely to be associated with HIV co-infection (Caws et al., 2006, 
Middelkoop et al., 2009). Lineage 3 has been shown to be phylogenetically close to lineage 2 
(Portevin et al., 2011, Comas et al., 2013), and is predominantly restricted to India. However, its 
presence is significant amongst the Indian population within the UK and has caused outbreaks 
(Sarkar et al., 2012). In comparison with the other modern lineages, lineage 3 has shown 
significant association with extra-pulmonary tuberculosis (Rindi et al., 2012). However, it also 
appears that it may be less virulent than the other modern lineages in terms of rate of 
replication, having the lowest rate of intracellular growth within human macrophages of the 
modern lineages (Sarkar et al., 2012).  
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3.1.3: M. tuberculosis sub-lineages 
Each M. tuberculosis lineage can be divided into sub-lineages, which can then be further divided 
into specific strains and genotypes. Sub-lineages also have phenotypic variations, including 
differences in their virulence and ability to cause disease (Anderson et al., 2013).  In particular, 
lineages 2 (East Asian) and 4 (Euro-American) contain strains, such as Beijing (also known as 
W/Beijing) and Haarlem genotypes respectively, which are notorious for their association with 
tuberculosis outbreaks and over-representation amongst drug resistant cases (Bifani et al., 
1996, , Mardassi et al., 2005, Marais et al., 2006, De Jong et al., 2008). Lineage 2 can be divided 
into non-Beijing strains and Beijing strains, with Beijing strains also being split into modern and 
ancient sub-lineages (Thwaites et al., 2008). The modern Beijing sub-lineages appear more 
virulent (Mestre et al., 2011). The lineage 2 Beijing strains have a higher propensity to acquire 
drug resistance than lineage 4 Euro-American strains (Thwaites et al., 2008, Ford et al., 2013). 
The Lineage 2 Beijing strains are considered the most successful ones over recent years, as they 
have disseminated globally (Wirth et al., 2008) and have been associated regularly with large M. 
tuberculosis outbreaks (Bifani et al., 1996, Thwaites et al., 2008). The Beijing strains are known 
to have a higher propensity for acquisition of drug resistance, causing the development of multi-
drug and extensively-drug resistant strains within the lineage (Bifani et al., 1996, Thwaites et al., 
2008). They have been shown to disseminate rapidly and cause more severe disease. This was 
particularly evident in a large outbreak of the strain in New York in the 1990s (Bifani et al., 1996, 
Thwaites et al., 2008). The Beijing genotype has the ability to produce a unique phenolic 
glycolipid that attenuates the host’s immune response (Nicol et al., 2005). Meningeal 
tuberculosis caused by Beijing strains has a more rapid progression, with shorter symptom 
duration when compared with meningeal infection with other lineage strains (Nicol et al., 2005). 
Beijing strain infection is associated with low levels of CSF leukocytes, which is an independent 
risk factor for death or severe disability from meningeal tuberculosis (Thwaites et al., 2008). 
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Lineage 4 represents the most diverse and geographically widespread lineage of M. tuberculosis, 
with each sub-lineage having different phenotypic characteristics (Rasigade et al., 2017, Comas 
et al., 2014, Stucki et al., 2016). Major sub-lineages within lineage 4 include X, T, Latin American 
Mediterranean (LAM) and Haarlem (Fitzgibbon et al., 2013). Of the lineage 4 sub-lineages, the 
presence of Haarlem strains is of particular interest as they are thought have a higher propensity 
to cause outbreaks of increased severity and drug resistance in comparison with other lineage 4 
sub-lineages (Mardassi et al., 2005). LAM sub-lineage strains have also been associated with 
widespread epidemics and drug resistance (David et al., 2012). The Haarlem genotype accounts 
for 25% of tuberculosis cases in Europe, as well as central America and the Caribbean, where 
research suggests its presence may be correlated with post-Columbus European colonisation 
(Cubillos-Ruiz et al., 2010). Its significance is based on its global dissemination and its 
predominance in multi-drug resistant outbreaks (Marais et al., 2006, Khanipour et al., 2016, 
Mardassi et al., 2005). A   study in Tunisia showed Haarlem strains caused 22-fold more multi-
drug resistant cases than non-Haarlem Euro-American strains (Mardassi et al., 2005). Haarlem 
genotype strains have been found to have an increased clonal expansion rate compared to other 
ones that has been postulated to allow them to spread quickly whilst also being multi-drug 
resistant (Tessema et al., 2013, Mardassi et al., 2005). Identifying the presence of such sub-
lineages within a Welsh dataset would be of interest to public health and outbreak control. 
Identification of strains known to harbour drug resistant qualities is also in line with the recent 
public health England movement to genomics for tuberculosis control (Votintseva et al., 2017). 
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3.1.4: Robust genetic markers for phylogenetic classification M. tuberculosis 
Previous typing methods, based on MIRU-VNTR profiling and spoligotyping, have allowed the 
classification of isolates into phylogeographically related clades and families and have led to the 
development of readily available databases such as SpolDB4 ( Brudey et al., 2006, Gagneux and 
Small., 2007) and MIRU-VNTR plus (Weniger et al., 2010). These databases provide a large 
amount of information on strains from across the globe; however, the methods are based on 
sequence information extracted from polymorphic repetitive regions. Due to the nature of these 
regions, convergent evolution occurs whereby strains show the same profile but are actually 
unrelated (Gagneux and Small., 2007, Müller et al., 2014). The advent of WGS comparative 
analysis has showed that on the whole genome level, M. tuberculosis displays a substantial 
genetic divergence (Gagneux and Small., 2007). This has been exploited for the identification of 
robust genetic markers for phylogenetic strain assignment. Such markers are found as either 
Large Sequence Polymorphisms (LSPs), used for the original lineage classification of isolates by 
Gagneux in 2006, or SNPs (Gagneux et al., 2006, Gagneux and Small., 2007). SNPs are reliable, 
phylogenetically informative markers as the low sequence variation and lack of horizontal gene 
transfer makes independent recurrent mutations unlikely and one does not encounter the 
convergent evolution problem of the previously mentioned methods (Warren et al., 2002, 
Gutacker et al., 2002, Gutacker et al., 2006, Gagneux and Small., 2007). Lack of horizontal gene 
transfer also prevents the re-acquisition of large sequence regions within strains that have 
previously lost them, thus increasing the robustness of LSP (Gagneux and Small., 2007). LSP 
analysis requires the use of micro-arrays while SNP markers can be found and analysed in silico 
from WGS (Gutacker et al., 2006). The use of both methods has shown more potential in 
providing genetic markers for production of deep phylogenies in comparison with spoligotyping 
and MIRU-VNTR profiling (Warren et al., 2002, Gutacker et al., 2006, Gagneux and Small., 2007). 
The in silico application of WGS data means multiple sequences from various strains can be 
analysed and compared within the same study (Gagneux and Small., 2007). It is worth noting 
that despite the benefits of using robust genetic markers such as SNPs and LSP, the SpolDB4 
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database has proven useful, showing clear correlations between spoligotype-defined clades 
within lineages and sub-lineages defined by LSP and SNP genetic groupings (Baker et al., 2004, 
Brudey et al., 2006). 
3.1.4.1: Principal Genetic Grouping 
Principal genetic groups (PGGs) classify isolates into one of the three PGGs based on non-
synonymous variants at the katG and gyrA genes at codons 463 and 95 respectively as 
summarised in Table 2.1, section 2.9 (Sreevatsan et al., 1997b). The current consensus is that 
PGG1 consists of isolates that are ancestral to all the others represented in PGG2 and PGG3 
(Sreevatsan et al., 1997), a notion supported by spoligotype analysis, which further indicates 
that PGG3 isolates are descended from isolates of PGG2 (Soini et al., 2000). Studies have shown 
that PGG2 and PGG3 isolates comprise modern lineages but more specifically modern Euro-
American lineages (Grimes et al., 2009).  PGGs correlate with  patterns of drug resistance, and 
PGG2 and PGG3 contain more susceptible strains compared to PGG1 (Arjomandzadegan et al.,  
2012). 
3.1.4.2: SNP cluster grouping 
SNP cluster grouping (SCG) is a method used to classify isolates into phylogenetically relevant 
groups (Filliol et al., 2006, Alland et al., 2007).  The original method was based on a 212 SNP 
analysis, resulting in the division of M. tuberculosis isolates into six phylogenetically distinct 
groups: SCG-1-6 with a seventh group containing all M. bovis isolates (Filliol et al., 2006). Alland 
et al. (2007) adapted this method to comprise 9 loci from M. tuberculosis, (M. bovis was 
excluded, Table 2.2) allowing further discrimination of SCGs 3 and 6 into five subgroups: SCG-
3a, 3b, 3c, 6a and 6b. Each of the SCGs are geographically distinct and have correlating 
spoligotype families as shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: A matrix showing the correlation between the SCG and spoligotype families, 
adapted from Filliol et al. (2006) and Alland et al. (2007).  
SCG Group 
SC
G
-1
 
SC
G
-2
 
SC
G
-3
a 
SC
G
-3
b
 
SC
G
-3
c 
SC
G
-4
 
SC
G
-5
 
SC
G
-6
a 
SC
G
-6
b
 
Spoligotype  EAI Beijing CAS H, T, 
LAM 
X X H T, S, 
LAM, 
H, X 
T, S, 
LAM, 
X, H 
EAI=East African Indian, CAS=Central Asian, LAM=Latin American Mediterranean, H=Haarlem, 
T= T family, S=S family, X= X family. 
Each SCG has been also been shown to correlate with a specific PGG. Therefore by using both 
methods discrepancies in the PGG or SCG assignments can be identified and isolates can be 
ascribed evolutionary timescales (Filliol et al., 2006). Filliol et al (2006) elucidated that SCG1, 
SCG-3a and SCG-2 all fall into PGG1, each representing isolates which were the earliest to 
diverge from the most recent common ancestor with M. bovis; PGG2 isolates include SCG-3b, 
SCG-3c, SCG-4 and SCG-5; and isolates from PGG3 comprise SCG-6a and SCG-6b, the most 
recently diverged groups. Over time SCGs and PGGs have also been correlated with the LSP and 
SNP analysis defined lineages and sub-lineages already described (Gagneux and Small., 2007).  
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3.1.4.3: Robust SNP barcode method 
Although SNPs represent phylogenetically informative markers for the assignment of isolates 
into phylogenetic lineages and sub-lineages, extraction of SNPs from the whole genomes of 
multiple isolates produces a large amount of data lacking in the level of standardisation offered 
by methods such as MIRU-VNTR and spoligotyping. Both these methods have well-established, 
standardised and accessible online databases (Weniger et al., 2010, Brudey et al., 2006b) 
allowing for the phylogenetic analysis of M. tuberculosis and comparison with strains from 
across the globe. Coll et al. (2014) developed a robust SNP barcode method analysing 60 loci, 
capable of assigning M. tuberculosis isolates into major lineages and sub-lineages.  The method 
increases the level of resolution in comparison to the more primitive PGG and SCG SNP sets. In 
addition, this robust SNP barcode provides correlation with well-known spoligotype families and 
results can be compared with a globally established database. A key feature of the SNP barcode 
method is that it provides results based on a standardised set of genetic markers that are often 
difficult to attain from standard WGS analysis due to the comparatively low sequence variability 
in M. tuberculosis isolates and impracticality of comparing large amounts of WGS data in a 
reproducible manner (Hamolka et al., 2012). 
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3.1.5: Novel use of a core genome MLST method for phylogenetic purposes 
Currently, the lack of WGS data standardisation is one of the barriers to its widespread usage 
(Kohl et al., 2014, Walker et al., 2013b). In addition, the output of partial sequence data from 
current sequencing platforms and the need for robust high-quality reference sequences has 
often meant that SNP mapping analysis, such as that done in previous studies (Walker et al., 
2013a, Walker et al., 2013b),  is less ableto analyze sequence data that is incomplete, which is 
often outputted by sequencing platforms (Maiden et al., 2013, Sheppard et al., 2012). However, 
recently the development of WGS gene-by-gene MLST methods and software such as the 
Bacterial Isolate Genome Sequence database (BIGSdb) (Jolley and Maiden, 2010) and Ridom 
SeqSphere (Junemann et al., 2013) have resulted in a more standardised and automated 
approach than traditional WGS SNP mapping (Maiden et al.,  2013, Sheppard et al., 2012). For 
example, Ridom SeqSphere allows isolate sequences to be aligned and compared in a 
standardised manner using a globally defined core genome MLST (cgMLST) scheme (Junemann 
et al., 2013, Kohl et al., 2014). To date, this method has only been used for providing clinical 
resolution of tuberculosis outbreaks (Kohl et al., 2014), and has not been used to analyse the 
phylogenetic composition of a M. tuberculosis  isolate dataset.  
3.1.6: Aims and objectives 
The objective of the work in this chapter was to analyse phylogenetically 80 Welsh M. 
tuberculosis isolates by PGG, SCG, SNP bar-coding and gene-by-gene based cgMLST. Each 
method will allow the isolates to be assigned to relevant phylogenetic groups, lineages and sub-
lineages in comparison to global M. tuberculosis isolates. The first aim was to provide a snapshot 
of their diversity in the context of global M. tuberculosis phylogenetics, something which has 
not been done previously. Secondly, an aim was to provide the first assessment of the use of 
cgMLST gene-by-gene analysis for the phylogenetic classification of M. tuberculosis isolates and 
to whether the phylogenetic structures match that seen by more conventional but less 
standardized SNP mapping methods. Lastly, the aim was to assess any correlation between 
phylogenetic classifications, according to each method and outbreak status. 
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3.2: Methods 
3.2.1: Principal genetic grouping (PGG) 
Isolates were assigned into one of three principal genetic groups (PGGs) based on the amino 
acid combination present at loci gyrB and katG codons, codons 95 and 493 respectively. The 
Principal Genetic Group phylogeny was produced using Ridom SeqSphere software, and for 
further details on this method see section 2.7 and Table 2.2.  
3.2.2: SNP cluster grouping (SCG) 
Each Welsh isolate was assigned a SNP Cluster Group (SCG) based on the composition of 
nucleotides present at 9 specific loci defined previously (section 2.8, Table 2.3).  Isolates could 
be assigned to one of 6 major SCGs (SCG1-6). Isolates assigned to SCG3 or SCG could also be 
further resolved into sub-groups (SCG3a, 3, 3b, 3c, 6a and 6b) as described in Table 2.3. The SNP 
cluster group phylogeny was produced using Ridom SeqSphere software. 
3.2.3: Major lineage and sub-lineage assignment 
Using the pipeline described in section 2.5.1, the 60 SNP loci were extracted from the genomes 
of the Welsh isolates, whereby sequence data was of sufficient quality to analyze. The isolates 
were then assigned into major lineages, sub-lineages and correlating spoligotype families based 
on the 60 SNP barcode as described in section 2.5.1 and table 2.1.  
3.2.4: Construction of cgMLST phylogenies 
A cgMLST phylogeny was produced using the Ridom SeqSphere software, based on a total of 
236 isolates as described in section 2.9. Of the 236 isolates, the lineage of 179 has been defined 
previously (Comas et al., 2013), with the remainder of the isolates being Welsh.   
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3.2.5: Statistical analysis for lineage association 
For all isolates successfully included in the cgMLST phylogeny analysis, the statistical probability 
that the lineage associations made were reliable was calculated (section 2.11). Confident 
associations were deemed as those with 100% probability that the association between each 
Welsh isolate and the phylogenetic lineage was true.  
3.2.6: Sub-lineage Genotyping 
Sub lineage genotyping was carried out by analysis of SNPs at positions that are specific to 
different phylogenetic groups, as described in section 2.10. To support lineage and sub lineage 
assignments made by both SNP-bar-coding and cgMLST, nucleotide data were extracted on 
genetic markers that represent different sub-lineage groups. Clade-specific SNPs relevant to the 
lineage 1, Beijing, Haarlem, LAM and X clades specifically were extracted from the relevant gene 
sequence and examined manually as described in section 2.10. As the T family sub-lineage is a 
large family generically that is less defined, no polymorphisms were used to define these 
isolates. 
3.2.6.1: Beijing genotyping 
Each isolate assigned as a Beijing sub-lineage by SNP bar-coding was analysed for Beijing sub-
lineage relevant SNPs. As described in section 2.10.1, genes mutT2, mutT4 and ogt were 
analysed for polymorphisms at given codon and nucleotide positions.    
3.2.6.1.1: Advanced Beijing Genotyping 
For advanced Beijing genotyping, phylogenetic analysis of each isolate was subjected to analysis 
of 48 SNPs across 22 genes as outlined in section 2.10.1.   The 48 SNPs were extracted from the 
three Beijing-related isolates identified.  
3.2.6.2: Latin American Mediterranean (LAM) genotyping 
Gene locus Rv0129c was extracted and the nucleotide at position 309 examined for the presence 
of an A instead of G at this position (section 2.10.2). Isolates with this mutation were defined as 
harbouring the LAM genotype.  
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 3.2.6.3: Haarlem genotyping 
Isolates deemed as having the Haarlem sub lineage according to a robust SNP barcode were 
examined for specific polymorphisms at loci mtgC, ogt and ung (section 2.10.3).  
3.2.6.4: X family Genotyping 
X family related polymorphisms were examined at nucleotide positions 30 within gene Rv3221c, 
and 426 in gene Rv2330, as described in section 2.10.4. 
3.2.6.5: Lineage 1 genotyping for BK22. 
Seventeen well characterised loci, defined in section 2.10.5, were examined for lineage 1 specific 
polymorphisms, and a subset of these was examined for polymorphisms associated with the 
Manila genotype found within lineage 1 isolates.  The 17 gene sequences, in which the 
polymorphisms lie, were extracted from BK22 and the 17 relevant polymorphisms were 
detected manually as described in section 2.10. 
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3.3: Results 
Of the 80 Welsh isolates analysed (section 2.2), only 66 were successfully sequenced. Therefore 
the DNA sequence data from these isolates were analysed, as well as the reference strain H37Rv 
sequence. 
3.3.1: PGG analysis 
Fifty-seven Welsh isolates could be assigned to a PGG based on the sequence data (see section 
3.2.1). The analysis identified 31 isolates as PGG2, and 23 as PGG3, including the H37Rv genome 
(Figure 3.1). Only four isolates clustered within PGG1. Isolates BK24, BK26, GO9, BK27, LL2, LL7, 
NPTB7, BK28, and BK29 could not be assigned to a PGG due to lack of sequence data at codons 
95 and 493 in genes gyrB and katG.   
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Figure 3.1: Phylogeny highlighting the PGG assignment of 57 Welsh isolates  and H37Rv. 
Red: PGG1, green: PGG2, blue: PGG3. Letters refer to the amino acids present at each 
locus:  T = Threonine, R = Arginine, L = Leucine, S = Serine. The scale bar highlights the 
genetic divergence relevant to branch length measured in units of amino acid differences 
per site across the gyrA and katG loci.
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3.3.2: SNP cluster group (SCG) analysis 
Division of isolates into SCGs based on SNPs at 9 loci allowed further resolution of the 
information obtained from the PGG clustering analysis (see section 3.2.2). Only isolates with 
sequence data present for the whole set of 9 loci were analysed.  The two predominant SCGs 
were 6a and 3b with 16 and 15 isolates clustering to these sub-groups respectively (Figure 3.2). 
Sub-groups SCG-3c and SCG-6b contained clusters of 7 and 4 isolates respectively, whilst 8 
isolates clustered as SCG4. SCG-5, SCG-2 and SCG-1 contained 3, 2 and 1 isolates respectively. 
Sub-group SCG-3a was the only SCG not found in the dataset. Isolates BK29, BK17, NPTB7, LL10, 
BK28, BK21, GO9, BK19 and BK26 did not yield sequence data for all nine loci and were not 
analysed but further details on them can be found in the Appendix table PH1. 
 
Figure 3.2: The number of isolates in each SCG, for the 57 isolates where nucleotide 
information at the 9 defined loci was obtained.   
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More diversity was seen in the clustering of isolates by SCG than with PGG. The SCG phylogeny 
split into two clear clades; clade 1 contained SCG-6a and SCG-6b and clade 2 contained SCG-1, 
SCG-2, SCG-3b, SCG-3c, SCG-4 and SCG-5 (Figure 3.3). Clade 2 was also more diverse than clade 
1 as SCG-1 and SCG-2 branched off before further divergence was seen with SCG-3b, SCG-3c, 
SCG-4 and SCG-5. When PGG results were compared with SCG results, it was found that clade 1 
contained all the PGG3 isolates and Clade 2 all PGG1 and PGG2 isolates (Figure 3.3). The 
phylogeny also revealed that the PGG2 isolates divided into four different SCG groups (SCG-3b, 
SCG-3c, SCG-4 and SCG-5), highlighting that there is further phylogenetic diversity within this 
dataset than seen with PGG alone (Figure 3.1). The results also indicated that within clade 2, 
SCG-3c and SCG-4 share a closer relationship with each other than they do with isolates of SCG-
3b and SCG-5, and vice versa.  
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Figure 3.3: A neighbour joining phylogeny showing the SCG profile for 57 M. tuberculosis 
isolates (including the H37Rv reference genome). The phylogeny harbours two clades, 
labelled Clade 1 and Clade 2.  The PGG assigned to each isolate is shown in the furthermost 
right column. X in the PGG column denotes isolates that could not be assigned a PGG 
group. The scale bar highlights the genetic divergence relevant to branch length measured 
in units of nucleotide differences per site across 60 loci  defined in section 3.2.2. 
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3.3.3: Robust SNP bar-coding  
SNP bar coding was carried out on 59 M. tuberculosis isolates that had over 90% sequence data 
needed for the 60 loci SNP barcode analysis (see section 3.2.2). The results in Figure 3.4 show 
the lineage, sub-lineage and correlating spoligotype family data for the 59 analysed isolates. In 
terms of major lineages, lineage 4 (Euro-American) dominated the dataset, accounting for 55 of 
the 59 isolates. The remaining 4 isolates were of lineage 2 (n = 3) and lineage 1 (n = 1). 
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Figure 3.4: A phylogenetic tree of the 59 Welsh M. tuberculosis isolates based on SNPs at 
60 loci adapted to assign isolates to lineages and sub lineages.  Isolates are coloured 
according to their sub lineage assignment, see key in figure 3.4 above for details.  The scale 
bar indicates the genetic divergence relevant to branch length measured in units of 
nucleotide differences per site across 60 loci. The corresponding spoligotype families are 
also depicted in the further most right column. 
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The major lineages could then be divided into 7 sub-lineages and the proportion of each is 
presented in Figure 3.5.  These included the Lineage 4 Euro American sub lineages; Haarlem, T 
family, X family, H37Rv-like and Latin American Mediterranean (LAM) sub lineages, in addition 
to the Beijing and Indo-oceanic sub lineages of lineages 2 and 1 respectively. 
 Of these, the T, X family Euro-American and Haarlem sub-lineages dominated the dataset with 
18 (30%), 16 (27%) and 14 (24%) isolates in each respectively.  
 
Figure 3.5: Number of isolates representing each sub-lineage present within this 
collection of 59 Welsh M. tuberculosis isolates. 
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Of the T family isolates, 13 of the 18 showed a completely clonal pattern across the 60 SNPs 
(NPTA1, NPTA2, NPTA4, NPTA5, NPTA6, NPTA8, NPTB2, NPTB3, NPTB4, NPTB5, BK1, BK2 and 
BK3), correlating to the T1 and T5 spoligotypes. The remaining five (BK24, BK19, NPTA3, NPTB1 
and NPTA7) all contained T family-specific polymorphisms but did not cluster clonally as the 
other did. Of these five non-clustering isolates, only NPTA3 had sequence data for the complete 
set of 60 loci analysed (Table 3.2). Compared to the clonal isolates, NPTA3 differed at only one 
locus, specifically genomic position 3836739, and is the reason it could not be resolved into a 
specific T family spoligotype. Isolates NPTA7, BK24, BK19 and NPTB1 did not have sequence data 
for the complete set of 60 loci (Table 3.2). It is possible that the lack of sequence data at certain 
loci is responsible for the divergence seen for these isolates from the clonally-related T family 
isolates within the phylogeny (Figure 3.4). 
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Table 3.2: Percentage presence of the 60 loci analysed in the 59 isolates. Isolates with 
less than 90% of sequence data correlating to the 60 SNP barcode were omitted from 
this analysis. 
Isolate 
Loci 
present 
(%) 
Sub 
lineage 
Isolate 
Loci 
present 
(%) 
Sub 
lineage 
BK1 100 T family GO6 100 Haarlem 
BK2 100 T family GO7 100 Haarlem 
BK3 100 T family GO8 100 X family 
BK4 100 
H37Rv-
like 
GO9 98 X family 
BK5 100 
H37Rv-
like 
LL1 100 X family 
BK6 98 
H37Rv-
like 
LL2 100 X family 
BK7 97 
H37Rv-
like 
LL3 100 X family 
BK8 98 LAM LL4 100 X family 
BK9 100 LAM LL5 100 Haarlem 
BK10 100 Haarlem LL8 100 Haarlem 
BK11 100 Haarlem LL9 100 Beijing 
BK12 100 X family LL10 90 X family 
BK13 98 X family LL11 100 X family 
BK14 100 X family NPTA1 100 T family 
BK15 100 X family NPTA2 100 T family 
BK16 100 X family NPTA3 100 T family 
BK17 100 X family NPTA4 100 T family 
BK18 97 X family NPTA5 100 T family 
BK19 97 T family NPTA6 100 T family 
BK20 100 LAM NPTA7 98 T family 
BK21 98 Beijing NPTA8 100 T family 
BK22 98 
Indo-
Oceanic 
NPTB1 98 T family 
BK23 97 Haarlem NPTB2 100 T family 
BK24 93 T family NPTB3 100 T family 
BK25 90 Beijing NPTB4 100 T family 
GO1 100 Haarlem NPTB5 100 T family 
GO2 100 Haarlem NPTB6 100 X family 
GO3 100 Haarlem TH1 100 Haarlem 
GO4 100 Haarlem TH2 100 Haarlem 
GO5 100 Haarlem    
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Twelve of the 16 X family isolates had 100% sequence data and could be split into three clonally 
related clusters correlating to spoligotypes: X1 (LL11, BK14, BK15), X2 (GO8, BK12) and X3 
(NPTB6, LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4, BK16 and BK17). These clusters differ at locus positions 1850119, 
541048 and 4229087 respectively. Despite lacking a full complement of sequence data for the 
60 loci, the other four X family isolates, GO9, BK13, BK18 and LL10 all contained polymorphisms 
for the X family. GO9 and BK13 were assigned to the spoligotypes X1 and X2 groups respectively, 
whilst BK18 and LL10 diverged from the rest of the X1/X3 isolates as seen in Figure 3.4. Fourteen 
(24%) isolates clustered as Euro-American Haarlem sub-lineage. Each Haarlem-assigned isolate 
could be split into those harbouring the polymorphism at loci 62657 and 891756 (LL5), those 
harbouring polymorphisms at genome positions 891756 and 107794 (TH1, TH2, GO1, GO2, GO3, 
GO4, GO5, GO6 and GO7) and those harbouring polymorphisms at all three loci: 62657, 891756 
and 107794 (LL8, BK10, BK11 and BK23). A further four isolates (BK4, BK5, BK6 and BK7) had a 
SNP barcode identical to that of H37Rv and were thus classed as H37Rv-like strains, correlating 
to spoligotype T1. Three of the remaining isolates (LL9, BK21 and BK25) were classified into 
lineage 2 Beijing isolates and the final isolate (BK22) to lineage 1 Indo-Oceanic. 
3.3.4: cgMLST association in the Welsh isolates 
Fifty seven of the 66 Welsh isolates originally sequenced had the necessary sequence quality 
required for cgMLST analysis by the Ridom SeqSphere software and were incorporated into a 
phylogeny that included 179 isolates previously characterised into lineages by Comas et al 
(2013), see section 3.2.4. Figure 3.6 highlights the association of 57 Welsh isolates with 
previously lineage-defined ones from the Comas et al (2013) study. The figure shows only a 
subset of the isolates included in the original analysis, with the original cgMLST including all 236 
isolates being too large to present, with clear labelling, within this study. The original cgMLST, 
see Appendix figure PH1, showed Welsh isolates only clustered with isolates of lineages 1, 2 and 
4 and thus only those isolates were included in the subset phylogeny shown in figure 3.6.
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Lineage 4 associations dominate the dataset, with a total of 53 Welsh isolates clustering with 
the previously defined lineage 4 isolates. All but one outbreak-associated isolate (with prefixes 
LL, NPTA, NPTB or GO) clustered with the lineage 4 isolates with only LL9 showing a separate 
association with lineage 2 isolates. The dataset also included a minority representing lineages 2 
(3 isolates) and 1 (1 isolate). The results showed a direct correlation to the SNP bar-coding 
results, which also highlighted a dominance of lineage 4 strains with a minority of lineages 2 and 
1 within the dataset (Figure 3.4). The 3 isolates (LL9, BK21, and BK25) that clustered with lineage 
2 ones also typed as lineage 2 by SNP bar-coding (Figure 3.4); the same was true for the lineage 
1 isolate. To conclude, cgMLST analysis showed an association of 57 Welsh M. tuberculosis 
isolates with ones that had been previously lineage defined in the previous publication by 
Gagneux et al (2013). 
The full phylogeny, including lineages 3, 5, 6 and 7, was also constructed and is shown in 
Appendix Figure PH1. The phylogeny results show that lineage 5 and 6 isolates were the most 
ancestral, clustering most closely with the M. canetti isolates used to root the phylogeny. 
Following lineages 5 and 6, lineage 1 isolates harboured the most ancestral position within the 
phylogeny, branching off before the rest of the M. tuberculosis lineages (lineages 2, 3, 4 and 7). 
Lineage 7 harboured an intermediate position between lineage 1 and lineages 2, 3 and 4 in the 
phylogeny.  Lineage 4 branches off from lineage 2 and 3, suggesting that it was ancestral to 
lineages 2 and 3. Lineage 2 and 3 then go on to branch off from each other.   
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Figure 3.6: A subset of the phylogeny based on the cgMLST 
association of 57 isolates between 66 Welsh isolates and 179 
isolates that were assigned a lineage in a previous study (see 
Appendix figure PH2 for the full phylogeny). Due to the large 
size of the original full phylogeny this figure only contains 
isolates from lineages whereby the Welsh isolates associated 
to and thus is a subset to allow clearer visualisation of each 
isolate. The scale bar indicates the genetic divergence 
relevant to branch length measured in units of allelic 
differences per gene across 2891 genes defined in the 
cgMLST scheme; see sections 2.3.1 and 3.2.4 for more 
details. 
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3.3.5: Statistical analysis of lineage association 
For each of the 57 Welsh isolates, the probability that a given one was related to one of the four 
major tuberculosis lineages (1, 2, 3 and 4) was calculated (see section 2.11 and 3.2.5 for details). 
Statistically there was 100% confidence in the lineage assignment of 50 isolates by cgMLST 
association with 179 lineage-defined isolates. Seven isolates could not be assigned a lineage with 
100% confidence (see section 2.11 and 3.2.5 for details). These included: isolates BK25, BK21, 
BK19, BK6, NPTA6, GO9 and LL10. Further details on the confidence statistics for each isolate 
can be found in appendix table PH4. 
To conclude, cgMLST analysis ascribed 50 out of 57 Welsh isolates to certain lineages with 100% 
confidence. The cgMLST analysis was not able to ascribe isolates BK25, BK21, BK19, BK6, NPTA6, 
GO9 and LL10 to a given lineage with 100% confidence.  
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3.3.6: Supporting genotype information 
3.3.6.1: Beijing Genotyping 
According to SNP bar-coding, three Beijing lineage isolates were found within the collection, LL9, 
BK21 and BK25 (Figure 3.4). PGG, cgMLST association and SNP bar-coding identified isolate LL9 
as PGG1 (Figure 3.1), lineage 2 (Figure 3.6), and Beijing sub-lineage (Figure 3.4). PGG and SNP 
bar-coding assigned isolates BK21 and BK25 as PGG1 and Beijing sub-lineage.  However, despite 
clustering amongst lineage 2 isolates in the original phylogeny by cgMLST (Figure 3.6), neither 
could be assigned with statistical confidence to lineage 2 (Appendix table PH4). LL9 and BK25 
were also classified as SCG2 isolates (Figure 3.3). Due to the lack of a full SCG SNP profile, BK21 
either belongs to SCG2 or SCG3a, see Appendix table PH1 for more details. To further elucidate 
their lineage 2 and Beijing sub lineage status, the Beijing genotype genetic markers, mut2, mut4 
and ogt genes, were investigated (see sections 3.2.6.1). Both LL9 and BK25 harboured all the 
relevant SNPs associated with the Beijing genotype (Table 3.3). BK21 did not harbour the mutT2 
arginine (R) at codon position 58, or the A nucleotide at position 36 within the ogt gene, both of 
which are associated with Beijing isolates, but did harbour the mutT4 gene polymorphism for 
Beijing genotype assignment (Table 3.3). Analysis of established Beijing genetic markers in Table 
3.3 supports the original assumption by SNP bar-coding (Figure 3.4) that isolates BK21 and BK25 
are Beijing genotype isolates and supports their cgMLST association with lineage 2 as postulated 
by their clustering positions in figure 3.6. 
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Table 3.3: A SNP analysis of the 3 well-characterised Beijing genotype markers in the 3 
Welsh isolates assigned by SNP bar-coding as Beijing isolates. 
Beijing genotype Single nucleotide polymorphisms 
Isolates mutT2 mutT4 ogt SCG 
LL9 R G A SCG2 
BK21 G G G 
SCG 
2/3a 
BK25 R G A SCG2 
Polymorphism: 
Ref>Beijing 
G > R at codon 
position 58 
C > G at nucleotide 
position 142 
G > A at nucleotide 
position 36 
 
 
To further investigate the lineage 2 Beijing status of isolates LL9, BK21 and BK25, further 
assessment, using 48 well characterised Beijing strain-specific SNPs, was carried out (section 
3.2.6.1.1). All 3 isolates contained numerous lineage 2 Beijing specific polymorphisms, which are 
shown fully in Appendix table PH2. The analysis provided further evidence confirming isolates 
LL9, BK21 and BK25 as being lineage 2 Beijing ones. In addition, the analysis across 48 loci 
provided further resolution into which Beijing strains showed the closest genomic relationship 
with isolates LL9, BK21 and BK25. Within the phylogeny analysis, both LL9 and BK25 showed a 
clonal relationship across the 48 SNPs, branching off together and sharing a recent branching 
event with BmyC20 and BmyC21 Beijing strains (Figure 3.7). Further analysis also showed the 
Beijing strain BmyC10 was the closest relative across the 48 defined SNPs to LL9 and BK25 (only 
2 SNP differences in both cases; Appendix table PH3a and PH3b). However, BK21 differed in its 
phylogenetic position from LL9 and BK25. BK21 was descended from a more ancestral branching 
event within the phylogeny, sharing a recent branching point and clustering with BmyC7 and 
Bmyc25 (Figure 3.7). Further analysis identified BmyC25 as BK21s closest relative amongst the 
known Beijing strains analysed (sharing only 2 SNP differences, see Appendix Table PH3a and 
PH3b).  
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Figure 3.7: Neighbour joining phylogeny tree based on 48 SNPs containing Welsh isolates 
LL9, BK25 and BK21 and 26 well characterised Beijing isolates from the Mestre et al. (2011) 
study. The scale bar represents the genetic distance between isolates which is measured 
in units of nucleotide differences across 48 SNP positions. Three isolates known to not be 
Beijing strains were included as controls, a known Haarlem strain (H), a non-Beijing Welsh 
isolate (BK4) and H37Rv, the reference strain. 
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3.3.6.2: Latin American Mediterranean (LAM) genotyping 
Three isolates within the dataset, BK8, BK20 and BK9, were assigned LAM sub-lineage status by 
SNP bar-coding (Figure 3.4). These harboured the LAM-specific polymorphism (G>A) at 
nucleotide position 309 within Rv0129c (Table 3.4) and had been assigned previously to the 
SCG5 cluster group (Figure 3.3). See section 3.2.6.2 for more details. 
Table 3.4: Table showing the presence or absence of a SNP at position 309 of gene Rv0129, 
for the isolates designated as a LAM sub-lineage isolates. The correlating SCG is shown in 
the right column.  
Supporting Genotype information for LAM isolates 
Isolate Rv0129c: Nucleotide at position 309 
(G/A) 
LAM isolate SCG 
BK8 A Yes 5 
BK20 A Yes 5 
BK9 A Yes 5 
3.3.6.3: Haarlem genotyping 
Fourteen isolates were assigned Haarlem sub-lineage status by SNP bar-coding (Figure 
3.4). The Haarlem polymorphisms within genes mtgC, ogt and ung were examined across 
the 14 isolates, see section 3.2.6.3. All but one harboured each of the three Haarlem-
specific polymorphisms (Table 3.5). LL5 showed no Haarlem-specific polymorphism and 
thus its assignment as a Haarlem strain was not supported by genotyping. 
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Table 3.5: Table showing the Haarlem polymorphisms within genes mtgC, ogt and ung in 
14 Welsh isolates.  
Supporting Genotype information for Haarlem family isolates 
Isolate mtgC ogt ung SCG 
LL5 Arg C G SCG 3b 
LL8 His G A SCG 3b 
BK23 His G A SCG 3b 
BK10 His G A SCG 3b 
BK11 His G A SCG 3b 
TH1 His G A SCG 3b 
TH2 His G A SCG 3b 
GO1 His G A SCG 3b 
GO2 His G A SCG 3b 
GO3 His G A SCG 3b 
GO4 His G A SCG 3b 
GO5 His G A SCG 3b 
GO6 His G A SCG 3b 
GO7 His G A SCG 3b 
Reference > 
Haarlem mutation 
Arg (CGC) > His 
(CAC) at codon 
position 182 
C > G at nucleotide 
position 44 
G > A at 
nucleotide 
position 501 
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3.3.6.4: X family genotyping 
Sixteen X family sub-lineage isolates were identified within the Welsh isolates by SNP bar-coding. 
SNP cluster grouping was not uniform across the X family-assigned isolates, with six being of the 
SCG-3c group and 10 being of the SCG-4.  The results in Table 3.6 show SCG-3c and SCG-4 isolates 
do not differ in terms of their X family polymorphisms despite being from different SNP cluster 
groups. See section 3.2.6.4 for more details.   
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Table 3.6: Presence of X family specific SNPs at loci Rv3221c and Rv2330 in the 16 Welsh 
isolates assigned as X family genotypes by SNP bar-coding. 
X clade supporting information 
Isolate Rv3221c ( n = 30) Rv2330 (n = 426) SCG 
GO8 A T SCG 3c 
GO9 A T SCG 3c 
NPTB6 A T SCG 4 
LL1 A T SCG 4 
LL2 A T SCG 4 
LL3 A T SCG 4 
LL4 A T SCG 4 
BK14 A T SCG 3c 
BK18 A T SCG 4 
BK15 A T SCG 3c 
BK12 A T SCG 3c 
BK13 A T SCG 3c 
BK16 A T SCG 4 
BK17 A T SCG 4 
LL10 A T SCG 4 
LL11 A T SCG 4 
X family mutation 
(Reference> X 
family) 
G > A C > T 
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3.3.6.5: Lineage 1 Genotyping 
Only one isolate, BK22, was assigned to lineage 1. Further genotyping confirmed BK22 as a 
lineage 1 non-Manila strain (Table 3.7), as it harboured six out of eight lineages 1 non-Manila 
related polymorphisms and no lineage 1 Manila-related polymorphisms. See section 3.2.6.5 for 
more details. 
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Table 3.7: Analysis of 17 SNPs specific to lineage  1 genotypes. The analysis was split into 
two sections, one showing the polymorphisms relevant to lineage 1 non-Manila strains 
and second showing polymorphisms correlating to lineage 1 Manila strains. 
Polymorphisms are highlighted in red. 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms for lineage 1 genotyping 
Non-Manila Gene Nucleotide 
position 
Mutation BK22 
Rv0005 990 G > C G 
Rv0006 1151 C > T T 
Rv0410c 1842 G > A A 
Rv0934 1022 C > T T 
Rv1996 52 C > T T 
Rv2462c 1086 T > C C 
Rv3132c 1680 G > C C 
Rv3221c 85 G > A G 
Manila Gene Nucleotide 
position 
Mutation BK22 
Rv0006 1959 G > C G 
Rv0164 415 C > A C 
Rv0288 28 G > A G 
Rv0410c 2117 T > C T 
Rv1009 724 G > A G 
Rv1996 157 G > C G 
Rv2030c 1137 G > A G 
Rv2031c 426 C > T C 
asRv3261 15 T > C T 
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3.3.7: Phylogenetic composition of outbreak isolates 
The phylogenetic composition of outbreak isolates was analysed. PGG`s 2 and 3 accounted for 
58 and 42% of the outbreak isolates respectively, whilst 3 SCG`s were present amongst the 
outbreak related isolates (Table 3.8). SCG-6 and SCG-3 dominated the dataset with 43 and 40% 
of the outbreak isolates respectively, with SCG-4 making up 17% of the dataset. The T family 
sub-lineage dominated the outbreak isolates with 39%, followed by the Haarlem sub-lineage 
which accounted for 33% and the X family which accounted for 27% of the isolates. 
Table 3.8: Composition of the outbreak-related isolates with regards to their PGG, SCG 
and sub-lineage assignments.  
 
Composition of outbreak isolates (%) 
PGG SCG Sub-Lineage 
PGG1 PGG2 PGG3 SCG6 SCG3 SCG4 Haarlem T family X family 
0 18(58) 13(42) 15(43) 14(40) 6(17) 11(33) 12(39) 9(27) 
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3.4: Discussion 
This chapter has provided the first insight into the phylogenetic diversity within a collection of 
M. tuberculosis isolates from South West Wales. Major lineage assignment was carried out 
successfully on 59 of the 66 isolates by the use of an established and robust SNP barcode method 
(Coll et al., 2014). The Welsh dataset was dominated by the Euro-American lineage (lineage 4), 
which accounted for 55 of the 59 isolates, and included a variety of different Euro-American sub-
lineages, including the Haarlem genotype. PGG, SCG and strain-specific genotyping supported 
the lineage and sub-lineage assignments within this study, providing the first correlations of 
these methods with the established SNP barcode method. This study found that a gene-by-gene 
cgMLST method has the potential to provide reliable phylogenetic assignment of isolates and 
could provide an alternative method to traditional SNP mapping. However, the cgMLST results 
need to be supported by others to obtain reliable phylogenetic assignments.  The predominance 
of the Euro-American lineage observed was not unexpected as this lineage is known to 
predominate across Europe (Gagneux et al., 2006, Ojo et al., 2010 Fenner et al., 2012, Fitzgibbon 
et al., 2013) and the proportion of Euro-American lineage strains here is similar to Public Health 
England data for TB cases in indigenous people (those born in each respective country) across 
the whole of the UK and Ireland (Ojo et al., 2010, , Fenner et al., 2012, Fitzgibbon et al., 2013, 
Public Health England., 2014). This study also identified 2% of the isolates as lineage 1 and 5% 
as lineage 2, again correlating with data for the indigenous population of the UK  (Public Health 
England., 2014) and Ireland (Fitzgibbon et al., 2013, Ojo et al., 2010). A low prevalence of lineage 
2 Beijing strains has also been found in Swiss and Swedish studies (Ojo et al., 2010, 
Ghebremichael et al., 2010, Fenner et al., 2012, Fitzgibbon et al., 2013).  
Based on a previously published method (Coll et al.,2014), the SNP bar-coding results provided 
major and sub-lineage assignments and showed that the sub-lineage composition of the Welsh 
dataset was diverse, which correlated well with other studies (Ojo et al., 2010, Fenner et al., 
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2012, Fitzgibbon et al., 2013). T, X and Haarlem sub-lineages accounted for 30%, 27% and 24% 
of the isolates respectively, whilst the Latin American Mediterranean, Beijing, H37Rv-like and 
Indo-Oceanic strains accounted for 5, 5, 7 and 2% respectively. A similar South West Ireland 
study also highlighted a high proportion of X family strains (26%) and low levels of LAM (4.1%) 
and Beijing (5.9%) strains (Ojo et al., 2010). However, the Welsh data described in this chapter 
showed a much higher proportion of the T and Haarlem sub-lineages than reported in the South 
West Ireland study (Ojo et al, 2010). Also, in contrast to these results, another more recent Irish 
study found that LAM isolates predominated, including amongst outbreak ones (Fitzgibbon et 
al., 2013). LAM isolates are most commonly found in the populations of Brazil, Africa and certain 
regions of the Mediterranean (David et al., 2012, Luiz Claudio Oliveira Lazzarini., 2012). Thus, it 
would be interesting to further investigate the presence of the LAM genotype in Wales and to 
assess whether the genotype is related to a certain target group, which could aid future control 
programmes.  
The outbreak cases within this dataset were dominated by T, Haarlem and X Sub-lineages.  
Previous studies have highlighted that the Euro-American lineage correlates with PGG2 and 
PGG3 (Gagneux et al., 2007, Reed et al., 2009, Zeinab et al., 2009, Rindi et al., 2014), and lineages 
1, 2 and 3 have been shown to be associated with PGG1 (Gagneux et al., 2007, Reed., 2009, 
Ramazanzadeh et al., 2009, Rindi et al., 2014). The results here are consistent with these 
previous studies, as each Euro-American lineage isolate was categorised as either PGG2 or PGG3, 
with Lineage 1 and 2 isolates classified as PGG1. The T Family and H37Rv-like isolates correlated 
only with PGG3, whilst the Haarlem, X family and LAM sub-lineage isolates grouped with PGG2. 
Analysis of the PGG data provided the first insight into the evolutionary makeup of the dataset. 
The evolution from PGG1 to PGG3 is sequential (Gutierrez et al., 2006), meaning PGG1 isolates 
represent ancient isolates, PGG2 isolates an intermediate group and PGG3 the most modern 
group (Sreevatsan et al., 1997., Millán-Lou et al., 2013). In this study, isolates of the Haarlem, X 
and LAM sub-lineages were assigned to PGG2. The ill-defined T family (PGG3) represents the 
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more modern strains, at least within the dataset used in this study, thus providing data that are 
an extension to results presented in previous studies (Sreevatsan et al., 1997, Millán-Lou et al., 
2013) as they did not describe an association between certain sub-lineages and PGGs. Isolates 
of PGG3 within this study clustered clonally and made up 42% of the outbreak isolates. Thus, 
these observations agree with the Millán-Lou et al. (2013) study, but contrast with the earlier 
work of Sreevatsan et al (1997) that PGG3 isolates are capable of being associated with clustered 
cases of M. tuberculosis and do not represent purely sporadic ones. SCG and sub-lineage-specific 
genotyping were also applied to this study. SCGs have been shown previously to correlate with 
spoligotype families, which in turn correlated with the sub-lineage assigned by the robust SNP 
barcode used here (Filliol et al., 2006, Gagneux et al., 2007). The results revealed a 
predominance of SCG-3 and SCG-6 isolates, with SCG-3b and SCG-6a being the most common. 
Unlike for PGG, the SCG analysis highlighted a large degree of divergence within the Euro-
American lineage, consistent with the diversity seen in the SNP barcode result. The SCG analysis 
highlighted a predominance of SCG-3b (15 isolates) and SCG-6a (16 isolates) in particular. 
Interestingly, all SCG-3b isolates were identified as Haarlem lineage strains by SNP bar-coding, 
thus agreeing with previous work that showed that SCG3b links with the Haarlem spoligotype 
(Filliol et al., 2006). In addition, Haarlem-specific genotyping confirmed that at least 14 isolates 
within this study can be confidently assigned to the Haarlem sub-lineage of M. tuberculosis. All 
LAM assigned isolates grouped as SCG-5, which correlated well with previous evidence (Filliol et 
al., 2006). The X and T family dominated the dataset, with all X family sub-lineage isolates being 
assigned to SCG-3c or SCG-4, as previously described (Filliol et al., 2006, Gagneux and Small., 
2007). X family-specific genotyping supported the findings of the SNP bar-coding results and 
found a specific association between particular X family spoligotypes, SCG-3c and SCG-4, that 
has not been shown previously. Essentially the study discovered that X family isolates 
harbouring the X1 or X2 spoligotype SNP barcode, exclusively correlated with the SCG-3c group, 
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whilst, X family isolates harbouring the X1 or X3 (X1; X3) spoligotype were exclusively SCG-4 
isolates (See Appendix Table PH1).  
Four isolates were identified as not Euro-American lineage ones. Three represented lineages 2, 
SCG-2, and one represented lineage 1, SCG-1. Both SCG-1 and SCG-2 have been described 
previously as correlating with PGG1 (Filliol et al., 2006). Unfortunately, the SCG of one isolate, 
BK21, could not be fully determined due to the lack of sequence data; it could either be a SCG-
2 or SCG-3a strain. However, BK21 was assigned to PGG1 and further analysis found it had a SNP 
barcode pattern associated with the lineage 2 Beijing sub-lineage and cgMLST analysis clustered 
it with Lineage 2 and it also contained Beijing-specific polymorphisms thus making it likely to 
have been part of SNP cluster group 2. Hence, these isolates demonstrated how the use of 
multiple methods can aid phylogenetic classification of isolates.  
In the context of the outbreaks included in this study, identifying the PGG and SCG groups of 
outbreak isolates and the spoligotype families and major lineages they associate to provides the 
first insight into the characteristics of the strains that compose the outbreak isolates. The 
dominance of the PPG2 and PGG3 groups provided the first indication that the outbreaks within 
this study were composed of strains of a more modern nature and are associated to the Euro-
american major lineage. In addition, the SCG analysis highlighted that the isolates of these 
outbreaks are associated to particular spoligotype clades. The SCG results supported the Euro-
american association first indicated by the PGG results and provided further information, 
showing that outbreak isolates correlated to the spoligotype families T, X and Haarlem. The SCG 
analysis showed that the outbreak isolates within this database included those associated to the 
Haarlem genotype which is known to include virulent strains (Mardassi et al., 2005, Marais et 
al., 2006, Khanipour et al., 2016). These robust classical SNP set analyses provided the first 
pieces of evidence that the outbreaks within this study were composed of physiologically 
modern Euro American lineage tuberculosis strains and indicated that a portion of outbreak 
isolates are associated to a genotype of known virulence (Haarlem genotype). 
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As stated previously, gene-by-gene MLST methods have proved useful in clinical outbreak 
resolution and epidemiological investigations of human pathogens such as MRSA and 
Campylobacter, as well as M. tuberculosis itself (Sheppard et al., 2012, Maiden et al., 2013). 
Specifically, the Ridom SeqSphere gene-by-gene cgMLST scheme has been used previously to 
look at tuberculosis outbreaks (Kohl et al., 2014), and heralds the advent of a portable, 
standardised database platform for the use of WGS data in tuberculosis research. However, the 
method has not been used previously for classification of M. tuberculosis into well-defined 
phylogenetic lineages. The cgMLST analysis provided confident assignments for 50 out of 57 
Welsh M. tuberculosis isolates according to statistical analysis, and statistical analysis found that 
48 of them had 100% probability of being Euro-American lineage 4 isolates, correlating well with 
the robust SNP barcode results. The association of isolates BK25 and BK21 to lineage 2 was not 
statistically supported, despite their clustering positions in the cgMLST phylogeny indicating an 
association with lineage 2 (figure 3.6). However, the PGG, SCG and SNP barcode results all 
supported the assignment of BK21 and BK25 to lineage 2 and further genotyping confirmed the 
presence of lineage 2 Beijing specific SNP`s within them. Therefore, the evidence suggests that 
currently, further results are needed to confirm the associations proposed by the cgMLST 
analysis and further work is needed to develop the cgMLST method and the way it is interpreted 
if it is to be used in a widespread manner for phylogenetic assignments as a standalone method.  
This study also presents the first phylogenetic tree containing all seven major M. tuberculosis 
lineages constructed based on a gene-by-gene method (Appendix figure PH1), as opposed to 
SNP mapping-based methods (Homolka et al., 2012, Gagneux et al., 2012, Comas et al., 2013). 
The structure of the resulting phylogeny broadly matched that seen for the same isolates (Comas 
et al., 2013), as in that study, lineages 1, 5 and 6 harboured the most ancestral positions in the 
phylogeny. Furthermore, cgMLST showed that lineage 7 isolates harboured an intermediate 
position between the “ancient lineages” (1, 5, and 6), and the modern lineages (2, 3 and 4), 
supporting its intermediate evolutionary position described previously (Comas et al., 2013, 
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Yimer et al., 2015). Consistent with Comas et al (2013), lineages 2 and 3 isolates shared a closer 
relationship with each other than with lineage 4 isolates. Therefore, despite using a separate set 
of genomic data, the evolutionary positions of each lineage according to cgMLST was consistent 
with other studies of a similar nature which used in-house SNP mapping pipelines for the 
construction of their phylogenies (Wirth et al., 2008b, Gagneux et al., 2012, Firdessa et al., 2013, 
Stucki and Gagneux., 2013, Comas et al., 2013). 
To confirm the lineage and sub-lineage results, specific genotyping markers for the Beijing, 
Haarlem, X family, LAM and lineage 1 sub-lineages were also investigated and supported the 
SNP bar-coding, PGG and SCG results. Specifically, strain-specific genotyping supported all LAM, 
Haarlem and X family assignments made by both SNP bar-coding. The results also showed that 
isolates LL9, BK21 and BK25 harboured Beijing strain-specific polymorphisms, supporting their 
assignment as lineage 2 isolates by SNP bar-coding.  
Additionally, strain-specific genotyping showed isolates LL9 and BK21 to be closely related to 
the Bmyc10 Beijing family of strains, which are the predominant group of globally disseminated 
Beijing strains (Mestre et al., 2011). BK25 was identified as more closely related to the ancient 
Beijing genotype Bmyc25, which again is disseminated globally and renowned as the causative 
agent of virulent outbreaks of M. tuberculosis (Caminero et al., 2001). Thus, two separate Beijing 
strains are present within this dataset, with BK25 potentially being of high virulence and worth 
further investigation.  
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3.5: Conclusions and future perspectives 
This chapter has described the use of classical PGG, SCG, robust SNP bar-coding, novel cgMLST 
analysis and strain-specific genotyping to analyse the phylogenetic make-up of M. tuberculosis 
isolates from across South West Wales. The isolate collection was found to be dominated by 
Euro-American lineage isolates, with lineages 1 and 2 also being present, but in low numbers. 
The isolates consisted of a diverse collection of Euro-American sub-lineages, which were not 
clearly dominated by a single group. T family, X family and the Haarlem family made up a large 
proportion of the dataset, with the Haarlem isolates being particularly prevalent within the 
outbreak-assigned cases. The dominance of the Euro-American lineage, as established by the 
SNP barcode, was supported by all analyses, including the novel cgMLST method. Although 
successfully providing assignment, with 100% confidence, to 50 isolates within this study, the 
cgMLST could not provide confident assignment to 7 isolates which were assigned to lineages 
and sub-lineages by SNP car-coding.  
This study provided only a snapshot of the M. tuberculosis diversity seen within Wales. Extending 
the number of samples would provide further data on the phylogenetics of M. tuberculosis 
across Wales in future. In addition, M. tuberculosis samples should be taken from across the 
country. The discovery of numerous Haarlem sub-lineage strains, and some Beijing strains also, 
was an interesting finding and further investigation into the epidemiology of such isolates in 
Wales would be worthwhile.  
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In conclusion, this study was the first to use a gene-by-gene method for phylogenetic analysis of 
M. tuberculosis isolates, clearly demonstrating the potential of cgMLST to provide a more 
convenient alternative to SNP mapping methods for phylogenetic analysis and global 
tuberculosis surveillance, especially as WGS of M. tuberculosis becomes more widespread in the 
future. Further work into perfecting the method for phylogenetic purposes is required to reduce 
the anomalies found in this study. In summary, the use of multiple WGS-based methods has 
provided an accurate and reliable snapshot of the phylogenetic diversity seen within South West 
Wales and demonstrated a novel use for cgMLST M. tuberculosis typing.  
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Chapter 4 
Analysis of an outbreak of M. tuberculosis in the 
Llwynhendy area of South West Wales using 
Whole Genome Sequencing. 
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4.1: Introduction 
Between 2009 and 2011, 11 cases of M. tuberculosis infection were reported in the Llwynhendy 
region of South West Wales. Each isolate was genotyped by MIRU-VNTR at the Public Health 
Wales Molecular Unit, Cardiff, using standard methods (section 2.1). Of the 11 isolates, nine had 
an identical MIRU-VNTR pattern and were deemed to be part of an outbreak related to a local 
public house. The remaining two isolates were originally excluded from the outbreak 
investigation as they differed in MIRU-VNTR type from the outbreak strains, although one did 
have strong epidemiological links to the outbreak, with the other being linked based only on 
geography and chronology.  
4.1.1: Epidemiology of Cases 
On 11th August 2010 the landlord of a Llwynhendy public house was diagnosed with pulmonary 
tuberculosis (LL1). The landlord had had symptoms of active disease since January 2010 but did 
not seek medical attention until later that year. He was part of a pool team that travelled to 
various public houses within the nearby Llanelli and Gorseinon areas, which were also included 
in the epidemiological investigation. Screening of contacts during August 2010 showed that the 
landlord’s wife (LL2) had contracted clinical tuberculosis, with a positive culture obtained in 
October 2010. She was a teaching assistant at a local primary school and, in addition, worked as 
a part-time chef at the public house. Public health authorities continued to investigate recent 
cases that might relate to the public house ones. Further investigations and contact tracing 
identified a neighbour (LL4) of the public house with tuberculosis and the mother-in-law of the 
landlord. The mother-in-law regularly socialised and holidayed with the landlord and his wife 
but did not frequent the public house and no further epidemiological links were found with 
anyone else within the local area. 
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Retrospective analysis identified another potential case connected with the public house 
outbreak. LL5 was an elderly lady diagnosed with tuberculosis in March 2010, with onset of 
symptoms dating back to November 2009, who regularly visited the public house, but did not 
live in its immediate area (LL5 is labelled green in figure 4.1). In addition, she also visited public 
houses in the Gorseinon region just east of Llwynhendy, where another outbreak of tuberculosis 
was being investigated (Chapter 6). A further two cases (LL6, LL7) were reported in late 2010. 
Both had visited the Llwynhendy public house around the time of the initial outbreak. 
Epidemiological investigations also identified another case (LL9) diagnosed in May 2010 who 
resided close to the public house. This individual was a recent immigrant who had only arrived 
in the UK in 2009. Another individual (LL10) from the Burry Port area, approximately 6 miles 
west of Llwynhendy (Figure 4.1), was diagnosed with tuberculosis in February 2011. In this case, 
the individual died from tuberculosis the same month, thus the epidemiological investigation 
was limited, but it was able to establish that the individual did commute to public houses within 
the Llanelli and Llwynhendy area. A final pub-related case (LL11) was identified in September 
2011. Epidemiological investigation showed that LL11 lived near the public house during the 
outbreak, prior to moving to a different part of the region. However, the individual still visited 
the public house once a week. 
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Figure 4.1: A map showing the locations of where potential cases associated with the 
Llwynhendy outbreak resided across South West Wales. Cases LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4, LL7 and 
LL11 all resided next to the public house are represented by a house symbol; and LL5, LL8 
and LL9 are shown as a green person. The 2 cases shown in blue were associated with the 
nearby Gorseinon outbreak. mi=miles, km=kilometres. Figure constructed using National 
Geographic MapMaker (https://mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org/#/).  
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All the isolates described above were typed using MIRU-VNTR and an identical pattern was 
obtained for LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4, LL5, LL6, LL7 and LL11 (Figure 4.2). In addition, the MIRU-VNTR 
typing matched an isolate from an individual (LL8), diagnosed in November 2010 that lived in 
Bridgend, 40 miles east of Llwynhendy (Figure 4.1). Despite the identical MIRU-VNTR pattern, 
epidemiological investigations could find no link between LL8 and the Llwynhendy outbreak. The 
recent immigrant LL9’s isolate also did not match the outbreak strains despite the close 
geographic association, so the epidemiological team concluded that this was an unrelated case 
brought into the area from the patient’s country of origin. LL10, the Burry Port case, also did not 
match the main outbreak according to MIRU-VNTR.  Two Gorseinon outbreak cases (GO8 and 
GO9, discussed further in Chapter 6), were thought to have a potential epidemiological link to 
LL5 despite being diagnosed in 2007 and 2008, but were found to have isolates with different 
MIRU-VNTR types. A summary of the epidemiological information on each case is outlined in 
Table 4.1, with LL1 (the landlord) suspected as the most likely source of the outbreak and 
potentially was a super-spreader.  
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Figure 4.2: Diagram showing the epidemiological relationship between each isolate with a 
confirmed or potential epidemiological link to the outbreak. Isolate LL9 had a different 
MIRU-VNTR type and no epidemiological link to the public house or any other isolate 
within the outbreak is excluded from this diagram. Different colours indicate different 
MIRU-VNTR types.  
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Table 4.1: Overview of the basic epidemiology and MIRU-VNTR results on the Llwynhendy 
tuberculosis outbreak cases, colour coded according to MIRU-VNTR including the two 
isolates from the Gorseinon outbreak. 
Isolate Location 
Date of 
Onset/ 
Diagnosis 
Attended 
the public 
house? 
Comments 
MIRU-VNTR 
match? 
LL1 Llwynhendy 
Jan-10/Aug-
10 
Yes Public house landlord Yes 
LL2 Llwynhendy Aug-10 Yes Wife of landlord Yes 
LL3 Llwynhendy Apr-11 No 
Mother-in-law of 
landlord 
Yes 
LL4 Llwynhendy Aug-10 Yes 
Neighbour and regular of 
the public house 
Yes 
LL5 Llangennech 
Nov- 
2009/Mar-
2010 
Yes 
Weekly regular of the 
public house, also 
connections with public 
houses associated with 
the Gorseinon outbreak 
Yes 
LL6 Llwynhendy Late 2010 Yes 
Frequented the public 
house 
Yes 
LL7 Llwynhendy Late 2010 Yes 
Frequented the public 
house 
Yes 
LL8 Bridgend Nov-10 No 
No epidemiological 
association with the 
outbreak 
Yes 
LL9 Llwynhendy May-10 No 
Recent immigrant 
residing close to the 
public house. 
No 
LL10 Burry Port Feb-11 Unknown 
Potentially linked to the 
outbreak public house 
No 
LL11 Llanelli Sep-11 Yes 
Frequented the public 
house and recently 
moved from Llwynhendy 
to Llanelli 
Yes 
GO8 Gorseinon 
Oct-2006/ 
Jan-2007 
No Potentially linked to LL5 No 
GO9 Gorseinon 
Feb- 
2007/April 
2008 
No Potentially linked to LL5 No 
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4.1.2: Chapter aims 
There were several aims in this chapter. The primary aim was to resolve the epidemiology of the 
Llwynhendy outbreak using WGS data, cgMLST and in silico functional prediction software to 
highlight physiological features of the polymorphisms found within the WGS of the outbreak 
isolates. Particular attention was given to the LL10 (Burry Port case) and LL8 (Bridgend case) with 
regards to their inclusion and exclusion from the outbreak, which were disputed by contact 
tracing. The relationship between LL5 and the two epidemiologically-associated cases from the 
separate Gorseinon outbreak (GO8 and GO9) were also resolved. The second aim was to identify 
the source case of this outbreak and exploit WGS data to provide evidence for a potential super-
spreader.   
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4.2: Methods 
4.2.1: Sample collection and gathering of epidemiological information 
Isolate DNA was obtained as described in section 2.1. The collection of each Llwynhendy related 
sample was carried out as described in section 2.1. The Epidemiological information described 
in the introduction was obtained from face-to-face interviews with a nurse from the original 
PHW contact tracing investigation team and from documents produced during the outbreak 
investigation.  
4.2.2: DNA sequencing 
DNA from each isolate was sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq platform as described in section 
2.2. The quality of the sequences produced was represented by Ridom SeqSphere as the 
percentage of “good targets”. The higher the percentage of good targets, the better the initial 
sequencing and the more genes were successfully aligned to the cgMLST scheme genes. 
4.2.3: Core genome MLST  
 The cgMLST within this analysis was based on the 2891 gene M. tuberculosis scheme created 
by the Ridom SeqSphere software and published previously (Kohl et al., 2014). The number of 
“good targets” varied with the inclusion of certain sequenced isolates with sub-optimal level of 
quality (sections 2.3 and 2.3.1). The isolate NPTB6, from the Neath Port Talbot outbreak was 
also included in this analysis, because the phylogenetic results presented in chapter 3 (figure 
3.4) assigned NPTB6 to the same sub-lineage as the Llwynhendy outbreak isolates. The resulting 
neighbour-joining and minimum-spanning trees were produced using the Ridom SeqSphere 
software. The threshold for direct transmission was set at 12 allelic differences as described 
previously in section 2.3 (Kohl et al, 2014, Walker et al., 2013). 
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4.2.4: Whole Genome Sequence SNP mapping 
Traditional SNP mapping was carried out by using the conserved signature indels (CSI) 
phylogeny application provided by the Centre of Genomic epidemiology online server, as 
described in section 2.5. 
4.2.5: Functional analysis 
Functional analysis of each non-synonymous mutation found within each isolate was carried 
out using a Provean algorithm, for identifying the significance of amino acid changes within 
proteins, as defined in section 2.5.3.  
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Initial Sequencing results  
Nine of the original 13 isolates included in this analysis aligned successfully to over 90% of the 
cgMLST scheme targets (Table 4.2), and thus were deemed reliable for further analysis. These 
were isolates LL1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, GO8 and LL11. Isolates LL6, LL7, LL10 and GO9 aligned to less 
than 90% of the cgMLST scheme targets. Including these isolates would have reduced the 
number of genes within the cgMLST scheme and thus any conclusions on relationships between 
the isolates would not be valid according to the parameters set in this study for the cgMLST 
analysis (see section 2.3.1). Therefore, cgMLST analysis was only applied to those with good 
quality sequences (LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4, LL5, LL8, LL9, GO8 and LL11). 
Table 4.2: The percentage of good targets present in each isolate following sequencing. 
  
Isolate % Good Targets 
GO8 98.9 
GO9 67.5 
LL1 99.3 
LL2 92.3 
LL4 97.9 
LL3 97.7 
LL5 92.6 
LL6 8.2 
LL7 18.4 
LL8 99.2 
LL9 98.2 
LL10 58.1 
LL11 90.3 
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4.3.1.1: cgMLST 
Results of the cgMLST analysis on the 9 Llwynhendy isolates and NPTB6 are shown in Figure 4.3. 
Five isolates (LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4 and NPTB6) were found to share fewer than 12 allelic differences 
indicating that they were part of an outbreak complex. A further five isolates had >200 allelic 
differences with all other isolates in the analysis, thus were as not part of the same outbreak. 
These included 3 isolates with a matching MIRU-VNTR to the public house outbreak (LL5, LL8 
and LL11), the Gorseinon isolate GO8 and the suspected un-linked case LL9. The minimum 
spanning tree in Figure 4.3 showed that LL1 was central to the outbreak, being the closest 
relative to each isolate within the dataset. With regards to the number of allelic differences 
between each isolate within the outbreak complex individually (Table 4.3), only the relationship 
between isolate LL2 and NPTB6 exceeded 12 (the threshold for direct transmission), indicating 
that isolates from the outbreak had diverged recently. Appendix table LL1 provides a matrix of 
the allelic differences between all isolates within figure 4.3. 
LL10 (the case form Burry Port) was not included in the analysis because only 58.1% sequence 
alignment with the cgMLST had been obtained. However, for interest, when sequence data for 
LL10 were included it appeared within the outbreak complex, separated by 3 allelic differences 
(Appendix figure LL1).   
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Figure 4.3: A minimum spanning tree showing the number of allelic differences across the cgMLST scheme. Isolates are colour -coordinated to 
their MIRU-VNTR profile. Branch distances are not to scale. Numbers alongside branches represent the number of allelic differences between 
any two given isolates. The clouded region represents the isolates within the outbreak complex that share less than 12 alleli c differences. 
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Table 4.3: Distance matrix showing the number of allelic differences between each of the 
isolates represented in the outbreak complex defined in Figure 4.3. The greater the red 
intensity the more different the isolates are from each other. The greater the intensity of 
blue in the cells the more closely related the isolates are. 
Number of allelic differences  
Isolate NPTB6 LL1 LL2 LL3 LL4 
NPTB6 0 7 13 9 11 
LL1 7 0 8 2 4 
LL2 13 8 0 10 12 
LL3 9 2 10 0 6 
LL4 11 4 12 6 0 
 
4.3.1.2: Neighbour joining analysis of the outbreak complex 
A neighbour joining phylogeny was produced (Figure 4.4) based on only those five isolates that 
formed the outbreak complex defined in Figure 4.3. The neighbour joining tree showed LL1 to 
be ancestral to each isolate. Thus, in addition to being the central isolate within the outbreak, 
isolate LL1 also holds the most ancestral position within the phylogeny and appears to represent 
the source case. An early branching point separated isolates NPTB6 and LL2 from the cluster 
containing isolates LL1, LL3 and LL4, and suggests that an intermediate case, was the common 
ancestor of LL2 and NPTB6, and is likely to have been missed from in this analysis and would 
have held a position between the source case, LL1, and isolates NPTB6 and LL2.  
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Figure 4.4: Neighbour joining tree constructed using the core genome MLST scheme. The figure contains only the outbreak compl ex subset 
defined in Figure 4.3. The scale bar indicates the genetic divergence relevant to branch length measured in units of allelic differences across 
2891 genes defined in the cgMLST scheme.  
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4.3.2 Analysis of individual allelic differences 
Through analysing each individual allelic difference, it was possible to obtain more information 
with regards to the pattern of transmission that occurred amongst this closely related complex. 
A transmission pattern was established by examining at which point certain allelic differences 
occurred (Table 4.4). Analysis of individual allelic differences supported the results shown in 
Figure 4.3, indicating that cases LL3 and LL4 were directly infected by LL1, as each carried unique 
allelic differences in relation to LL1 and thus could not have been infected by one another. 
Interestingly, an allelic difference at Rv2195 was present in LL2 and NPTB6 but not in isolates 
LL1, LL3 and LL4 (Table 4.4). The observation corroborates that seen in Figure 4.4, where LL2 and 
NPTB6 have branched off from LL1, suggesting that the transmission between isolate LL1 and 
the subsequently more divergent LL2 and NPTB6 isolates was missing an intermediate case that 
harboured the Rv2195 allele.  
Table 4.4: A matrix highlighting each allelic difference between each isolate and the source 
isolate, LL1.  Cells are coloured green where the allelic difference is unique to the isolate, 
and red represents an allelic difference that occurred in more than one isolate in relation 
to LL1. 
Isolate LL1 
LL3 Rv0932c Rv3594             
LL4 Rv0103c Rv0126 Rv0551c Rv2137c         
NPTB6 Rv0133 Rv0663 Rv0959 Rv2678c Rv3635 Rv2195     
LL2 Rv1069c Rv1921c Rv2117 Rv2153c Rv2393 Rv2682c Rv3705A Rv2195 
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4.3.3: Traditional SNP mapping  
Traditional SNP mapping was applied to the five outbreak complex isolates (LL1, LL2, LL3, LL4 
and NPTB6) identified in Figure 4.3. The genomic distances between each given isolate in terms 
of SNPs across the whole genome of each outbreak associated isolate are shown in Figure 4.5 
and Table 4.5. SNPs were extracted using the CSI phylogeny application (see methods sections 
4.2.4 and 2.5,1 for more details). In each case, the (arbitrary) 12 SNP threshold for direct 
transmission was exceeded. Thus, based on this parameter no isolate can be deemed as being 
outbreak-related, according to this WGS SNP mapping result. However, the pattern matched 
that of the cgMLST results in Figure 4.3. As in the cgMLST phylogeny, isolate LL1 holds the 
ancestral position within the phylogeny and shows a closer relationship with LL3 and LL4. Also, 
as in the cgMLST phylogeny, isolates NPTB6 and LL2 are the most distantly related isolates and 
have a different branching point to isolates LL1, LL3 and LL4 again suggesting the presence of an 
intermediate case. Therefore, although the divergence between the isolates in the traditional 
SNP mapping results is greater, the conclusion on the pattern of relationships between the 
isolates is the same.  
 
Figure 4.5: A neighbour joining tree based on the WGS data obtained from the conserved 
signature indels (CSI) phylogeny analysis (see methods section 4.2.4 and 2.5.1 for more 
details) of the outbreak complex subset. The scale bar indicates the genetic divergence 
relevant to branch length measured in units of nucleotide differences per site across the 
WGS of each isolate. 
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Table 4.5: The number of SNPs present between each isolate defined as being part of the 
outbreak complex in Figure 4.3. The greater the red intensity the more different the 
isolates are from each other; the greater the intensity of blue the more closely related 
they are. 
  Number of SNPs across the Whole Genome  
Isolate NPTB6 LL1 LL2 LL3 LL4 
NPTB6 0 25 72 31 49 
LL1 25 0 59 14 30 
LL2 72 59 0 67 81 
LL3 31 14 67 0 36 
LL4 49 30 81 36 0 
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4.3.4: Functional analysis of the allelic differences within the Llwynhendy outbreak isolates. 
Allelic differences were found in 20 loci and the functional effect of each in isolates LL1, LL2, LL3, 
LL4 and NPTB6, according to Provean functional prediction software (section 4.2.5 and 2.5.3), is 
summarised in Tables 4.6a and 4.6b. The closest relative to LL1 was LL3, sharing two allelic 
differences within loci Rv0932c and Rv3594. According to Provean analysis, the allelic difference 
at locus Rv0932c had no effect on the respective protein function. The allele carried by LL3 for 
gene Rv3594 contained mutations at six different base positions (Table 4.6b). Each mutation 
was non-synonymous and according to Provean analysis the effect on the protein was not 
deleterious. LL4 harboured 4 allelic differences relative to LL1 (Rv0126, Rv0551c, Rv2137c and 
Rv0103c), one of which was synonymous and three were non-synonymous, with its RV2137c 
allele having a mutation that caused a deleterious effect on its respective protein (hypothetical 
protein). The most divergent isolate from LL1 was LL2 with eight allelic differences; one was a 
synonymous mutation in RV2153c and the remaining 7 were non-synonymous (Rv1069c, 
Rv1921c, Rv2117, Rv2195, Rv2393, Rv2682c and Rv3705A). According to Provean functional 
prediction, the effect of each non-synonymous allelic difference in LL2 was neutral. NPTB6 had 
7 allelic differences relative to LL1 (Rv0133, Rv0422c, Rv0663, Rv0959, Rv2678c, Rv2678c and 
Rv2195). These were non-synonymous mutations, with five (Rv0133, Rv0422c, Rv0663, Rv0959, 
Rv2678c and Rv2195) harbouring mutations predicted to have a deleterious effect on their 
protein functions. Isolates NPTB6 and LL2 both have a common allelic difference from LL1, at 
the Rv2195 locus. However, the mutation does not affect the function of the encoding protein.  
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Table 4.6a: A detailed matrix based on the allelic differences between LL1, LL2, LL3, LL5 and NPTB6. The matrix includes the allele number for 
each isolate as designated by the cgMLST scheme, allelic difference are synonymous or non -synonymous, SNP nucleotide (nt) and amino acid 
(aa) changes, and position of nucleotide (nt) changes. “X” refers to the deletions of the given nucleotide base or amino acid. The final two 
columns refer to the Provean results: Provean score ≤-2.0 = deleterious mutation, >-2.0 = neutral mutation.  
  
Allele number relevant to the 
cgMLST scheme 
 
Locus GenBank product 
LL
1
 
LL
2
 
LL
4
 
LL
3
 
N
P
TB
6
 Non-
synonymous 
/Synonymous 
SNP (nt) Position nt 
change 
aa 
change 
Provean 
score 
Functional 
effect 
Rv0103c 
cation-transporter P-type 
ATPaseB 
3 3 374 3 3 Synonymous G>C 1350 None None None 
Rv0126 
trehalose synthase/amylase 
TreS 
1 1 166 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
A>G 1780 T>A 0.444 Neutral 
Rv0133 GCN5-like N-acetyltransferase 1 1 1 1 132 
Non-
synonymous 
deletion 
ACC>XXX 282-284 TP>XX -11.847 Deleterious 
Rv0422c 
hydroxymethylpyrimidine/  
phosphomethylpyrimidine 
kinase 
1 1 1 1 104 
Non-
synonymous 
A>G 652 T>A 2.26 Neutral 
Rv0551c fatty-acid--CoA ligase FadD8 1 1 270 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
C>A 62 A>E 0.049 Neutral 
Rv0663 arylsulfatase AtsD 33 33 33 33 408 
Non-
synonymous 
C>A 729 H>Q -7.973 Deleterious 
Rv0932c 
phosphate ABC transporter 
substrate-binding lipoprotein 
PstS 
1 1 1 151 1 
Non-
synonymous 
ACC>GGT 333-335 P>V 0.141 Neutral 
Rv0959 hypothetical protein 1 1 1 1 354 
Non-
synonymous 
A>C 407 D>A -5.257 Deleterious 
Rv1069c hypothetical protein 1 271 1 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
T>G 532 F>V 3.071 Neutral 
Rv1921c lipoprotein LppF 1 214 1 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
C>A 291 S>R -1.979 Neutral 
Rv2117 hypothetical protein 1 48 1 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
G>A 281 R>H -0.16 Neutral 
Rv2137c hypothetical protein 1 1 73 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
G>A 190 G>R -7.765 Deleterious 
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Allele number relevant to the 
cgMLST scheme 
      
Locus GenBank product 
LL
1
 
LL
2
 
LL
4
 
LL
3
 
N
P
TB 6
 
Non-
synonymous 
/Synonymous 
SNP (nt) Position nt 
change 
aa 
change 
Provean 
score 
Functional 
effect 
Rv215
3c 
UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-N-acetyl 
muramyl-(pentapeptide) 
pyrophosphoryl-undecaprenol-N-
acetylglucosamine transferase 
17 225 17 17 17 Synonymous C>A 306 none none none 
Rv219
5 
ubiquinol-cytochrome C reductase 
rieske iron-sulfur subunit 
3 1 3 3 1 
Non-
synonymous 
G>A 40 A>T 0.029 Neutral 
Rv239
3 
Ferrochelatase 1 95 1 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
A>G 116 E>G -0.118 Neutral 
Rv267
8c 
uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase 1 1 1 1 167 
Non-
synonymous 
G>A, 814 G>S -5.981 Deleterious 
Rv268
2c 
1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate 
synthase 
1 213 1 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
G>T 659 R>L -1.795 Neutral 
Rv359
4* 
hypothetical protein 1 1 1 95 1             
Rv267
8c 
transmembrane protein 1 1 1 1 277 
Non-
synonymous 
C>A 788 A>E -2.085 Neutral 
Rv370
5A 
proline-rich protein 1 123 1 1 1 
Non-
synonymous 
C>A 292 P>T -1.528 Neutral 
*Rv3594 analysis contains 6 mutations that are presented in Table 4.6b.  
Table 4.6b: Mutations observed within the Rv3594 gene of LL3 *represents a stop codon, and X represents the absence of that b ase or amino 
acid at that position. The columns are the same as in Table 4.6a but exclude the column for each isolates’ allelic numbers.  
Nucleotide 
position(s) 
Mutation(s) Non-synonymous 
/Synonymous 
Amino acid 
change 
Amino acid 
position 
Provean score Functional 
effect 
812 C>G Non synonymous P>R, 271 -0.698 Neutral 
816 X>G(insertion) Non synonymous X>R, 272 -0.26 Neutral 
819 A>G Non synonymous *>W, 273 0.565 Neutral 
821 C>X(deletion) Non synonymous H>X, 274 0.404 Neutral 
826-827 TA>GG Non synonymous V>G 276 0.016 Neutral 
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4.4: Discussion 
This chapter described methods for resolving whether 11 M. tuberculosis isolates from the 
Llwynhendy region of South West Wales were part of the same outbreak. In addition to 
evaluating the results of MIRU VNTR typing against WGS, this study also aimed to evaluate the 
epidemiological links made by the contact tracing team. Specifically, the study used a 
combination of cgMLST, WGS SNP mapping, detailed evaluation of each mutation, and a 
physiological prediction-based method to evaluate the Llwynhendy outbreak. The application of 
traditional SNP mapping provided evidence supporting the conclusions of cgMLST analysis, with 
the resulting phylogeny and pattern of genomic distances between isolates being similar. 
However, the number of SNPs seen between isolates through mapping was substantially greater 
than that seen by cgMLST analysis. This greater amount of divergence in SNP mapping in 
comparison with the cgMLST scheme was documented in a previous study (Kohl et al., 2014), 
although to a lesser degree. Unlike that study, the results presented here found a level of 
divergence that exceeded the 12 SNP threshold, indicating that there was no direct association 
between any isolate in this study. Due to the strong epidemiological links, especially between 
isolates LL1, LL2, LL3 and LL4, together with the cgMLST conclusions that showed LL1, LL2, LL3 
and LL4 to be closely related, it seems likely that the SNP mapping results seen here are not 
reliable. However, although the threshold provides a consistent parameter for analysing the 
outbreak status of isolates, it is arbitrary in its nature as it was developed elsewhere and based 
originally on different data and this should be considered when interpreting outbreak relations 
(Walker et al., 2013). In addition, as the actual pipeline used in the Kohl et al (2014) study was 
not disclosed publicly, a reliable comparison between the results presented in this chapter and 
other studies that have used in-house pipelines (Gardy et al., 2011, Walker et al., 2013, Walker 
et al., 2015), cannot be done due to the uncertainty that the parameters used were the same. 
This raises the issue of the need for standardized methods for M. tuberculosis outbreak 
investigations. However, the data presented here supports previous studies that found cgMLST 
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schemes provide a standardized method for analysis of a threshold for outbreak inclusion and 
exclusion which is reproducible across WGS datasets (Sheppard et al., 2012, Maiden et al, 2013).  
The results presented here show for the first time the application of sequencing carried out 
directly from M. tuberculosis boilate samples for outbreak investigation. Boilate extraction has 
previously and justifiably been criticized for its impure/lower yield of DNA, compared to other 
extraction methods used for sequencing (Aldous et al., 2005). The major advantages of using a 
boilate extraction for WGS are the lower cost, ease and speed (Aldous, et al,2005), particularly 
as the cost of sequencing and slow growth of M. tuberculosis are two key barriers in outbreak 
investigation. Boilate extraction using TE buffer has been documented to cost around 0.03$ a 
sample, one hundred times cheaper than the Infection Diagnostics, Inc (IDI) lysis tube extraction 
method which has been documented to yield the most and best quality DNA (Aldous et al., 
2005). This study provides proof in principle that combined with cgMLST this may be a useful 
cost-effective approach where resources are tight.  
Detailed evaluation of each mutation has not been described for other WGS-based 
investigations (Gardy, J et al., 2011, Walker T.M et al., 2013, Kohl, T.A et al., 2014, Walker, T.M 
et al., 2015). Provean analysis was used to predict the functional effect each mutation had on 
genes which differed amongst the outbreak isolates (Choi and Chan, 2015). If the amino acid 
change is neutral and so does not cause a functional difference, then clinically the mutation is 
probably not relevant. Out of a total of 25 mutations across the outbreak, 23 were non-
synonymous. Isolate LL2, despite carrying the most allelic differences, was physiologically 
identical to LL1. Allelic differences in LL4 also had no effect on its proteins. Therefore, in terms 
of both physiology and genomic relation, LL4 was the most similar to LL1.  NPTB6 contained the 
greatest number of deleterious allelic differences and thus had the potential to be the most 
different from LL1 in terms of physiology. The mutation in the RV0133 gene of NPTB6 is 
predicted to have a deleterious effect on an acetyltransferase protein which is a known 
membrane protein (Lew et al., 2011). The literature reports this gene to be non-essential to the 
growth of the H37Rv reference strain (Sassetti et al., 2003), and so the mutation of Rv0133 in 
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NPTB6 may not confer any clinically-relevant physiological change. Similarly, the mutation in 
Rv0663 is also reported to be non-essential to M. tuberculosis growth and unrelated to  virulence 
factors (Sassetti et al., 2003). NPTB6 did carry a deleterious mutation in its Rv2678c gene. The 
Rv2678c gene, hemE, is an essential gene for in vitro growth of the H37Rv reference strain 
(Sassetti et al., 2003). It has been identified as being a protein that can mediate drug resistance 
to isoniazid, ofloxacin, and ethambutol (Raman and Chandra, 2008). The protein produced by 
Rv2678c is a uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase and has been identified as a potential co-protein 
for inhibition of resistance amongst bacteria and is noted as a high confidence drug target 
(Raman and Chandra, 2008). Co-proteins are used by the resistome of bacteria as 
communication pathways between the drug target and resistance machinery. Simultaneous 
inhibition of the co-protein (often referred to as a co-target) and the primary protein for 
resistance aids the binding of the respective drug to the target binding site and allows the drug 
to become effective once again (Raman and Chandra, 2008). Therefore, the deleteriously 
mutated hemE gene in NPTB6 suggests NPTB6 lacks the ability to resist drugs via this protein. 
The mutations seen in Rv0959 in NPTB6 and Rv2137 were in hypothetical proteins, neither of 
which had known functions and thus no physiological information could be gleaned 
(TubercuList, 2017). In summary, Provean analysis has shown that each outbreak isolate was 
physiologically either identical or very similar.  
The contact tracing team raised the issue of a possible super--spreader related to the public 
house being central to the Llwynhendy outbreak. Such a question cannot be answered by MIRU-
VNTR typing, as stated previously (Walker et al., 2013a, Walker et al,. 2013b). This study found 
that WGS supported the outbreak team’s assumption that a super-spreader was present within 
the outbreak, and that LL1 was the likely candidate. The gene-by-gene analysis produced a 
phylogeny with a star-like structure (Figure 4.3), a feature previously shown to represent the 
presence of a super-spreader within an outbreak (Liu et al., 2006, Hirsh et al., 2004, Walker et 
al., 2013c, Kohl et al., 2014). The phylogeny showed cases LL2, LL4 and LL3 to originate from LL1 
(the landlord) at the centre of the phylogeny. The data agreed with previous work that showed 
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the published cgMLST scheme developed by Ridom SeqSphere can identify a potential super-
spreader, as can traditional SNP mapping (Walker et al., 2013 Kohl et al., 2014). Multiple factors 
are known to contribute to super-spreading such as immune suppression, late diagnosis/failure 
to diagnose, co-infection with another agent, airflow dynamics and delayed treatment (Stein et 
al., 2011). LL1 had onset of symptoms eight months prior to his hospital admission for treatment 
and this delay is likely to have contributed to his ability to infect a disproportionate number of 
secondary cases (Riley et al., 2003, Stein et al., 2011). More rapid case reporting has been shown 
to reduce the rate of secondary cases from super-spreading cases (Stein et al., 2011).  
The phylogenetic analysis described in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4) led to the inclusion of isolate NPTB6 
in this analysis of the Llwynhendy outbreak. The cgMLST went on to suggest that the origin for 
NPTB6`s infection was the Landlord, case LL1. Although there was genomic evidence of a direct 
link between LL1 and NPTB6, the isolates were separated by a relatively larger geographical 
distance. At the time of the outbreak, no epidemiological evidence of links between NPTB6 and 
the Llwynhendy outbreak was sought, due to the geographical distance between the two 
outbreaks, and it having a different MIRU-VNTR type. Therefore, it would be interesting to 
investigate retrospectively the potential epidemiological links between NPTB6 and LL1. The 
findings of this analysis support previous claims that phylogenetic classification can provide data 
that is clinically relevant within tuberculosis outbreaks (Gutacker et al., 2002, Filiol et al., 2006, 
Coll F et al., 2014). 
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4.5 Conclusion 
WGS, through cgMLST analysis, was used to investigate a TB outbreak in Llwynhendy, South 
West Wales. Four out of 11 cases considered part of the outbreak by MIRU-VNTR were found 
not to be according to WGS. WGS also identified an isolate, NPTB6, as clonally related to the 
outbreak. This association had not been detected by MIRU-VNTR typing or epidemiological 
investigation and was only picked up by WGS because prior phylogenetic analysis had identified 
a similarity. Additionally, WGS analysis allowed the construction of a transmission chain and 
identification of a super-spreader. Provean analysis of the amino acid changes that occurred 
because of the DNA SNP mutations within the outbreak isolates highlighted the potential 
advantages WGS analysis provides in addition to strain typing and outbreak resolution. To 
summarize, 5 isolates were confirmed to be part of a direct transmission chain within the 
Llwynhendy outbreak in South West Wales, and the study established LL1 (the landlord) as the 
likely origin of the outbreak and potential super-spreader.  
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Chapter 5 
Resolution of an outbreak of Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis in the Neath Port Talbot area of South 
Wales using Whole Genome Sequencing. 
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5.1 Introduction  
On the 11th of September 2006 an outbreak of tuberculosis in the Sandfields area of Port Talbot, 
South Wales, came to the attention of Public Health Wales. The outbreak involved eight cases 
with cultured isolates and appeared to be circulating amongst individuals who frequented five 
local public houses within the Sandfields area, with one public house, Public House X, having 
connections to several cases in the outbreak. The outbreak sparked a review by Public Health 
Wales of tuberculosis case records in the area and continued until 2011. Over this period a 
further five cases were reported and molecular typing, through MIRU-VNTR profiling, was 
carried out on each isolate.  
5.1.1 Epidemiology and Typing of Neath Port Talbot Outbreak Cases 
Contrary to the assumptions of the outbreak investigation team based on contact tracing data, 
the isolates did not show a single MIRU-VNTR pattern, despite geographical, chronological and 
epidemiological connections between several of the cases. Two MIRU-VNTR profiles were 
identified within the isolate collection (Table 5.1), thus the outbreak investigation team assigned 
the isolates as either “A” or “B” strains according to their MIRU-VNTR profile (Table 5.1). In 
addition, isolate NPTB2, harboured a further polymorphism at the ETR C locus (Table 5.1, isolate 
coloured green), which was not present in other “A” or “B” isolates.  
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Table 5.1: A descriptive summary of each outbreak case and their MIRU-VNTR patterns, generated by the PHW molecular unit. NPTA isolates 
are highlighted in blue; and NPTB isolates are in red, except for nptb2, coloured  green as it differs from the other NPTB isolates at locus ETRC.  
Case 
Date of 
Diagnosis 
(month-
year) 
Onset of 
disease 
(month-
year) 
Attended 
Public House 
X 
Strain 
MIRU-VNTR profiles 
ET
R
A
 
ET
R
B
 
ET
R
C
 
ET
R
D
 
ET
R
E 
M
IR
U
2 
M
IR
U
1
0 
M
IR
U
1
6 
M
IR
U
2
0 
M
IR
U
2
3 
M
IR
U
2
4 
M
IR
U
2
6 
M
IR
U
2
7 
M
IR
U
3
9 
M
IR
U
4
0 
NPTA1 May-04 May-04 Yes (landlord) A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA2 Apr-05 Apr-05 Unknown A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA3 Jun-05 Jun-05 Unknown A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA4 Nov-05 Nov-05 Yes A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA5 Jun-06 Jun-06 Yes A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA6 Aug-06 Aug-06 Yes A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA7 Feb-07 Nov-06 Yes** A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTA8 Apr-07 Apr-07 Unknown A 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 3 3 2 2 
NPTB1 Oct-05 Oct-05 Unknown B 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 3 2 4 
NPTB2 Feb-06 Feb-06 Unknown B 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 3 2 4 
NPTB3 Nov-06 Mar-06 Unknown B 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 3 2 4 
NPTB4 Jan-07 Jan-07 No B 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 3 2 4 
NPTB5 Jun-09 Jun-09 No B 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 3 2 4 
NPTB6 Oct-11 2007-2011 Unknown B 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 5 1 5 3 2 4 
**NPTA7 did not admit to frequenting Public House X, but information acquired during contact tracing suggested that he did. 
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5.1.2 Proposed transmission chain 
The index case, that had pulmonary tuberculosis, was the landlord of Public House X. This case 
was identified in May 2004 (NPTA1) and contact tracing of close contacts and the pub’s regular 
customers was carried out promptly. Contact tracing at the time detected no other cases. The 
landlord believed he had caught the infection from workers who had been visiting the public 
house before and at the time of his infection. However, between April 2005 and September 
2006, a further 5 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis (NPTA2, NPTA3, NPTA4, NPTA5, NPTA6) were 
identified in persons with connections to the public house (Table 5.1). NPTA5 stated that they 
did not frequently visit the public house, whilst NPTA6 was a woman who was a regular at Public 
House X and at other public houses within the area. She also lived and socialised frequently with 
people in sheltered accommodation. In September 2006, Public Health Wales assembled the 
Neath Port Talbot (NPT) outbreak team. In early 2007, another male was diagnosed with 
pulmonary tuberculosis (NPTA7) within the outbreak area, with a MIRU-VNTR matching that of 
the NPTA strains. This case had an onset of tuberculosis-related symptoms several months prior 
to his diagnosis. Despite being known to other cases as being a regular at Public House X, he 
denied that this was the case. At this point all isolates had a matching MIRU-VNTR profile, 
classifying them as belonging to outbreak A (Table 5.1). 
In November 2006, a case of tuberculosis (NPTB3) was diagnosed in the same area, with disease 
onset likely to have been several months prior to diagnosis. However, NPTB3 had a MIRU-VNTR 
profile that differed at two loci from the ‘A’ strains (Table 5.1). In early 2007, the estranged wife 
of NPTB3 was diagnosed with pulmonary tuberculosis (NPTB4), and with the same MIRU-VNTR 
type. Thus, the contact tracing team were confident that NPTB3 and NPTB4 shared a direct 
transmission event, and an MIRU-VNTR profile was assigned as Neath Port Talbot ‘B’ (NPTB). 
Retrospective investigations identified case NPTB2, diagnosed in February 2006, as possibly 
being part of the NPTB outbreak; although NPTB2 showed a single locus difference (ETRC) from 
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the other ‘B’ genotype cases (Table 5.1). In April 2007, a further NPTA case (NPTA8) was 
identified in the area although there was no apparent epidemiological link between the case 
and any public house or other case within the area.  A further ‘B’ strain case (NPTB5) was then 
diagnosed in June 2009 in Pontypool, 50 miles away from the outbreak area, but there were no 
apparent epidemiological connections between NPTB5 and the NPT outbreak despite the MIRU-
VNTR match. The contact tracing team considered it unlikely that the case was directly linked to 
the NPT cases. Further retrospective typing identified another case from the area (NPTB1), 
diagnosed in May 2005. NPTB1 was then deemed the earliest isolate in the ‘B’ outbreak as the 
identification of NPTB1 showed that chronologically ‘A’ and ‘B’ strains had co-existed. In 
addition, further contact tracing also found NPTB1 to have an indirect link with Public House X, 
as her husband was a regular at the pub.  At this stage, the contact tracing team began to 
question the heterogeneity of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ genotypes. The team felt it likely that evolution 
had occurred between cases, changing the MIRU-VNTR profile at two loci, and that probably the 
‘B’ isolates were directly related to the ‘A’ ones. In October 2011, a further and final MIRU-VNTR 
‘B’ type strain was identified (NPTB6). This case had been exposed twice to TB over the previous 
four years (2007-2011) and was a close childhood friend of the landlord of Public House X 
(NPTA1). By 2011, fourteen isolates had been reported to be connected to the NPT outbreak 
with 8 of type ‘A’ and 6 of type ‘B’. Figure 5.1 below provides a diagrammatic view of the 
epidemiological connections relative to public house X. 
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Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the epidemiological relationship between each isolate with a 
confirmed or indirect epidemiological link to the outbreak. Hard connecting li nes 
represent a direct epidemiological link. The dashed connecting lines represent an indirect 
link. The public house labelled within the figure represents public house “X”.  
 
In addition to being sceptical about the presence of two separate outbreaks, the outbreak team 
also questioned NPTB5`s inclusion in the ‘outbreak’, as the case was geographically and 
epidemiologically separate from the other outbreak isolates. It was also believed that a “super 
spreader” was likely to be present within the outbreak, with NPTA6 or NPTA1 being the most 
likely candidates. The team desired further confirmation that NPTA1, the landlord, was the 
source of the outbreak and that the Public House X was central to the outbreak, but classical 
molecular typing could not answer these questions.  
  
• MIRU-VNTR=NPTA 
• MIRU-VNTR=NPTB 
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5.1.3: Aims 
The primary aim of this study was to use WGS data to resolve the uncertainties surrounding the 
Neath Port Talbot M. tuberculosis outbreak(s) and identify the source case and any potential 
super spreaders within this outbreak(s). Both the established cgMLST scheme and an in-house 
cgMLST scheme was used to resolve whether the NPTA and NPTB outbreaks were actually one 
large outbreak, and whether NPTB5 was wrongly included in the outbreak by MIRU-VNTR. A 
novel ancestral dating method was introduced to provide evidence on the origin of outbreak 
isolates, whilst also elucidating the presence of micro-evolution within the outbreaks. As stated 
in chapter 4 and shown in chapter 3 (figure 3.4), NPTB6 clusters as the same sub lineage as the 
isolates from the Llwynhendy outbreak (Chapter 4). Previous cgMLST analysis in chapter 4 also 
showed NPTB6 to have a direct relation to isolates of the Llwynhendy outbreak (chapter 4). Thus, 
within this chapter, we aim to confirm the exclusion of NPTB6 from the Neath Port Talbot 
outbreak 
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5.2 Methods 
5.2.1: Sample collection and epidemiological information 
Isolate DNA was obtained as described in section 2.1. The collection of each Neath Port Talbot 
related sample was carried out as described in section 2.1. The Epidemiological information 
described in the introduction was obtained from face-to-face interviews with a nurse from the 
original PHW contact tracing investigation team and from documents produced during the 
outbreak investigation.  
5.2.2: DNA Sequencing 
A total of 14 isolates (Table 5.1) were sequenced initially, as described in section 2.2, through a 
Nextera XT protocol. Isolates were also processed by ancient DNA based BEST methods (Section 
2.13.1 and 2.13.2).   
5.2.3: Phylogenetic filtering of original dataset 
The robust SNP barcode, presented in Chapter 3, Figure 3.4, provided a phylogenetic 
classification for each of the 14 outbreak-associated isolates included in the Neath Port Talbot 
outbreaks.  A further three background isolates (BK1, BK2 and BK3) also clustered clonally as T 
family isolates and were included in further downstream analysis. 17 isolates (the 14 Neath Port 
Talbot isolates and the 3 T family background cases) were included in further analysis. 
5.2.4: Core genome MLST (cgMLST) analysis 
5.2.4.1: Established cgMLST scheme 
A cgMLST scheme developed by Ridom seqSphere (Junemann et al., 2013) (section 2.3.1.), based 
on 2981 core genes was used to analyse the relationship between each of the 17 isolates 
selected following phylogenetic filtering. The 17 isolates include 3 background ones with 
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phylogenetic associations in addition to the 14 previously defined Neath Port Talbot outbreak 
isolates. 
5.2.4.2: In-house core genome MLST (cgMLST) scheme 
An in-house cgMLST was developed containing all genes present across the 16 isolates (section 
2.3.2) Each NPT isolate sequence was included in the “cgMLST definer” application, which used 
M. tuberculosis H37Rv as a reference genome. NPTA6 was removed from the final in-house 
cgMLST scheme as its inclusion significantly reduced the number of genes that could be 
included. The resulting in-house core genome MLST scheme consisted of 2562 loci, present in 
high quality across each isolate. 
 
5.2.5:  SNP analysis 
5.2.5.1: Extraction of individual mutations  
Using the method described in section 2.5.2, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were 
extracted from 2981 core genes from the consensus sequence of outbreak 1 and outbreak 2 
(defined in Figure 5.2 by the core genome MLST threshold of 12 allelic differences, see methods 
section 2.3.1). 
5.2.5.2: Prediction Functional Genomic  
The prediction of the functional effect of each mutation present within the dataset was carried 
out using the Provean software, described in section 2.5.3. 
5.2.6: WGS SNP mapping 
The published Centre of Genomic Epidemiology online server (Kaas et al., 2014) was used to 
produce a WGS SNP mapping phylogeny for the outbreak isolates using the conserved signature 
indels (CSI) phylogeny pipeline (section 2.5).  
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5.2.7: Ancestral dating 
Ancestral dating was carried out as described in section 2.4. SNPs were extracted from the 
consensus of the largest outbreak (outbreak 1) and the individual isolates of the smaller 
outbreak 2.  A total of 90 SNPs was concatenated, and their ancestral dating was calculated as 
described in section 2.4. A cgMLST common across NPTB2, NPTB4 and the consensus of the 
NPTA outbreak was used, with BEAST software indicating the date of the most recent common 
ancestor (TMRCA) between the two outbreaks. 
5.2.8:  Statistical calculation of average variation between cgMLST schemes 
The number of allelic differences between each isolate and the remaining isolates within the 
dataset was taken from both the established and in house core genome MLST results and the 
average number of differences each isolate had across the whole dataset was calculated using 
MS Excel (2013). These values were then used to determine the average amount of variations 
seen across the dataset for both cgMLST schemes. An unpaired T-test was used to calculate 
the P Value for whether the amount of variation seen in the results of the in house cgMLST 
scheme and Established cgMLST scheme is different. See section 2.15 for further details. 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Outbreak resolution using the cgMLST scheme 
The results of the cgMLST are presented in Figure 5.2 and include those from three background 
isolates (BK1, BK2 and BK3) analysed as they were assigned the same sub-lineage in the 
phylogenetic analysis shown in Figure 3.4. The use of the established cgMLST scheme, revealed 
that there were technically isolates from two outbreaks present within the NPT dataset, but 
their composition did not correlate with the MIRU-VNTR typing defined outbreaks, NPTA and 
NPTB (Table 5.1). The outbreaks defined by cgMLST contained 9 isolates in outbreak 1 and 2 in 
outbreak 2.   In outbreak 1 there were six NPTA isolates, one NPTB isolate (NPTB1) and BK2, 
previously thought of as an unrelated background case. NPTA3 showed 16 allelic differences 
from its closest relative (NPTA7) and thus according to the definition of no more than 12 allelic 
differences (Walker et al., 2013, Kohl et al., 2014) could not be directly linked to the outbreak. 
Five isolates showed no evidence of direct transmission with any other isolate within the 
dataset: these included three NPTB isolates (NPTB2, NPTB5 and NPTB6), and two background 
ones (BK1 and BK3).  
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Figure 5.2: A minimum spanning tree of 17 cases constructed using Ridom SeqSphere 
software and based on a 2891 cgMLST scheme. Blue=NPTA, Red=NPTB, 
Green=Background. Isolates sharing less than 12 allelic difference are classed as direct 
transmission links and are thus part of a clonal outbreak and are grouped according with 
light blue = outbreak 1, and red=outbreak 2.  
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According to cgMLST, NPTA7 was the source case within this outbreak, having a direct link with 
seven out of the nine outbreak 1 cases, suggesting that NPTA7 was the potential super-spreader. 
Isolates NPTB3 and NPTB4 were similar enough to indicate direct transmission and make up 
outbreak 2. No other NPTB isolate showed any direct link with any other NPTB isolate, with 
NPTB1 in fact appearing to be directly linked with the NPTA outbreak isolates.   
5.3.2 Mutation breakdown 
The SNPs relevant to the consensus of allelic differences between outbreaks 1 and 2 were 
extracted for analysis as described in sections 2.7 and 5.2.5. The proportion of synonymous to 
non-synonymous mutations seen between the consensus sequence of Outbreaks 1 and 2 (Figure 
5.2) showed a predominance of the latter between the two outbreaks (Table 5.3). Twenty-two 
of a total of 31 mutations were non-synonymous.  
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Table 5.2: Synonymous and non-synonymous mutations, by gene, between the consensus 
sequences of outbreaks 1 and 2. The dS/dN ratio is the ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous 
mutations seen between the two outbreaks. Only genes present across each of the isolates in 
outbreak 1 and 2 are compared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.3 Functional Analysis 
Of the 22 non-synonymous mutations in outbreak 1 and 2 isolates, a Provean algorithm, 
(sections 2.5.3 and 5.2.5.2), predicted 7 to have a deleterious effect on their respective protein 
(negative score), and 15 non-synonymous mutations that had no predicted effect on their given 
protein (positive score), thus classified as neutral mutations (Table 5.3).
Composition of Variants 
Synonymous Non-synonymous 
Rv0259c Rv0695 
Rv0272c Rv0696 
Rv0275c Rv0913c 
Rv0397A Rv0933 
Rv1858 Rv0987 
Rv2141c Rv1171 
Rv2875 Rv1304 
Rv3586 Rv1411c 
Rv3675 Rv1482c 
 Rv1551 
 Rv1688 
 Rv1931c 
 Rv2207 
 Rv2284 
 Rv2536 
 Rv2694c 
 Rv2737c 
 Rv2911 
 Rv2990c 
 Rv3090 
 Rv3554 
 Rv3802c 
Total:9 Total:22 
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Table 5.3: Functional analysis on the non-synonymous mutation genes between outbreak 1 
and outbreak 2.  aa change column - codon position, outbreak 1 allele and outbreak 2 allele. aa 
- amino acid; * - stop codon. 
Functional effect of non-synonymous variants 
Gene Product aa 
change 
Provean 
Score 
Effect 
Rv0695 mycofactocin system creatinine amidohydrolase 
family protein MftE 
216,P,A -7.567 Deleterious 
Rv0696 mycofactocin biosynthesis glycosyltransferase 
MftF 
16,G,R 2.037 Neutral 
Rv0913c Dioxygenase 376,D,A 1.215 Neutral 
Rv0933 phosphate ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 
PstB 
150, W,* -21 Deleterious 
Rv0987 adhesion component ABC transporter permease 139,G,R -0.196 Neutral 
Rv1171 hypothetical protein 124,V,I 0.505 Neutral 
Rv1304 ATP synthase subunit A 222,F,L -3.742 Deleterious 
Rv1411c lipoprotein LprG 157,R,G -3.9 Deleterious 
Rv1482c hypothetical protein 23,R,S 2.067 Neutral 
Rv1551 acyltransferase PlsB 566,S,F -5.741 Deleterious 
Rv1688 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase 116,A,T -1.272 Neutral 
Rv1931c transcriptional regulator 114,P,T 0.832 Neutral 
Rv2207 nicotinate-nucleotide-dimethylbenzimidazol 
phosphoribosyltransferase 
105,A,T 1.548 Neutral 
Rv2284 esterase LipM 276,G,D 5.47 Neutral 
Rv2536 transmembrane protein 155,E,K -1.404 Neutral 
Rv2694c hypothetical protein 2,G,E -0.304 Neutral 
Rv2737c recombinase A 522,S,P -0.007 Neutral 
Rv2911 penicillin-binding protein DacB2 97,*,Q -8.19 Deleterious 
Rv2990c hypothetical protein 139,D,G -5.611 Deleterious 
Rv3090 alanine/valine-rich protein 17,G,V 1.056 Neutral 
Rv3554 electron transfer protein FdxB 16,P,T 0.047 Neutral 
Rv3802c membrane protein 259,W,R 7.128 Neutral 
Total:22 
Interestingly stop codons were identified in Rv2911 of outbreak 1 strains, and in Rv0933 of 
outbreak 2 strains. The presence of these is likely to cause truncations across the remainder of 
the gene, thus explaining how the mutations at Rv2911 and Rv0933 confer the most negative 
Provean analysis values of -8.19 and -21 respectively. 
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5.3.4 Outbreak resolution using an in-house core genome MLST scheme 
The in-house cgMLST scheme included 2562 genes and the generated phylogeny results are 
presented in Figure 5.3.  Isolate NPTA6 only aligned succesfully to 66 % of the potential in-house 
cgMLST “targets” and since its inclusion substantially reduced the number of genes that could 
be analysed to 1919 genes it was excluded. Again the threshold for outbreak inclusion was <12 
allelic differences (Kohl et al., 2014, Walker et al., 2013). Compared to the results shown in 
Figure 5.2, it has slightly different features with regards to the relation of NPTB1 and NPTA7 to 
outbreak 1, but as a whole has the same phylogenic shape as seen using the published cgMLST 
scheme (Figure 5.2). In contrast to that result, the phylogeny has NPTA8 as the central isolate 
while NPTA7 appears to have no direct relationship to the outbreak cases. In addition NPTB1, 
which was outbreak- related in Figure 5.2, showed a higher level of divergence and exceeded 
the 12 allelic difference threshold for direct transmission within outbreak 1.  
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Figure 5.3: A minimum spanning tree generated by in-house cgMLST and based on 2562 
genes present with high quality scores across each isolate within the dataset. Blue = NPTA 
,Red = NPTB, Green = background. Numbers adjacent to branches represent the number 
of allelic differences between given isolates. 
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5.3.5 Comparison between the in-house and established cgMLST schemes 
The average number of allelic differences seen between strains for the two cgMLST schemes are 
shown in Figure 5.4.  Across the isolates included in the established and in-house cgMLST 
analyses respectively, the in-house cgMLST scheme showed fewer differences between strains 
with an average 97 allelic differences per strain compared with an average 109 per strain for the 
established scheme. However, the variation (amount of allelic differences) between isolates was 
not significantly different (P>0.05) in one cgMLST scheme over the other (see section 5.2.8). 
Thus despite using a different set of core genes, the resulting relationships between isolates on 
average are not significantly different when using either the in house or established cgMLST 
scheme.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4:  A graph showing the average number of allelic differences across the total 
set of isolates. 
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5.3.6 Whole Genome Sequence SNP mapping 
The SNP mapping shown in Figure 5.5a and Table 5.4, highlight the degree of divergence seen 
between the outbreak isolates when analysed using the published Centre of Genomic 
Epidemiology  SNP mapping protocol (section 2.5 and 5.2.7). The neighbour- joining phylogeny 
in Figure 5.5a does not include isolate NPTB6 as it had an excesive amount of genomic variation, 
diverging by over 700 SNPs with every isolate in the dataset, as presented in Table 5.4. The 
amount of divergence within the phylogeny exceeds that seen within the cgMLST, with no 
isolates sharing fewer than 12 SNPs and thus could not be classified as an oubtreak complex. 
However, the overall structure of genomic relationships emulates that seen in the cgMLST 
results (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.5b), although the inclusion of NPTB6 in the cgMLST results should 
be considered when analyzing Figure 5.5b. As in the cgMLST analysis, the results in Figure 5.5a 
showed that the NPTA and NPTB isolates cluster separately. The NPTA cluster holds an ancestral 
position within the phylogeny and the NPTB isolates branch off at a later point in Figure 5.5a. As 
in the cgMLST analysis, NPTB1 and BK2 again cluster with the NPTA isolates (Figure 5.5a and 
5.5b). 
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a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
Figure 5.5: Neighbour- joining phylogenies constructed from a total of 1391 SNPs. (a)  traditional 
WGS SNP mapping, and (b) cgMLST analysis derived from results presented in MST format in 
Figure 5.2. Blue = NPTA, Red = NPTB, Green = background. The scale bar for (a) represents the 
genomic distance measured in nucleotide differences across 1391 loci, and for (b) is measured 
in units of allelic differences.
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Table 5.4. A correlating distance matrix to figure 5.5, produced by traditional WGS SNP mapping  described in section 5.2.7. Red=NPTB isolates, 
Blue= NPTA isolates. The darker blue the cell the more closely related the isolates are. The darker red the cell the more div ergent the isolates. 
 Number of SNP`s across the Whole Genome 
Isolate NPTA1 NPTA2 NPTA3 NPTA4 NPTA5 NPTA6 NPTA7 NPTA8 NPTB1 NPTB2 NPTB3 NPTB4 NPTB5 NPTB6 BK2 
NPTA1 0 28 62 30 42 230 94 21 67 161 94 151 159 720 26 
NPTA2 28 0 60 28 40 230 94 21 67 155 141 149 161 720 18 
NPTA3 62 60 0 66 78 266 132 59 103 191 177 189 193 754 60 
NPTA4 30 28 66 0 42 232 94 29 69 161 147 157 167 726 28 
NPTA5 42 40 78 42 0 242 106 43 79 169 155 167 175 734 42 
NPTA6 230 230 266 232 242 0 296 229 269 361 347 356 365 922 230 
NPTA7 94 94 132 94 106 296 0 95 133 223 209 219 229 786 96 
NPTA8 21 21 59 29 43 229 95 0 68 158 144 146 158 717 17 
NPTB1 67 67 103 69 79 269 133 68 0 196 182 194 200 759 69 
NPTB2 161 155 191 161 169 361 223 158 196 0 146 160 168 727 157 
NPTB3 94 141 177 147 155 347 209 144 182 146 0 20 120 711 143 
NPTB4 151 149 189 157 167 356 219 146 194 160 20 0 130 719 147 
NPTB5 159 161 193 167 175 365 229 158 200 168 120 130 0 729 161 
NPTB6 720 720 754 726 734 922 786 717 759 727 711 719 729 0 718 
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The phylogeny and distance matrix (Figure 5.5 and Table 5.4 respectively) also show NPTA6 to 
be the most divergent isolate within the phylogeny, with over 200 SNPS with every other isolate. 
The closest relationship within the phylogeny was between isolates BK2 and NPTA8 with 17 
SNPs. In support of the cgMLST results, WGS also showed NPTB3 and NPTB4 clustered more 
closely with each other (sharing 20 SNPs) than they do to any other NPTB isolate. These NPTB 
isolates differed from all the NPTB isolates by over 100 SNPs. Within the NPTA strain cluster, 
NPTA6 was the most divergent and NPTA7 the next most. NPTA7’s closest relations were NPTA8, 
NPTA4, NPTA1 and NPTA2, with 94 SNPs. Isolate NPTB1 clustered within the NPTA isolates, 
rather than the other NPTB isolates, and showed a closer relation to isolates NPTA1, NPTA2, 
NPTA8, NPTA54 and NPTA5 than to NPTA7. Thus, the SNP mapping results support previous 
findings in this study that NPTB1 was more closely related to the NPTA isolates than to the NPTB 
isolates, with which it shared a clonal MIRU-VNTR profile. The closest relationships between the 
NPTA isolates are between NPTA1, NPTA2 and NPTA8 equally with 23 SNPs. NPTA4 and NPTA5 
then also share fewer than 50 SNPs with NPTA1, NPTA2 and NPTA8. NPTA3 does show at least 
60 SNPs with each other NPTA isolate and thus along with NPTA7 is less clonally related to the 
other NPTA isolates.  The SNP mapping method provided a similar phylogenetic structure to that 
seen previously, although the level of divergence was greater than that seen with the cgMLST 
analysis. 
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5.3.7 Ancestral dating 
The results so far all provided evidence for the presence of two separate outbreaks, despite also 
showing discrepancies in the status of NPTB5, NPTB1, NPTB2 and NPTB6. However, the original 
phylogenetic analysis in Figure 3.4 indicated that the NPTA and NPTB outbreak isolates were of 
the same sub-lineage. To investigate the possibility that both outbreaks were caused by the 
same circulating strain, with unreported cases causing direct transmission links, a previously 
defined ancestral reconstruction method was used (section 5.2.8 and section 2.4). Figure 5.6 
depicts the chronological divergence that has occurred between the two outbreaks and how 
long ago both outbreaks shared their most recent common ancestor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: A phylogenetic tree based on the ancestral reconstruction and dating of the 
most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of both NPTA and NPTB outbreaks. A consensus 
sequence of NPTA outbreak strains was produced and aligned to the corresponding 
cgMLST sequences of both NPTB3 and NPTB4. Red = divergence of NPTB isolates; Blue = 
divergence of NPTA outbreak isolates from TMRCA of both. Values are scaled in years.  
 
 
TMRCA 
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The data indicated that it was 4.38 years since NPTA and NPTB isolates shared a common 
ancestor. As can be seen by the lower branch length numbers, the NPTA isolates are of a closer 
relation to TMRCA (3.30 years of divergence) than the NPTB ones (4.38 years of divergence). 
NPTB2 and NPTB4 last shared a common ancestor 0.02 years before their divergence to their 
current state. Thus, the two outbreaks diverged from each other around 4.38 years before their 
current state and NPTB2 and NPTB4 isolates share a very recent common ancestor. 
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5.4: Discussion 
This chapter has described how through WGS of M. tuberculosis boilate samples it was possible 
to apply phylogenetics, cgMLST methods, SNP mapping and ancestral sequence dating to 
analyse the Neath Port Talbot outbreak. This study supports previous ones that have shown the 
higher resolution of WGS data provides over MIRU-VNTR typing (Walker et al., 2013b, Walker et 
al., 2013a, Roetzer et al., 2013). 
One aim of this study was to evaluate whether a phylogenetic method could aid epidemiological 
investigation within a tuberculosis outbreak. The phylogenetic characterisation of tuberculosis 
isolates into respective lineages and sub-lineages has been shown previously to provide clinically 
relevant data in terms of vaccines and antibiotic resistance risks (Filliol et al., 2006, Comas et al., 
2009, Homolka et al., 2012, Feuerriegel et al., 2014). Phylogenetics has also been used 
epidemiologically in other infectious diseases, such as Ebola and respiratory syncytial virus 
(Dudas and Rambaut, 2014, Nabeya et al., 2017). In this current study, phylogenetic analysis 
confirmed that all the outbreak isolates except NPTB6, were clustered within the same sub-
lineage, the Euro-American T family. The results within this chapter further confirms NPTB6`s 
wrongful inclusion as being part of the Neath Port Talbot outbreak. In addition, the SNP barcode 
method seen in figure 3.4(chapter 3) identified three further apparently unrelated local isolates 
that clustered within this phylogeny; substantiating that phylogenetic characterisation may be 
useful in tuberculosis outbreak investigation.  
A previous study highlighted how a novel gene-by-gene cgMLST scheme could provide a more 
standardised method for outbreak resolution over the more traditional SNP typing methods 
(Kohl et al., 2014). This method has already been applied to Campylobacter spp. (Sheppard et 
al., 2012), Salmonella spp. (Maiden et al., 2013), Legionella spp. (Moran-Gilad et al., 2015) and 
Neisseria meningitidis  (Agnememel et al., 2016) outbreaks.  An advantage of gene-by-gene 
MLST methods is that unlike SNP mapping, they do not rely on high quality genomes,  and can 
thus provide analysis where only partial sequence data are available (Sheppard et al., 2012, 
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Maiden et al., 2013), as was the case in this study. Through the use of this established cgMLST 
scheme (Kohl et al., 2014), the relationship between the NPT outbreak isolates was resolved, 
and in accordance with the MIRU-VNTR results, two outbreaks were confirmed, although they 
did not correlate completely with those generated by MIRU-VNTR. The cgMLST analysis 
confirmed that each of the NPTA cases was directly linked, except for NPTA3. The cgMLST 
analysis also confirmed that the cases were directly linked to Public House X, as assumed by 
initial contact tracing team. However, in the cases of NPTB, cgMLST analysis found only two out 
of the six NPTB isolates to be directly related and found NPTB1 to cluster with the main NPTA 
outbreak, confirming the link between NPTB1 and the Public House X, as proposed by the 
contact tracing team. The close genomic relationship and contact tracing links between the 
NPTA isolates (the main outbreak) and NPTB1 may have resulted from microevolution, which 
refers in this context to the gradual evolution of a single clonal strain during an outbreak (Walker 
et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2015, Takiff and Feo., 2015), altering the MIRU-VNTR typing results, as 
postulated in previous studies (Walker et al., 2013b, Takiff and Feo., 2015).  
Previous studies have highlighted that WGS can identify super spreaders and that this is 
indicated by a star-like phylogeny (Kohl et al., 2014;Walker et al 2013). In agreement with those 
studies, the cgMLST result in this one also generated a star-like phylogeny. However, the contact 
tracing teams assumed the super-spreaders were NPTA1 and NPTA6, but this was not shown by 
cgMLST, which indicated NPTA7 was the most likely source case and super-spreader. A super-
spreader is validated epidemiologically as a case that has disproportionally infected more 
secondary cases than others infected with the same disease(Galvani et al., 2005, Stein et al, 
2011). Epidemiological investigation had identified that NPTA7 was likely to have frequented 
Public House X (although he did not admit to it), and had identified that NPTA7 had numerous 
social contacts, including family members, who also frequented the pub. 
One of the key potential advantages of WGS over other typing methods is that its application is 
not restricted to typing and epidemiological applications. The data have the potential to provide 
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information on the physiological properties of isolates within a given outbreak. Bioinformatic 
tools and databases have and are being developed to predict the functional effect that variations 
between genomes have on the phenotype for a given sample (Bromberg and Rost, 2007, Wong 
and Zhang, 2014, Johnson et al., 2005, Thomas et al., 2003). One particular tool, called Provean 
(Choi and Chan, 2015), allows prediction of whether non-synonymous mutations have 
deleterious effects on a given protein; and has been previously used in studies on virulence in 
the tuberculosis reference strains H37Rv and H37Ra (Jena et al., 2014), the prediction of colistin 
resistance genes in Klebsiella pneumoniae (Olaitan et al., 2014), and in the analysis of host 
adaptation in Salmonella enterica (Octavia et al., 2017). In this current study, a total of 31 allelic 
differences between the outbreak 1 and outbreak 2 isolates were identified, 22 were non-
synonymous and 9 were synonymous. Although the information on synonymous mutations 
between the outbreaks is useful in terms of understanding the natural evolution between the 
two outbreaks (Kimura, 1984, Hurst, 2002, Li, 2014), the properties of the non-synonymous 
mutations may yield more information on the physiological differences between the outbreak 
isolates, which may be clinically relevant. 
Provean analysis on the 22 non-synonymous mutations found only ones in seven genes 
conferred a deleterious effect on their respective protein (Table 5.4); 5 of which were clinically 
relevant. RV1411c produces a TLR-2 ligand that inhibits human macrophage class II antigen 
processing, allowing the organism to avoid recognition by CD4+ T-cells (Gehring et al., 2004). 
Rv0695 encodes the protein MftE which is part of the myofactin system (Lew et al., 2011)  shown 
to be essential for in vitro growth on cholesterol (Lew et al., 2011, Griffin et al., 2011), and for 
the ability of M. tuberculosis to use cholesterol as a carbon source in order to  persist within 
animal tissue (Griffin et al., 2011). Recent studies have highlighted that statins are associated 
with reduced risk of active tuberculosis infection (Lai et al, 2016).  
A further three mutations were found which have a possible influence on drug susceptibility. 
Rv0933 is a cell wall gene encoding an ABC transporter (efflux pump; Lew et al., 2011, Pang et 
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al., 2013), and its hypothetical function is to enable phosphate transportation across the cell 
wall which is essential to the survival of M. tuberculosis (Betts et al., 2002). A previous study 
showed that in rifampicin mono-resistant clinical samples, a high level of Rv0933 expression was 
seen (Pang et al., 2013). Rv1304 is an ATP synthase subunit and is an essential gene for in vitro 
growth and in vivo in a mouse host (Lew et al., 2011). It is situated and expressed within the Sig1 
regulon, a sigma factor (Lee et al., 2012), and its loss of function has been shown to correlate 
with isoniazid resistance which does not hinder fitness (Lee et al., 2012). Lastly, a deleterious 
functional mutation was detected in the DacB2 gene, Rv2911. The deletion of DacB2 has been 
shown to cause a hyper-virulent phenotype, whereby the bacteria survive and grow at a 
significantly higher rate within macrophages than wild type isolates (Bourai et al., 2012). Recent 
in vitro evidence has shown the potential efficacy of a combination of a carbapenem and 
amoxicillin-clavulanic acid in treating tuberculosis infection, through the inhibition of DacB2 by 
meropenem (Diacon et al., 2016, Kumar et al., 2012). Hence, functional prediction of non-
synonymous mutations may therefore be conferring potentially clinically useful information, not 
least in terms of therapy. Although all the isolates in this study were known to be phenotypically 
sensitive to standard anti-tuberculosis treatment, having been tested at PHW WCM, it is 
interesting to consider that a subset of isolates may have increased susceptibility to beta-
lactams, and this is something that could be tested in future to investigate whether previous 
reports on the function of DacB2 can be corroborated. A previous study highlighted how WGS 
data will be an important future tool for M. tuberculosis drug susceptibility and resistance 
detection (Walker et al., 2015). This current study showed that Provean functional analysis 
provided clinically relevant evidence for not only antibiotic susceptibility, but also sheds light on 
other clinical feature, such as the ability to metabolise cholesterol.   
The in-house cgMLST scheme confirmed the presence of two separate outbreaks and results 
correlated with those obtained using the established cgMLST scheme previously defined, 
showing minor contrasts for isolates NPTB1 and NPTA7. Certain genes within the in-house 
cgMLST scheme, such as the pe/ppe genes, are known to be polymorphic. The ppe/pe genes 
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encode secreted cell surface proteins involved in host immune evasion and antigen variation 
(McEvoy et al., 2012, Gutacker et al., 2002). It has been shown previously that non-synonymous 
mutations are 3.0 and 3.3 times more likely, in pe and ppe genes respectively, than in other ones 
(McEvoy et al., 2012, Gutacker et al., 2002). Other studies have removed such loci from their 
alignment analysis due to their polymorphic properties (Stucki and Gagneux., 2013) and this 
includes the established cgMLST scheme used here (Kohl et al., 2014). This may at least partly 
explain the discrepancies in degree of divergence seen between the two methods. 
 In line with previous studies, the SNP mapping produced results that reflected the pattern seen 
in the cgMLST analyses (Kohl et al., 2014). However, in contrast to previous studies (Walker et 
al., 2013b;Kohl et al, 2014), the number of SNPs far exceeded the previously published 12 SNP 
threshold for direct transmission. As stated in Chapter 4, the SNP calling pipeline used in this 
study (see section 5.2.6 and 2.5) is likely to be based on parameters that are not identical to the 
publications from which the 12 SNP threshold was derived as the exact pipeline is not presented 
by the original Walker et al (2013) publication (Walker et al; 2013a). Therefore the application 
of this threshold may not to be suitable for outbreak associations made by the WGS SNP 
mapping, highlighting the non-standardized nature of SNP calling pipelines (Sheppard et al., 
2012, Maiden et al., 2013). The effective use of cgMLST typing in this study provides promise in 
providing a standardized platform for the widespread use of WGS data for outbreak 
investigation. 
Despite this study providing evidence for the presence of two separate outbreaks, phylogenetic 
analysis found isolates from both outbreaks to be of the same sub-lineage and epidemiological 
analysis also suggested a single, larger outbreak. Ancestral dating methods showed that both 
outbreaks shared a recent common ancestor of less than 5 years previously and were probably 
caused by a single endemic circulating T family strain, thus suggesting that isolates from both 
outbreaks 1 and 2 derive from the same origin, and possibly due to microevolution of a 
circulating T family strain. Investigation into intermediate cases that may be responsible for the 
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divergence seen between both outbreaks, should be carried out in future work following this 
study. A study of a tuberculosis outbreak in Germany with the prominent “Hamburg clone” used 
BEAST ancestral reconstruction (Ansari et al, 2016) to assess the clonality of a large outbreak, 
spaced over a large period of time, where the interpretation of the genomic results was found 
to be complicated by microevolution (Roetzer et al., 2013a). Ancestral dating methods have also 
been applied to other infectious agents for identification of the evolution of a certain trait, 
outbreak investigation or species origin in the SARS outbreak (Jombart et al., 2014), Salmonella 
enterica (Hawkey et al., 2013) and Yersinia pestis (Whittles and Didelot, 2016) respectively. Such 
information cannot be obtained via MIRU-VNTR typing, thus this study’s results supports the 
ability of ancestral dating to elucidate confusions within outbreak resolution and along with 
phylogenetic grouping, provide convincing evidence with regards to outbreak origin, as stated 
in previous studies (Ansari and Didelot, 2016; Roetzer et al., 2013a).  
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5.5 Conclusion 
Using WGS data, an outbreak of tuberculosis in Neath Port Talbot, in which epidemiology and 
molecular typing by MIRU-VNTR were inconsistent with one and other, was resolved. Although 
original cgMLST analysis showed evidence of two separate outbreaks, the introduction of 
ancestral dating indicated that the two “outbreaks” were likely to be one continuous one caused 
by the same endemic strain that had micro-evolved over time, with intermediate cases likely to 
have been missed form this investigation. The phylogenetic clonality, seen in the robust SNP 
barcode results in Chapter 3 provides further support to the presence of one outbreak caused 
by a circulating strain. The results also confirm Public House X as being central to the outbreak, 
and the presence of a super-spreader, with NPTA7 being the most likely super-spreader 
according to the established cgMLST scheme results. The results also confirm exclusion of isolate 
NPTB6 from the Neath Port Talbot outbreak. For future work identification, culturing and 
sequencing of missing intermediate cases should be carried out and followed by further genomic 
analysis including these missing isolates in addition to those already in this dataset. 
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Chapter 6 
The study of a M. tuberculosis outbreak in 
Gorseinon, South Wales, using a novel ancient 
DNA library build and sequencing protocol. 
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6.1: Introduction 
During 2003-2004, an outbreak of tuberculosis was identified centred on a public house in the 
Gorseinon area of South West Wales. Another outbreak arose in a school in the same area in 
2007. In addition, in 2008, a further outbreak occurred in the Townhill area of nearby Swansea. 
MIRU-VNTR typing showed that both the Gorseinon pub and school outbreak isolates shared 
identical patterns, with the Townhill outbreak isolates differing by one locus (MIRU16) from the 
Gorseinon outbreak isolates (Table 6.1 below). Due to the proximity of the Townhill outbreak to 
the other two in both time and place, and the existence of at least one case with contacts to the 
Townhill as well as the Gorseinon outbreak, the investigation team suspected that all three 
outbreaks might be part of the same one, and that micro-evolution had caused the slight 
divergence between the MIRU-VNTR types. To investigate this, WGS was applied to a subset of 
13 isolates from the outbreaks.  
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Table 6.1: Epidemiological data for each isolate of the 13 isolates included within this dataset.  
Case 
Date of 
Diagnosis 
Date of 
symptom 
onset 
Outbreak MIRU-VNTR Notes 
GO1 Jun-03 Apr-03 Gorseinon public house 
The first Gorseinon case only frequented Public House M and only declared direct contact with 
GO3. Potential link with GO1,TH2 and TH3. 
GO2 Nov-03 Nov-03 Gorseinon public house Linked to 3 - 4 public houses in Gorseinon, was not in direct contact with many except for GO4. 
GO3 Feb-04 Mar-03 Gorseinon public house 
Barman at Public House M for 3 years. Potential super-spreader in the Gorseinon outbreak and 
potential Townhill link (TH2, TH1 and TH3). Direct contact with all public house cases. 
GO4 Jul-04 Feb-03 Gorseinon public house 
Potential super-spreader in the Gorseinon outbreak and potential Townhill link (TH2). Direct 
contact with all public house cases. 
GO5 Aug-04 Jul-04/03 Gorseinon public house Potentially infectious for a year prior to diagnosis. 
GO6 May-05 Feb-05 Gorseinon public house Gorseinon outbreak secondary case. 
GO7 Oct-08 Jan-08 Gorseinon Public house Potential link case between Gorsienon and Townhill. 
GS1 Apr-08 Feb-07 Gorseinon school outbreak Potential link between Gorseinon school and public house outbreaks. 
TH1 Mar-08 Oct-06 Townhill Original Townhill outbreak case and potential super-spreader. 
TH2 Dec-02 Jul-02 Townhill Thought to be the main link between the Gorseinon and Townhill outbreaks. 
TH3 Jan-07 Oct-06 Townhill Potential link to Gorseinon outbreak. 
GO8 Oct-08 Jul-08 Unique 
Contrasting MIRU-VNTR and epidemiological data, either a background strain or a link case between 
Townhill and Gorseinon outbreaks. 
GO9 Feb-04 Aug-02 Unique Closely related through epidemiology to the public house outbreak. 
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6.1.2: Background 
6.1.2.1: Gorseinon public-house associated outbreak (2003-2004 and 2007) 
On 10th February 2004, Public Health officials noted that the number of cases of M. tuberculosis 
reported in the Gorseinon area of South West Wales was higher than expected. In addition, all 
the cases were found to drink regularly at a public house (M) in Gorseinon. GO1 was the first 
case diagnosed (notified June 2003), with onset of disease occurring in April 2003. GO1 was a 
customer at Public House M and another one in the Gorseinon area, with evidence of direct 
contact with another case from the area (GO3). Case GO2 was notified in December 2003, with 
onset of symptoms one month earlier. This person was a customer at three public houses in 
Gorseinon, including Public House M, and had direct contact with GO3 and GO4. Case GO3, a 
barman in Public House M, was notified in February 2004, having symptoms going back to at 
least December 2003, and potentially as far back as spring 2003. He had direct contact with at 
least six other M. tuberculosis cases within the area that visited Public House M (GO1, GO2, GO4, 
GO5, GO6 and GO7). Case GO4 was notified in July 2004, with onset of disease in February or 
March 2003, was considered highly infectious, and had direct contact with each of the original 
three cases, especially GO3. At this point, it was postulated that GO3 and GO4 might represent 
potential ‘super-spreaders’ within the public house outbreak, as both had direct links to multiple 
cases. Case GO5 was diagnosed in August 2004, although the Public Health team believed that 
this individual had had active pulmonary TB for a year prior to diagnosis. In May 2005, GO6 was 
diagnosed with pulmonary tuberculosis, with symptom onset probably in February 2005. All 
these cases had identical MIRU-VNTR typing patterns. A summary of the MIRU-VNTR profiles for 
each isolate is shown in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2: A table showing the MIRU-VNTR profiles across 15 loci seen for each of the 13 
isolates within this dataset. 
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Outbreak 
Townhill 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 3 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
Gorseinon 
Pub 
3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
Gorseinon 
school 
3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
Isolates 
TH1 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 3 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
TH2 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 3 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
TH3 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 3 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GS1 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO1 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO2 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO3 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO4 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO5 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO6 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO7 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO8 3 2 4 3 3 2 4 3 2 5 1 5 3 2 3 
GO9 3 2 4 3 2 2 5 3 2 5 2 5 3 2 2 
 
The second cluster of cases in the Gorseinon area was identified in 2007. GS1 worked as a dinner 
lady in a Gorseinon school and was diagnosed in April 2007, with symptom onset being in 
February of that year. She had the same MIRU-VNTR genotype as the 2003-04 pub cases (Table 
6.2) and also frequented Public House M. The identification of case GS1 led to an extension of 
the outbreak investigation into the local school with 67 children being screened. Seven had 
positive tuberculin skin tests and 4 needed prophylactic treatments. GS1 had been seen by a 
medical practitioner three times prior to her diagnosis and been wrongly diagnosed with 
pleurisy. The final case related to this public house (GO7) was identified in October 2008. This 
individual was closely linked to GO3 and had contact with GO4, with symptom onset in January 
2008. Case GO7 worked in Public House M alongside GO3 and went on to work with GO3 at 
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other public houses in Townhill, Swansea. GO7 was friendly with the spouse of GO3 sleeping 
regularly in their home and was a close friend of GO4`s daughter. The Public Health team were 
uncertain whether GO7 had been infected by GO3 or GO4, as all had identical MIRU-VNTR types. 
A diagrammatic view of the epidemiological connections associated with the public house 
outbreak in Gorseinon can be seen in Figure 6.1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1: A diagrammatic view of the epidemiological connections between all isolates 
associated with the public house outbreak in Gorseinon. Isolates in pink, GO3 and GO4, 
represent potential “super spreaders” within the outbreak, and isolates in grey do not 
share a common MIRU-VNTR profile to the outbreak.  
 
A further two cases (GO8 and GO9) were linked epidemiologically with the Gorseinon outbreak 
and included in the investigation. However, the MIRU-VNTR profiles of GO8 and GO9 did not 
match those of the other Gorseinon isolates or one another. Case GO8 admitted to frequenting 
Public House M during the outbreak but was not diagnosed until October 2008. Although GO9 
was diagnosed in August 2004, the individual had onset of symptoms two years earlier in April 
2002. Case GO9 was considered potentially involved in the Gorseinon public house and/or 
school outbreaks but appeared to have no direct contacts with other cases. Due to lack of direct 
epidemiological links for GO8 and GO9 and the fact that neither of the isolates shared the same 
MIRU-VNTR pattern as the outbreak isolates, they were not considered part of the outbreak. 
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6.1.2.2: Townhill outbreak (2006-2008) 
In 2008, an outbreak of M. tuberculosis occurred in the Townhill region of Swansea. The first 
case, TH1, was initially admitted to hospital in March 2008 with a suspected chest infection but 
was found to be suffering from tuberculosis. TH1 had been severely symptomatic for a 
prolonged period prior to hospital admission, with coughing, weight loss and night sweats going 
back as far as October 2006. He or she was considered to have been highly infectious for some 
time. TH1 had disseminated tuberculosis with lung cavities and tuberculomas in the brain and 
had a history of drug and alcohol abuse. Contact tracing identified numerous contacts. Thirteen 
cases were found among the contacts - 8 latent and 5 with active infection. Retrospective case-
finding identified another Townhill-related case (TH3), diagnosed in January 2007. Patient TH3 
resided in the Gendros area of Swansea, about a mile from Townhill and 3.2 miles from 
Gorseinon (Figure 6.1), but contact tracing documented that TH3 visited public houses in both 
the Townhill and Gorseinon region during the two outbreaks. Initially no apparent direct links 
were identified between TH1 and TH3. However, detailed contact tracing of GO3 revealed that 
he regularly met and socialised with TH3 and GO1 in Public House M. With no direct link to TH1 
and with close regular contact with cases of the Gorseinon outbreak, it was believed initially that 
TH3 was part of that outbreak.  
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Figure 6.2: A map showing the distances between the 9 Gorseinon and 3 Townhill outbreak 
cases. One ‘Townhill’ case resided in the adjacent Gendros area. Further details on the 
construction of the map, are described in section 2.14. 
 
When compared to the Gorseinion public house outbreak, MIRU-VNTR typing showed that the 
Townhill outbreak isolates differed by one locus (MIRU16). The MIRU-VNTR typing of the TH3 
isolate was identical to that of TH1, showing the same single polymorphism at locus MIRU16. It 
was at this point that contact tracing began to further investigate links between the Gorseinon 
and Townhill outbreaks. In November 2008, further retrospective investigations found that the 
uncle of TH1, TH2, was diagnosed with open tuberculosis in December 2002. The onset of 
symptoms for TH2 was in July 2002 and thus he was potentially infectious for six months. TH2 
also claimed to have been exposed to tuberculosis during time spent in prison between 1989 
and 1990. Initial screening in 2002, focused on immediate family (son and wife) and a next-door 
neighbour, meaning TH1 was not screened during the time of TH2`s contact tracing 
investigation. It was found that TH2 regularly visited numerous public houses in Swansea, 
Townhill and Gorseinon and regularly socialised and drank at Public House M at the time of the 
Gorseinon outbreak. TH2 said he drank in Gorseinon with aman who lived opposite him in 
Townhill, who was diagnosed with tuberculosis years earlier. Furthermore, another neighbour 
of TH2 regularly drank, smoked marijuana and consumed other drugs with TH2 around this time, 
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and was also diagnosed with tuberculosis, but the isolate was un-culturable. TH2 also smoked 
marijuana with TH1. In addition, TH2 was found to socialise heavily with people from the 
Gendros area where TH3 resided. Thus, the contact tracing team concluded that the Gorseinon 
and Townhill outbreaks must be linked, despite the one locus difference in MIRU-VNTR typing. 
Retrospective contact tracing also found further epidemiological links between isolates from the 
Gorseinon and Townhill outbreaks. It was found that cases GO3, GO4, GO7 and GO9 all had links 
with the Townhill area. In particular, it was found that GO4 had an estranged wife who was 
associated with the Townhill outbreak. GO1 had frequented the same public houses as TH2 and 
thus was a potential link, and furthermore, there was evidence that the potential super-spreader 
GO3 had contact with both TH1 and TH2. During the Townhill outbreak, GO7 had contact with a 
doorman in the Townhill area and thus, despite having matching MIRU-VNTR to the Gorseinon 
public house outbreak and strong links to potential super-spreader GO4, GO7 was considered a 
potential link case between the two outbreaks. GO9 frequented public houses in the Townhill 
area during 2008 in addition to Public House M in Gorseinon. A diagrammatic view of the 
epidemiological connections related to the Townhill cases is shown in Figure 6.3. The Public 
Health team concluded that the outbreaks of Gorseinon and Townhill were probably linked in 
some way and that the small amount of divergence seen in the MIRU-VNTR profiles of both 
outbreaks must be due to micro-evolution of the strain, with TH2 being deemed the most likely 
case to link the two outbreaks. 
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Figure 6.3: A diagrammatic view of the epidemiological connections between the Townhill 
isolates TH1, TH2 and TH3 and the potentially linked Gorseinon isolates GO1 and GO3 . 
Solid lines refer to confirmed direct contact between the cases; dashed lines refer to 
potential, but not confirmed contact between cases. 
 
6.1.3: Aims  
There were four aims to the work presented this chapter. Firstly, WGS was carried out on the 13 
isolates and the previously established gene-by-gene cgMLST typing method used to identify the 
source case and any super-spreaders within the outbreaks. Secondly the relationship between 
the Gorseinon and Townhill outbreaks was investigated using genomic data. Thirdly, the 
outbreaks were further analysed using novel in silico spoligotyping (Brudey et al., 2006), and 
their evolutionary relationship elucidated using BEAST ancestral dating (Jombart et al., 2014). 
The final aim was to support or refute the conclusions from the gene-by-gene cgMLST and assess 
whether this analysis provided a useful alternative to SNP mapping methods for using WGS in 
clinical studies. 
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6.1.4: DNA sequencing problems 
For 9 of the isolates studied, significant difficulties were experienced in obtaining sequence data 
from the available DNA. The samples were provided in boilate form. Although boilate extraction 
does release DNA, it is crude, inconsistent and has been documented to yield DNA of lower 
integrity, in low quantity and of poorer quality in comparison with other extraction methods 
(Aldous et al., 2005, Timms et al., 2015). 
As might be expected, poor sample quality has a negative effect on the standard Nextera XT 
library preparation (Tyler et al., 2016), which was used for analysis of the Gorseinon samples. 
The Nextera XT library preparation is widely used and established within  microbial genomics 
(Tyler et al., 2016). Given the clinical importance of generating WGS data to resolve this 
outbreak, solutions to this problem would be very beneficial. In this regard, lessons might be 
learnt from the field of palaeogenomics, which routinely attempts to generate genome-scale 
data from samples that are highly fragmented, contaminated with non-target DNA, and often 
contain residual chemical impurities (Pääbo., 1989,  Lindahl, 1993.,  Dabney et al., 2013,. 
Schubert et al 2014, Orlando et al, 2015, Carøe C et al, 2017). For example, recent developments 
within palaeogenomic methodologies have allowed WGS data to be obtained from a wide range 
of samples, spanning ancient humans and hominids (Rasmussen, Morten, et al, 2010 Green, 
Richard E., et al, 2010), mammals (Miller W.,et al, 2008, Orlando L., et al, 2013, Skoglund P,. et 
al 2015, Palkopoulou E., et al 2015, Mak, S.S.T., et al 2017), plants (Jaenicke-Despres, Viviane, et 
al, 2003., Li, Chunxiang, et al, 2011., Wales, N., et al, 2013.,) and even pathogens (Verena J. 
Schuenemann et al, 2013) – many of which contain DNA with fragment lengths of <80bp.  We 
therefore hypothesised that the application of ancient DNA (aDNA), which refers to DNA derived 
from ancient specimens such as fossils that is often degraded significantly (M Stoneking, 1995), 
library preparation and sequencing protocols might overcome the impossibility of retrieving 
genomic data from the low purity and low-quality DNA of crude M. tuberculosis boilate samples. 
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The Geogenetics Gilbert group at the University of Copenhagen is renowned for research into 
the molecular analysis and sequencing of degraded ancient DNA (Grealy, A., Phillips et al, 2017., 
Carøe C et al, 2018) A European Microbiology Organisation research grant made it possible to 
visit the Gilbert group and use the ancient DNA sequencing facilities at the University of 
Copenhagen to obtain usable sequence from nine of the samples. 
An ancient DNA library build method, termed the BEST library building protocol (Carøe C et al., 
2017),was employed on the assumption that the boiled samples would contain DNA in a similarly 
fragmented state to that from ancient samples (Carøe C et al., 2017). The small fragment size of 
the target DNA is a feature that is sometimes incompatible with standard sequencing equipment 
such as the Nextera XT protocol used in the previous chapters (Nextera XT, Illumina, 2010). 
These standard methods use a library preparation step which targets amplicons of a certain 
consistent size of over 300bps (Illumina, 2015), whilst the ancient DNA method targets 
fragments as small as 50bps (Carøe C et al., 2017).  The use of a library preparation method 
which originates from museum based paleogenomic research has not previously been 
attempted in the clinical setting with regards to outbreaks of infectious disease. 
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6.2: Methods 
6.2.1:  Standard Sequencing and assembly 
The 13 isolates were supplied in boilate form by PHW WCM, Cardiff, Wales, as described in 
section 2.1. DNA sequencing was carried out directly on these samples. Genomic DNA libraries, 
genome sequencing and genome assembly were carried out as described in section 2.2. The 
percentage of reference genome coverage was calculated through submission of isolate 
sequences to the CSI phylogeny web-server version 1.3 
(https://cge.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CSIPhylogeny/). The percentage of core genome MLST 
coverage was calculated using the Ridom SeqSphere software as described in previous chapters. 
6.2.2: Ancient DNA sequencing protocol 
Briefly, isolates were purified using the extraction protocol described in  Section 2.13.1, before 
being subjected to the BEST ancient DNA library building protocol and sequencing described in 
Section 2.13.2 (Carøe C et al, 2017).  
6.2.3 Core Genome MLST 
A previously established gene-by-gene cgMLST typing method (Kohl et al., 2014) was used, as 
described in Sections 2.3 and 2.3.1. Typing was performed successfully on 11 of the sequenced 
isolates (TH1, TH2, GO1, GO2, GO3, GO4, GO5, GO6, GO7 and GO9). 
6.2.4: Extended gene–by-gene MLST. 
In addition to the core genes used in the cgMLST, the Ridom SeqSphere also included an 
accessory genome scheme consisting of 755 genes. Through including the accessory genes to 
the core genome MLST, a gene-by-gene MLST scheme containing 3646 genes was used for the 
resolution of relations between the 11 remaining outbreak isolates, see section 2.3.3 for further 
description. 
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6.2.5: WGS SNP mapping  
Traditional SNP mapping was carried out by using the conserved signature indels (CSI) phylogeny 
application provided by the Centre of Genomic epidemiology online server, as described in 
section 2.5. 
6.2.6 In silico spoligotype 
In silico spoligotyping was carried out using the Python-based SpolTyping (Xia et al., 2016) in 
silico software as described in Methods section 2.6.  
6.2.7: Ancestral dating 
This was carried out as described in section 2.4. SNPs present between the consensus sequence 
of ‘outbreak 1’ isolates and TH1, TH2 and GO1 of ‘outbreak 2’ were extracted using the “extract 
SNVs from target groups” application within the Ridom SeqSphere software. Outbreak 1 and 2 
isolates were as defined by the cgMLST scheme (see results in figure 6.4a). The extraction was 
based on loci from the cgMLST, and missing alleles were ignored. Indels and SNPs within 10 bps 
of each other were removed from the analysis, thus a total of 132 SNPs were concatenated.   
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6.3: Results 
6.3.1: Standard sequencing  
Unfortunately, standard sequencing failed to provide any sequence data for 11 of the 13 isolates 
associated with the Gorseinon and Townhill outbreaks (Table 6.3). The heat-to-kill process may 
have denatured and fragmented the DNA within the samples to a level whereby downstream 
molecular processing was not possible using standard sequencing protocol. Sequence data could 
only be obtained for isolates GO8 and GO9 (Table 6.3). Further attempts to clean up and 
sequence isolates TH3 and GS1 resulted in the loss of those samples, leaving 11 for further 
analysis. 
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Table 6.3: Basic sequencing results for the 13 Gorseinon and Townhill outbreak isolates. 
Included in the table are the number of contigs produced, the largest contig followed by 
the total length of the reference genome that was covered by sequencing results, the 
percentage of the cgMLST genes present and the percentage of the reference genome 
covered according to the CSI phylogeny algorithm provided by the Centre for Genomic 
Epidemiology (Kaas et al., 2014). 
 
Standard sequencing results 
Sample ID #contigs 
Largest 
contig 
Total 
length 
% of 
cgMLST 
% of reference 
genome covered* 
GO1 0 0 0 0 0 
GO2 0 0 0 0 0 
G03 0 0 0 0 0 
GO4 0 0 0 0 0 
GO5 0 0 0 0 0 
GO6 0 0 0 0 0 
GO7 0 0 0 0 0 
GS1 0 0 0 0 0 
TH1 0 0 0 0 0 
TH2 0 0 0 0 0 
TH3 0 0 0 0 0 
GO8 143 228436 4353711 98.89 99.41 
GO9 1514 20613 4163985 67.45 94.11 
 
6.3.2: Ancient DNA sequencing  
Ancient DNA sequencing was carried out successfully on the remaining 9 samples: TH1, TH2, 
GO1, GO2, GO3, GO4, GO5, GO6 and GO7 (Table 6.4), providing a total length for each isolate of 
over 4 370 000 bps. The sequence in each case provided data for >99% of the core genes used 
in the cgMLST scheme. In addition, sequence data were obtained from all isolates that covered 
>98% of the reference genome according to the CSI phylogeny software of the Centre for 
Genomic Epidemiology. 
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Table 6.4: Sequencing results from 9 Gorseinon and Townhill outbreak isolates that failed 
to sequence using the standard sequencing protocol, obtained using the ancient DNA 
protocol.  
 
Ancient DNA sequencing results 
Sample ID #Contigs 
Largest 
contig 
Total 
length 
% of 
cgMLST 
% of reference 
genome covered 
TH1 797 174895 4397736 99.52 98.27 
TH2 276 171547 4372794 99.34 98.18 
GO1 271 174836 4379530 99.52 98.45 
GO2 250 174750 4375457 99.52 98.07 
GO3 1296 211047 4574259 99.52 98.26 
GO4 230 257745 4379980 99.41 98.15 
GO5 230 228152 4380862 99.45 98.50 
GO6 248 210603 4384763 99.48 98.36 
GO7 247 174721 4374335 99.52 98.50 
 
6.3.3: In silico spoligotyping 
Following ancient DNA sequencing, WGS was now available for a final set of 11 isolates from 
these 2 outbreaks, and 10 of the 11 isolates were successfully spoligotyped in silico (table 6.5) 
as described in section 6.2.6 and 2.6. SpolTyping software could not process the sequence data 
provided for GO9 as the quality of its sequence data did not meet that required by the software 
(Xia et al., 2016). All 10 successfully predicted isolates that could be assigned to the lineage 4 
Euro-American and Haarlem H1 phylogenetic lineage and spoligotype clade respectively. Within 
this, three different spoligotypes were found, correlating to three separate international types. 
Two Gorseinon public house cases (GO2 and GO4) were of international type 742. This 
spoligotype differs by one locus from that of isolates GO3, GO5, GO6, GO7 and GO8, which were 
all international type 47. GO1 did not have the same spoligotype pattern as any other Gorseinon 
public house outbreak isolate but had the same spoligotype pattern and international type as 
Townhill outbreak cases TH1 and TH2.   
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Table 6.5: In silico spoligotyping results for each of the Gorseinon and Townhill-associated 
outbreak isolates, showing the predicted spoligotype (produced by SpolDB4), 
international spoligotype (SITVIT database), lineage assignment and clade assignment 
(both outputted from the TB-insight online server). 
 
Spoligotype clade assignment 
Isolate 
Predicted 
Spoligotype 
International 
spoligotype 
Lineage Clade 
GO3 777777774020771 47 Euro-American H1 
TH1 777777770000000 46 Euro-American H1 
TH2 777777770000000 46 Euro-American H1 
GO1 777777770000000 46 Euro-American H1 
GO2 777777770020771 742 Euro-American H1 
GO4 777777770020771 742 Euro-American H1 
GO5 777777774020771 47 Euro-American H1 
GO6 777777774020771 47 Euro-American H1 
GO7 777777774020771 47 Euro-American H1 
GO8 777777774020771 47 Euro-American H1 
GO9 110100020400000* Unsuccessful Unsuccessful Unsuccessful 
 
6.3.4: cgMLST analysis 
The cgMLST-based phylogenies are shown in Figures 6.4 and showed the presence of two 
outbreaks within the dataset, separated by 124 allelic differences (Figure 6.4). The cgMLST 
analysis showed each of the Gorseinon public house outbreak cases GO2, GO3, GO4, GO5, GO6 
and GO7 formed one clonal outbreak, ‘outbreak 1’. Isolates GO2 and GO6 were identical, and 
GO3, GO4 and GO7 differed from them by only one allelic difference (Table 6.4a). The largest 
divergence seen within outbreak 1 was 3 allelic differences between GO5 and isolates GO2, GO4 
and GO6 (Figure 6.4a). Outbreak 2 was represented by isolates TH1, TH2 and GO1. A clonal 
complex was also observed in outbreak 2, containing TH1 and GO1, with TH2 diverging from 
them both by 4 allelic differences (Figure 6.4ba).  
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Figure 6.4: cgMLST-based phylogenies of the 11 successfully sequenced isolates. a) A 
minimum spanning tree containing each of the 11 sequenced isolates. Numbers represent 
the number of allelic differences between isolates, however the branch lengths between 
isolates does not represent a measure of divergence. b) A neighbour-joining phylogenetic 
tree based on the 2891 core genes that comprise the cgMLST. Townhill cluster is coloured 
pink with the Gorseinon cluster coloured purple. The scale bar highlights the genetic 
divergence relevant to branch length measured in units of allelic differences per site 
across the cgMLST scheme of the 11 isolates included in the figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
a 
b 
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Both GO8 and GO9 substantially exceeded the 12-allelic difference threshold for direct 
transmission from any of the other cases within this dataset. Therefore, according to the 
cgMLST, they were not outbreak-related isolates, a result consistent with the MIRU-VNTR 
results. The neighbour-joining phylogeny produced from the cgMLST analysis provided further 
information on the evolutionary relationships of the isolates. The neighbour joining tree above 
(Figure 6.4b), shows that the Gorseinon cluster (GO2, GO3, GO4, GO5, GO6 and GO7) harbours 
a more ancestral position within the tree than the Townhill cluster (GO1, TH1 and TH2) following 
on from the branching off of both clusters.  
The shorter branch length indicated a more ancestral position for the Gorseinon public house 
cluster (purple) relative to cases TH1, TH2 and GO1. Interestingly, although having a short branch 
length, TH2 branched off before TH1 and GO1, suggesting it was ancestral to both isolates.  
6.3.5: Extended gene-by-gene analysis 
The introduction of 755 additional accessory genes not specified as part of the cgMLST scheme, 
see section 6.2.4 for details, resulted in a minimum spanning tree with the same pattern as 
cgMLST alone, (Figure 6.5), with the only differences being in the number of allelic differences 
between the two outbreaks: with 154 allelic differences for extended gene-by-gene analysis of 
outbreak 1 instead of 124 for cgMLST and within outbreak 2, 5 allelic differences instead of 4. 
The addition of 755 genes also increased the divergence seen for isolates GO8 and GO9. 
Outbreak resolution was not impacted by the addition of the accessory genes.  
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Figure 6.5: A minimum spanning tree of the 11 isolates, based on the cgMLST scheme and 
755 accessory genes. Numbers represent the number of allelic differences between 
isolates, and the branches between isolates do not represent a measure of divergence.  
6.3.5.2: Whole Genome SNP mapping  
WGS SNP mapping using the Centre for Genomic Epidemiology software (see section 6.2.5 and 
2.5 for more details), provided more resolution than any of the previous methods, with all 
isolates showing at least 4 SNP differences between one and other (Figure 6.6a; Table 6.6). The 
results found that GO1 was central to outbreak 2 and to be the intermediate isolate between 
TH1 and TH2, whilst GO3 was identified as the central case within outbreak 1. Again, GO8 and 
GO9 were found to be clearly divergent from the rest of the isolates. As in the previous cgMLST 
neighbour-joining tree (Figure 6.4b), the neighbour-joining one here (Figure 6.6b) showed 
outbreak 1 isolates harboured an ancestral position to TH1, TH2 and GO1, with TH2 branching 
off at a slightly ancestral position to isolates TH1 and GO1. 
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a 
 
b 
 
Figure 6.6: Phylogenetic analysis results from WGS SNP mapping. a) A minimum spanning 
tree based on a total of 1123 SNPs across 11 isolates related to the Gorseinon and Townhill 
outbreaks. Clusters are highlighted by colour with the threshold for cluster inclusion being 
<12 SNPs. The numbers seen adjacent to the branches between isolates are the number 
of SNPs that differ between two given isolates. b) A neighbour-joining phylogeny showing 
Townhill cases in pink, Gorseinon outbreak cases in purple and the non-matching G08 and 
GO9 in black. The scale bar (figure 6.6b) highlights the genetic divergence relevant to 
branch length measured in units of nucleotide differences per site across the Whole 
Genome sequences of the 11 isolates. 
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Table 6.6: A table showing the number of SNPs between each isolate found in the WGS SNP mapping phylogeny shown in Figure 6.4a. Cells 
within the table are related to the number of SNPs between isolates. The redder the cell  the more SNPs, the bluer the cell the fewer SNPs. 
Whole Genome SNP mapping 
Isolate TH1 GO6 GO7 TH2 GO1 GO2 GO3 GO4 GO5 GO8 GO9 
TH1 0 201 199 18 5 197 197 197 197 538 823 
GO6 201 0 10 201 200 8 6 9 10 511 794 
GO7 199 10 0 201 198 8 8 8 12 511 794 
TH2 18 201 201 0 15 197 197 198 203 544 829 
GO1 5 200 198 15 0 196 196 196 196 537 822 
GO2 197 8 8 197 196 0 4 6 8 509 794 
GO3 197 6 8 197 196 4 0 4 6 507 792 
GO4 197 9 8 198 196 6 4 0 10 509 794 
GO5 197 10 12 203 196 8 6 10 0 509 794 
GO8 538 511 511 544 537 509 507 509 509 0 680 
GO9 823 794 794 829 822 794 792 794 794 680 0 
min: 4 max: 829 
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6.3.6: Ancestral dating  
To determine the relationship between outbreaks 1 and 2, ancestral dating of the isolates was 
carried out (Sections 2.4 and 6.2.7). The most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) refers to the 
last time either outbreaks (or isolates) shared an identical sequence. A diagrammatic 
representation of the distance in terms of evolutionary chronology between outbreak 1 and 
outbreak 2 isolates as defined by cgMLST is shown in Figure 6.7. The phylogeny was rooted at 
6.001, meaning that the TMRCA between outbreak 1 and 2 isolates existed 6.001 years prior to 
their current state. The phylogeny also showed that the TMRCA of all three outbreak 2 isolates 
diverged from the TMRCA of the whole phylogeny (phylogeny root) 5.755 years before diverging 
into the three isolates, TH1, TH2 and GO1. In addition, the results found that TH2 diverged from 
TH1 and GO1 0.246 years previous, with TH1 and GO1 diverging from each other more recently, 
around 0.0387 years prior to their current state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
  
 
  
   
     
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
      
TMRCA Figure 6.7: An ancestral dating 
phylogeny based on the consensus 
sequence of outbreak 1 and the three 
outbreak 2 isolates. Numbers refer to 
the years of divergence between each 
node, defined by BEAST software. The 
longer the branch length the greater the 
amount of divergence there is between 
the isolates. 
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6.4: Discussion 
The application of an ancient DNA-based library building and sequencing method has allowed 
the analysis of isolates associated with the outbreaks across the Gorseinon and Townhill regions 
of South Wales, where traditional WGS failed. WGS analysis confirmed the presence of two 
outbreaks within the dataset correlating with the MIRU-VNTR results and that isolate GO1 had 
a clonal relationship with the Townhill isolates, in contrast with MIRU-VNTR data, supporting 
the assumption that both outbreaks were connected. WGS results confirmed isolates GO8 and 
GO9 to be unrelated to the outbreak, agreeing with the results of MIRU-VNTR. Ancestral 
sequence reconstruction and dating showed that the isolates of both outbreaks shared a TMRCA 
six years previously. The evidence presented also supported the hypothesis of micro-evolution 
proposed by the contact tracing team and a direct relationship between the Townhill and 
Gorseinon cases.  
The DNA used had been extracted from boilate samples of M. tuberculosis, and previous studies 
have highlighted how boilate extractions, although cheap and easily carried out, provide DNA of 
the lowest quantity and quality in comparison with other extraction methods (Aldous et al., 
2005, Tyler et al., 2016, Cruz., 2017). The standard Nextera XT protocol used in this current study 
has been shown previously to produce poor or no sequencing results when the starting sample 
is of poor quality (Tyler et al., 2016). 
 Ancient DNA specialised library building and sequencing methods have been developed to 
overcome problems of sample contamination, low DNA starting quantity and integrity. They 
have allowed, for example, the sequencing of Neanderthal, cave bear and mammoth fossil 
samples (Meyer et al., 2007, Dabney et al., 2013,. Lindahl, 1993) with the oldest successfully 
sequenced sample being DNA from a horse discovered in 700,000 year old permafrost (Orlando 
et al., 2013, Dabney et al., 2013). Following the application of the BEST ancient DNA library 
preparation, it was possible to sequence the DNA from 11 of the boilates (Carøe C et al., 2017).  
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Importantly, this is the first clinical application of this ancient DNA sequencing protocol, and 
despite not being the method of first choice, it has the potential to be extremely useful in cases 
where DNA sequencing is critical and available DNA quality is poor. 
One of the aims was to identify the source case and potential super-spreader(s) within this 
dataset. Previous studies have highlighted the use of WGS data for the identification of super-
spreaders within an outbreak, which cannot be identified by MIRU-VNTR or other typing 
methods (Walker et al., 2013b, Witney et al., 2016). Super-spreaders represent cases which have 
a higher propensity to cause secondary cases and represent highly infectious individuals (Lloyd-
Smith et al., 2005, Stein., 2011, Walker et al., 2013b). They have been associated with outbreaks 
of M. tuberculosis within schools (Ewer et al., 2003) and have also been described as central to 
some community-based outbreaks (Walker et al., 2013b). Due to the evolution of M. 
tuberculosis being by descent, the presence of a super-spreader within a cluster of outbreak 
cases is characterised by a star-like phylogenetic structure (Walker et al., 2013b, Kohl et al., 
2014). Within the Gorseinon outbreak cluster, isolates GO3 and GO4 were considered the most 
likely super-spreaders epidemiologically, being regulars in the public houses in the area and GO4 
having been highly infectious. In addition, contact tracing identified GO5 as being potentially 
infectious for a year prior to diagnosis and treatment and thus GO5 was also deemed to have 
the potential to have caused multiple secondary cases.  
However, in both the cgMLST and WGS SNP mapping results (Figures 6.3a and 6.5a), a star-like 
structure was present within the phylogenies. Gene-by-gene based cgMLST identified isolates 
GO2 and GO6 as the central cases, which differed from what the contact tracing team suspected. 
The use of a WGS SNP calling method also produced a star-like structure but identified GO3 as 
the super-spreader central to the outbreak, causing direct transmission to each of the five 
secondary cases within outbreak 2. As stated, GO3 was considered, along with GO4, the most 
likely super-spreader in the public house outbreak according to the epidemiological data. Thus, 
use of the WGS SNP calling method supported at least some of the epidemiological assumptions. 
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However, the WGS SNP calling method determined that GO4 and GO5 were not super-spreaders 
despite their epidemiological status as being potentially highly infectious. In addition, the WGS 
SNP calling results confirmed the status of GO6 and GO7 as secondary cases within the outbreak 
and found that GO7 was infected by GO3 and not GO4 (a question arising from contact tracing 
prior to typing). A previous study has highlighted the increased resolution WGS SNP calling 
phylogenies provide in comparison with cgMLST analysis (Kohl et al., 2014). This study supported 
those conclusions. However this study also contrasts with the study by Kohl et al (2014), which 
found that despite providing lower resolution, cgMLST provided an adequate alternative to WGS 
SNP mapping in terms of matching the epidemiological conclusions on transmission events and 
super-spreader identification. Here, in contrast, cgMLST failed to assign a distinct super-
spreader and was not in agreement with transmission events as identified by the SNP mapping 
and epidemiological data, in terms of both the central role GO3 played within the outbreak and 
the secondary role GO2 and GO6 had within the outbreak. Thus, despite showing a similar 
overall outbreak structure, this study found that, for the identification of a super-spreader, the 
gene-by-gene cgMLST method and WGS SNP calling gave conflicting results.  The inferior 
accuracy of the cgMLST found here also contrasts with the results in other publications which 
support the use of gene-by-gene WGS MLST methods (such as the cgMLST used here) as an 
adequate alternative to SNP mapping for analysing outbreak transmission ( Sheppard et al., 
2012, Maiden et al., 2013). 
Despite TH2`s epidemiological links with the Gorseinon area during the outbreak, no genomic 
evidence of direct transmission between this person and any of the Gorseinon public house 
cases was found. The TH2 isolate differed from the others in outbreak 2 by at least 15 SNPs. 
With TH1 being the nephew of TH2 and both being in regular contact, the epidemiological links 
between the two are overwhelming. A previous study based on Clostridium difficile nosocomial 
outbreaks highlighted how the transmission chain missed intermediate cases which then 
skewed the true genomic distances and subsequent clinical relationship between isolates within 
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an outbreak, the study applied ancestral dating to WGS data which in turn highlighted the likely 
presence of such cases (Didelot et al., 2012). Due to the overwhelming epidemiological 
evidence, it is likely that intermediate cases between TH2 and TH1 must have been missed which 
in turn caused the excessive divergence documented by WGS SNP mapping. Unfortunately, the 
2 isolates that could have been the intermediate cases could not be included in the study as 
isolate TH3 could not be sequenced and the other isolate was unculturable.  
In-silico spoligotyping showed that each isolate belonged to the Euro-American lineage H1 
Haarlem spoligotype. Diversity was seen with regards to the octal pattern and international 
types given to each isolate and the results supported those from the WGS data results that 
showed isolates TH1, TH2 and GO1 to be part of a separate clonal complex (outbreak 2). In-silico 
spoligotyping also supported the cgMLST and epidemiological conclusions which categorise TH2 
as being part of a direct transmission chain with isolates TH1 and GO1. This is consistent with 
the hypothesis that the reason for the divergence seen in the WGS SNP calling was due to an 
unidentified intermediate case between TH2 and isolates TH1 and GO1. 
Isolates GO2 and GO4 had a different octal pattern and international type from isolates GO3, 
GO5, GO6 and GO7 despite being part of the same clonal complex according to cgMLST and WGS 
SNP calling methods. It has been documented previously that micro-evolution of the Direct 
Repeat (DR) locus responsible for spoligotype designation, can mask the true epidemiological 
relationships between clinically-related isolates (Fang et al., 1998, Warren et al., 2002). With 
both cgMLST and WGS SNP calling methods in agreement that GO2 and GO4 are directly related 
to isolates GO3, GO5, GO6 and GO7, and with there being only one locus difference between 
the two octal codes for GO2 and GO4 in comparison with the other outbreak 1 isolates, it is 
plausible that micro-evolution of the DR locus may be responsible for the divergence seen. 
Isolate GO8 harboured the exact same spoligotype octal pattern and international type as 
isolates GO3, GO5, GO6 and GO7 despite being divergent in the WGS based result. Therefore, 
despite not being directly related to any of the isolates within this dataset, the correlating in 
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silico spoligotype indicates that isolate GO8 may have potentially been infected by the same 
circulating strain that infected GO3, GO5, GO6 and GO7. Micro-evolution of the DR-locus has 
been shown to occur mainly within the sub-families of spoligotypes (Warren et al., 2002, Van 
Embden et al., 2000, Fang et al., 1998). In terms of providing a phylogenetic assignment above 
sub-family level the in silico spoligotyping provided reliable results. However, this integrity is not 
matched when spoligotyping was used to define direct evolutionary relationships between 
related clinical isolates. Thus it is not reliable for epidemiological conclusions when used alone 
(Warren et al., 2002).  
One of the original assumptions by the contact tracing team was that the Townhill and 
Gorseinon public house outbreaks were caused by the same circulating strain of M. tuberculosis 
that had micro-evolved. In silico spoligotyping provided evidence that supported the presence 
of an endemic circulating strain in the Gorseinon and Townhill areas supporting the contact 
tracing assumptions. To further assess the possibility of a endemic circulating strain causing both 
outbreaks, an ancestral dating method (Wohl et al., 2016, Jombart et al., 2014) was used to 
estimate the date of divergence between the consensus sequence of ‘outbreak 1’ and isolates 
TH1, TH2 and GO1 of ‘outbreak 2’. The use of such methods has previously aided infectious 
disease investigation for identification of the evolution of a certain trait, for a previous outbreak 
of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) (Jombart et al., 2014), outbreak resolution for 
Salmonella enterica (Hawkey et al., 2013), identification of missing cases of M. tuberculosis 
(Bjorn-Mortensen et al., 2016), or species origin of Yersinia pestis (Whittles and Didelot, 2016). 
The results found TH2 to be the ancestral isolate of TH1 and GO1, which correlates to the 
ancestral position TH2 has within the cgMLST and WGS SNP calling phylogenies. This ancestral 
position of isolate TH2 was also supported by the epidemiological data that showed TH2 to be 
the earliest clinical isolate within outbreak 2 (although date of clinical presentation does not 
necessarily reflect date of infection in tuberculosis). In addition, the phylogeny also showed GO1 
and TH1 to have diverged from TMRCA 0.0387 years prior to their isolation, which correlates to 
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the close genetic relationship seen in the results.  The data predicted that the transmission chain 
that linked ‘outbreak 1’ and ‘outbreak 2’ dated back 5.755 years prior to the isolation of case 
TH2. The divergence observed between the two outbreaks could be explained by the lack of 
intermediate cases between the estimated dates of the TMRCA of both outbreaks. 
 Previous studies have highlighted how ancestral dating techniques can elucidate more on 
confusions within outbreak resolution (Roetzer et al., 2013a., Ansari and Didelot, 2016). Through 
the use of ancestral dating, which was further supported by in silico spoligotyping and strong 
epidemiological data, this study concludes that the divergence of TH1 from TH2 was likely 
because of missing cases and thus supports previous studies which uses ancestral dating on WGS 
data to elucidate and help resolve outbreaks where original SNP mapping is questionable 
(Roetzer et al., 2013a., Ansari and Didelot, 2016).  This result extends on from Chapter 5 of this 
thesis which also highlights how ancestral dating aided outbreak understanding whereby 
genomic divergences seem to unrealistically exceed epidemiological expectations. 
6.5: Conclusion 
This study has described the first use of an ancient DNA sequencing protocol for clinically 
relevant outbreak isolates that could not be sequenced by standard protocols. The data 
presented were broadly in agreement with MIRU-VNTR typing, namely that based on cgMLST 
and SNP mapping parameters there were two separate outbreaks that occurred separately. 
However, the application of in silico spoligotyping and ancestral reconstruction suggested that 
the Public Health team was correct in assuming that all isolates were related, as the origin of 
both outbreaks emerged only 6.001 years earlier than the final case and all isolates spoliogtyped 
identically as H1 Haarlem strains. The data also supported epidemiological conclusions that a 
super-spreader was present amongst the cases and suggests that GO3 was the most likely super-
spreader, which is supported by the epidemiological data on this investigation. In contrast to 
work in previous chapters, WGS SNP mapping provided results that correlated with the 
epidemiological data, whereby cgMLST analysis provided results that could be questioned based 
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on epidemiological data. For future work, it is the potentially missing intermediate cases that 
warrant further investigation. 
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Chapter 7 
General Discussion 
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The work carried out for this thesis aimed to provide an in-depth analysis of M. tuberculosis 
outbreaks and phylogenetics primarily using WGS and gene-by-gene MLST analysis software 
developed and published by Ridom SeqSphere (Jünemann, S et al, 2013). Previous studies have 
shown that the use of a gene-by-gene MLST analysis for WGS data works well (Sheppard et al., 
2012, Maiden et al., 2013, Kohl et al., 2014, Bratcher H.B, 2014). However, the authors 
emphasised the need for the provision of the raw data in a uniform and standardised format. 
With affordable WGS allowing multiple microbial genomes to be sequenced and analysed, 
refining the way data are analysed and used for clinical outbreak resolution will inevitably be an 
issue for application in clinical practice. Previous studies, using traditional SNP mapping pipelines 
have provided excellent resolution of M. tuberculosis outbreaks, going above and beyond earlier 
typing methods with regards to confirming outbreak clusters (Gardy et al., 2011, Walker et al., 
2013, Walker et al., 2015,), identifying outbreak source cases (Walker et al., 2018), identification 
of super-spreaders (Takiff and Feo, 2015), highlighting direct transmission events and more 
(Walker et al., 2013, Witney et al., 2016). These studies have confirmed the advantages of using 
WGS data for outbreak resolution and investigation. However, there are limitations as identified 
in the present study; the use of “in-house” SNP mapping pipelines across various published 
studies has meant that the widespread use of WGS in clinical practice is challenging due to the 
lack of a uniform and standardised format for bioinformatic analysis on large WGS datasets.  
Analysis of three outbreaks in South West Wales using cgMLST allowed for adequate resolution 
of each one, supporting the results of a previous study that used this method for M. tuberculosis 
outbreak resolution (Kohl et al., 2014). However, for the Llwynhendy and Gorseinon outbreaks, 
certain discrepancies were found with regards to cgMLST conclusions. Previous studies have 
highlighted that WGS gene-by-gene MLST methods allow isolates,  for which only partial 
sequence data were obtained (Sheppard et al., 2012), to be included in the downstream 
bioinformatic analysis (Sheppard et al., 2012). However, the results of the Llwynhendy outbreak 
analysis highlighted that where a parameter was set, such as the 12-allelic difference threshold, 
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isolates with partial sequence data could not be included confidently, such as for LL10.  The 
cgMLST indicated that LL10 showed little divergence from the other isolates associated with the 
Llwynhendy outbreak, however only 1466 genes (51%) of the 2891 cgMLST scheme could be 
analysed for LL10. Whether or not this divergence would exceed the threshold when all 2891 
genes were present is not known. Therefore, although partial sequence data for isolates can be 
analysed using the cgMLST scheme, doing so cannot provide a conclusive result, only that LL10 
may be worth re-sequencing (Sheppard et al., 2012, Kohl et al., 2014). Although the 
compromised cgMLST analysis provided evidence for LL10`s inclusion in the outbreak, re-
sequencing and the cost that goes with it would still be needed to make any valid conclusions; 
thus this method would not save time or money in clinical practice. Inevitably, for WGS data to 
be used clinically in a widespread manner for M. tuberculosis, a threshold defining outbreak 
resolution is needed for successful standardisation. In short, the emphasis should be placed on 
consistent high-quality sequencing of outbreak isolates rather than focusing on being “able” to 
use partial sequence data, a strategy which has been suggested previously (Sheppard et al., 
2012, Maiden et al., 2013).  
In contrast, for the Gorseinon outbreak (Chapter 6), cgMLST successfully resolved conflicts 
between MIRU-VNTR typing and traditional epidemiological conclusions. The cgMLST clarified 
that two outbreaks were present; that isolate GO1 despite having the Gorseinon MIRU-VNTR 
type actually clustered as a Townhill outbreak isolate and confirmed suspicions that isolates GO8 
and GO9 were not directly related to the either the Gorseinon or Townhill outbreaks. However, 
the cgMLST analysis could not define a specific case as the likely source case or super-spreader 
as postulated by the original contact tracing team. In fact, the results for the Gorseinon outbreak 
largely supported those seen by Kohl et al, (2014), in finding that the cgMLST method provided 
adequate resolution of the outbreak but was inferior to the resolution provided by traditional 
SNP mapping. SNP mapping did reveal the presence of GO3 as the super-spreader within the 
outbreak, a conclusion which was supported by the traditional epidemiological data.  
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Although the traditional SNP mapping method provided superior resolution for the Gorseinon 
outbreak, its application for the Llwynhendy and Neath Port Talbot outbreaks (Chapter 4 and 5 
respectively) was inconsistent and provided results that were unlikely according to the 
epidemiology.  In these cases, the cgMLST analysis was superior to traditional SNP mapping.  
Thus, within the present study of three outbreaks, there were inconsistent results from using 
WGS traditional SNP mapping for outbreak resolution, based on the published parameter of 12 
SNPs for outbreak association defined by Walker et al (2013). Within this study, the published 
CSI phylogeny SNP mapping programme available on the Centre of Genomic Epidemiology 
online server, applying the standard default parameters to each isolate of each outbreak, was 
used. A major flaw in the application of traditional SNP mapping with regards to consistency was 
identified. The resolution of the outbreaks within this study was based on using a 12 SNP 
threshold defined in previous studies (Walker et al., 2013, Kohl et al, 2014).  However, the 
studies that originally defined the threshold did not define the specific computational pipeline 
or sequence quality parameters used to call the SNP`s from their WGS data and rather refer to 
their pipeline as “in-house”. Therefore, as the detailed parameter`s used in those studies are 
unknown, the 12 SNP threshold applied for the traditional WGS SNP mapping across this thesis 
is not reliable, as the threshold was calculated based on an “in-house” pipeline as stated by 
Walker et al (2013) which may differ from the CSI phylogeny pipeline used in this study. The 
inconsistency in the computational pipelines used to call SNP`s from sequence data across 
different datasets is a flaw in traditional SNP mapping in terms of its widespread use in outbreak 
resolution. 
 
In contrast, the 12 allelic difference threshold applied for each outbreak was derived from a 
published set of 2891 core genes used in a previous study (Kohl et al, 2014) and commercially 
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available using the Ridom seqSphere software (Jünemann S et al., 2013). Understanding the 
exact parameters for SNP mapping is essential for consistent outbreak resolution.  
The SNP mapping analysis, carried out using the CSI phylogeny pipeline, was based on SNPs 
across the WGS of each outbreak isolate, thus parameters to exclude more polymorphic regions 
of the genome were not included in the analysis. The basis to exclude such sites was not defined 
by Walker et al (2013), which first defined the 12 SNP threshold. However, through comparison 
of the WGS SNP mapping with both an in-house constructed cgMLST and an established cgMLST 
scheme, it could be concluded that the discrepancies observed between the SNP mapping and 
the established cgMLST analysis were likely to be caused by the inclusion of polymorphic loci 
within the SNP mapping analysis. Within M. tuberculosis, polymorphic loci refer to hyper variable 
loci whereby the rate of divergence is disproportionally higher than the rest of the loci in the 
genome, these loci notoriously include genes of the PPE and PE gene family which accumulate 
non-synonymous mutations 3 times that of  the rest of the genome (Gutacker et al., 2002, 
McEvoy et al., 2012). This is a point to consider with regards to the use of WGS gene-by-gene 
MLST methods as an alternative to WGS SNP mapping.  
In addition, the application of the 12 SNP “cut-off” thresholds may also be invalid for our 
outbreaks for reasons relating to the inconsistency of the pipeline used. Previous research has 
emphasised that, due to the relatively slow but variable molecular clock of M. tuberculosis 
(Bryant et al, 2013), the use of a simple SNP threshold as a “cut-off” point of any kind may not 
be applicable to this organism in terms of confirming transmission events alone (Bryant et al, 
2013), a concept supported by the work in this thesis. Instead of providing evidence of direct 
links between isolates for the Llwynhendy and Neath Port Talbot outbreaks, the SNP mapping 
results mirrored those in the original Gardy et al (2011) SNP mapping study where the pattern 
of divergence between outbreak isolates in the phylogenies produced by WGS SNP mapping 
aided the original epidemiological data to resolve discrepancies with MIRU-VNTR typing and 
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identified the presence of super-spreaders (Gardy et al., 2011), rather than being used as a 
standalone method for outbreak resolution.  
The outbreaks in Llwynhendy and Neath Port Talbot are more divergent genomically than the 
Gorseinon one in terms of the WGS SNP mapping of the isolates involved. The polymorphic 
regions, which were not removed from traditional SNP mapping, are likely to have exacerbated 
the genomic distances in the less clonal outbreaks of Llwynhendy and Neath Port Talbot. The 
application of the established cgMLST scheme provided results that were more standardised, 
reproducible and consistent across each outbreak within this study, in contrast to the results 
achieved by traditional SNP mapping. For clinical outbreak resolution, cgMLST results provide 
promise for the use of WGS data in clinical practice which is consistent, presented in a uniform 
format and based on a standardised set of established core genes from which outbreak 
association thresholds can be applied consistently using a single piece of software. 
In addition to using the cgMLST method for resolution of clinical outbreaks, this was the first 
use, to our knowledge, of a gene-by-gene method for providing phylogenetic analysis of M. 
tuberculosis isolates. Such analysis has been carried out routinely through traditional SNP 
mapping for M. tuberculosis (Gutacker et al 2006, Comas et al 2013, Coll et al, 2014). The results 
from this study based on a set of 60 SNPs (Coll et al, 2014) showed a close correlation with the 
initial SNP bar-coding results, clearly highlighting a dominance of Euro-American lineage 4 
isolates among the Welsh ones. However, cgMLST statistically could only provide confident 
assignments to 50 of the 59 M. tuberculosis isolates originally assigned into phylogenetic groups 
by robust SNP bar-coding. In particular, statistical analysis could not provide 100% confidence in 
the associations of isolates BK21 and BK25, with further sub-lineage specific genotyping needed 
to confirm their assignment as lineage 2 Beijing strains as previously postulated by the 60 SNP 
barcode (Coll et al, 2014). Globally, failure to confidently identify M. tuberculosis Beijing strains 
is of concern, with this sub-lineage containing strains often regarded as virulent and highly 
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transmissible (Rad et al 2003, Marais et al 2006, Mestre et al 2011). Within this current study, 
the 60 SNP barcode analysis did provide more reliable and detailed conclusions on the 
phylogenetics of the Welsh isolates, giving both major and sub-lineage classifications. The 60 
SNP barcode also provided a level of standardisation analysing the same 60 loci across any M. 
tuberculosis isolate for which phylogenetic assignment is needed. However, even with a 
standardised set of SNPs, the computational pipeline needed to extract these was based on a 
command line script including a combination of various, user-unfriendly command line steps 
which requires high level computational expertise. The computational complexity and user- 
unfriendly nature of such a pipeline is clinically relevant as the method would be undesirable for 
routine laboratory staff and would require widespread employment or training of 
computational expertise for its routine use across the clinical setting. The cgMLST results did not 
match the integrity of those made by the SNP barcode. However, gene-by-gene MLST analysis 
has the potential to provide phylogenetic classifications which are user-friendly, reproducible 
and uniform. Further research into refining the cgMLST analysis for phylogenetic classification is 
needed. 
This study has provided insights into how WGS data can be used in various applications, other 
than simply for outbreak resolution. In the phylogenetic analysis alone, it was possible to classify 
isolates into PGGs, SNP cluster groups and extract strain-specific polymorphisms to support the 
lineage and sub-lineage assignments made by the application of a robust SNP barcode and the 
cgMLST association results. The same sequence data were used for each of the phylogenetic 
analyses, emphasising that WGS data allow for multiple formats to which phylogenetic 
classifications can be made simultaneously. This contrasts with other typing methods such as 
spoligotyping and MIRU-VNTR typing, where phylogenetic classification is uniformly designated 
and would require further separate protocols, such as PCR amplification of the gyrB and katG 
loci for PGG assignment (Sreevatsan et al., 1997).  
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Various applications of WGS data interpretation can lead to increasing levels of insight to an 
outbreak and the strains of M. tuberculosis within them. The Llwynhendy outbreak was 
presented initially, to provide an introduction into the application of a gene-by-gene based 
cgMLST method for outbreak resolution. In Llwynhendy, the epidemiological questions were 
simple with only the inclusion and exclusion of isolates from an outbreak surrounding the public 
house needing to be resolved. Therefore, the application of the cgMLST alone was satisfactory 
for the resolution of this outbreak. The presence of “two” separate outbreaks in Neath Port 
Talbot provided a more complex scenario and thus ancestral dating was introduced to provide 
a clearer picture. For the Neath Port Talbot outbreak, cgMLST alone did resolve discrepancies in 
the original typing, excluding several “B” isolates as wrongly assigned by MIRU-VNTR and 
including a background isolate previously considered not associated with the outbreak. 
However, cgMLST did confirm the presence of two outbreaks within the dataset. The use of 
ancestral dating provided clarity on the relationship between the “two” outbreaks identified by 
cgMLST, showing that, the isolates had only recently diverged. This supports the original 
hypothesis by traditional epidemiological conclusions that the Neath Port Talbot cases were 
caused by one larger outbreak. The ancestral dating indicated that further work is needed to 
investigate potential intermediate cases not included in the investigation which may bridge the 
genomic distances between isolates of the separate outbreaks.  
The Gorseinon/Townhill outbreak in Chapter 6 showed complexity with the presence of “two” 
outbreaks from two close but distinct areas. The use of ancestral dating provided further insight 
into the outbreaks and highlighted that although both cgMLST and WGS SNP mapping identified 
two; their common ancestor was recent, indicating both were part of a larger outbreak. In 
addition, in silico spoligotyping provided more insight into the demography of the outbreak. As 
stated, all isolates belonged to the H1 Haarlem Euro American spoligotype family, a result that 
correlated with the SNP bar-coding phylogenetic assignment of the Gorseinon isolates carried 
out in Chapter 3. Thus, through addition of in silico spoligotyping it was possible to identify the 
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presence of an endemic H1 Haarlem strain circulating in the Gorseinon and Townhill regions. 
Such evidence provided a more complete picture of the Gorseinon outbreak than the use of 
cgMLST and WGS SNP mapping alone. For resolving outbreaks of a complex nature, the work 
presented provides evidence that additional information through ancestral dating; in silco 
spoligotyping and SNP bar-coding is helpful prior to drawing conclusions on the outbreak.  
For both the Llwynhendy (Chapter 4) and Neath Port Talbot (Chapter 5) outbreaks, functional 
analysis of polymorphisms was carried out. Through introducing in-silico functional prediction 
software to this study, further insights into the physiology of outbreak isolates were potentially 
elucidated. Within the Neath Port Talbot outbreak, Provean functional prediction identified the 
presence of a deleterious mutation within the dacB2 (Rv2195) gene. Inactivation of the DacB2 
protein has been shown in vitro to cause susceptibility of M. tuberculosis to amoxicillin-
clavulanic acid treatment (Kumar et al., 2012 Diacon et al., 2016). This is not to say that 
treatment with this drug would be indicated in this case, but it showed that, in principle, 
information that might be useful for treatment could be obtained. Such physiological 
information cannot be gleaned when typing is carried out by any other molecular typing 
method.    
This study highlights the large amount of information that can be obtained from WGS data and 
its ability to resolve outbreaks in a more accurate manner than classical methods, which have 
been documented previously (Gardy et al, 2011, Walker et al, 2013, Walker et al, 2015). 
Prediction of functional differences caused by polymorphisms, identifying the last common 
ancestor of separate outbreaks, providing phylogenetic conclusions and more can all be carried 
out though analysis and processing of the same raw sequence data. Although outbreak 
resolution is greater using WGS data, it is the wider applications and extensive information 
obtained from the same original raw sequence data which elevates the potential of WGS for 
clinical purposes.  
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The most unique element of my work was the use of an ancient DNA library preparation method 
for the rescue of poor quality sample DNA essential to resolving the Gorseinon outbreak. 
Although ancient DNA library preparation and sequencing protocols have been used to 
investigate pathogens from historical outbreaks, such as the Yersinisa pestis plague of 541 AD 
(Gilbert et al, 2014) and the Philadelphia Vibrio cholerae outbreak of 1849 (Devault et al., 2014), 
no adaptation of such methods has been recorded in the resolution of a modern-day clinical 
tuberculosis outbreak, as far as can be established. The method used has allowed WGS data to 
be obtained from a wide range of samples, spanning ancient humans and hominids (Rasmussen, 
et al, 2010; Green et al, 2010), mammals (Miller et al., 2008, Mak et al., 2017) and plants (Li et 
al., 2011; Wales et al., 2013; Jaenicke-Despres et al., 2003). The adaptation of the method to aid 
the resolution of the Gorseinon outbreak demonstrated successfully how work in another field 
has opened the door for the rescuing of genomic data from modern clinical samples of sub-
optimal quality despite its origins being based on sequencing DNA from museum-based 
specimens. The cost of the ancient DNA library preparation is around £50 (Christian Caroe, 
personal communication), which is over double the cost of the conventional Nextera XT library 
preparation per sample, which stands at around £24 (Christian Caroe, personal communication). 
Therefore, its widespread usage would not be cost-effective. In certain circumstances, such as 
legal cases regarding M. tuberculosis infections or in investigation of characteristics important 
to certain outbreaks, such as drug resistance, it could be justified.  
In conclusion, WGS will soon revolutionise clinical outbreak investigations. This study has 
shown that its applications are above and beyond any other current typing method and 
supports previous studies regarding the inferior resolution provided by MIRU-VNTR typing. 
Developments in the standardisation of WGS data without losing its accuracy, inclusion of 
simultaneous ancestral dating and simultaneous physiological predictions from WGS data will 
be able to truly exploit the WGS data provided. The cost of conventional WGS has fallen to a 
level where it is considered affordable for use in clinical outbreak investigations and for 
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complex cases where poor DNA quality is a problem the ancient DNA library preparation 
method used in this study has potential to rescue important genomic data. Thus, over the next 
few years, WGS for the resolution, surveillance and treatment of M. tuberculosis will no doubt 
become widespread throughout clinical practice. 
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Appendix 
Figure PH1: The figure below shows an un-rooted phylogeny of all isolates originally included in the cgMLST analysis and is the origin of the subset 
phylogeny presented in figure 3.6, chapter 3. Clades are colour coordinated to the lineages present within them with Welsh isolates individually 
coloured in red.  
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Table PH1: Below is a conclusion table showing the phylogenetic classification`s across all methods described in chapter 3 for each isolate. Classical 
grouping refers to both the Principal Genetic Group and SNP cluster group assignments. The further most right column shows whether the isolate has 
outbreak or background status. The bottom section highlights those isolates whereby phylogenetic classification for certain methods could not be 
completed due to lack of sequence data, “X” = no phylogenetic assignment possible. 
Isolate Classical grouping cgMLST association  SNP barcode Clinical Status 
BK22 1 SCG 1 Indo-oceanic(Baku et al.) Indo-oceanic(Baku et al.) Indo-oceanic(EAI3;EAI5) Background 
LL9 1 SCG 2 Beijing(2) Beijing(2) Beijing Background 
BK25 1 SCG 2 Beijing(2) Beijing(2) Beijing Background 
BK21 1 SCG 2/3a Beijing(2)* Beijing(2) Beijing Background 
LL5 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
LL8 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
BK23 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Background 
BK10 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Background 
BK11 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Background 
TH1 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
TH2 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO1 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO2 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO3 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO4 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO5 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO6 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
GO7 2 SCG 3b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Haarlem(T1;H1) Outbreak isolate 
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GO8 2 SCG 3c Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X2) Outbreak isolate 
LL11 2 SCG 3c Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(Baku et al.) Outbreak isolate 
BK14 2 SCG 3c Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family (Baku et al.) Background 
BK15 2 SCG 3c Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(Baku et al.) Background 
BK12 2 SCG 3c Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X2) Background 
BK13 2 SCG 3c Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X2) Background 
NPTB6 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Outbreak isolate 
LL1 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Outbreak isolate 
LL3 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Outbreak isolate 
LL4 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Outbreak isolate 
BK18 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Background 
BK16 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Background 
BK17 2 SCG 4 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Background 
BK8 2 SCG 5 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Latin American Mediterranean Background 
BK20 2 SCG 5 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Latin American Mediterranean Background 
BK9 2 SCG 5 Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) Latin American Mediterranean Background 
LL10 2 SCG 6 Euro-american(4)* Euro-american(4) X family(X1;X3) Outbreak isolate 
BK19 3 SCG 6 Euro-american(4)* Euro-american(4) T family Background 
NPTB5 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA8 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA6 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4)* Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA7 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA4 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA5 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTB4 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
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NPTB1 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA2 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA3 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTA1 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
BK1 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Background 
BK2 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Background 
BK3 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Background 
NPTB3 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
NPTB2 3 SCG 6a Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) T family Outbreak isolate 
BK4 3 SCG 6b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) H37Rv-like Background 
BK5 3 SCG 6b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) H37Rv-like Background 
BK6 3 SCG 6b Euro-american(4)* Euro-american(4) H37Rv-like Background 
BK7 3 SCG 6b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) H37Rv-like Background 
H37Rv 3 SCG 6b Euro-american(4) Euro-american(4) H37Rv Reference 
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With missing data 
Isola
te 
PG
G SCG Lineage Lineage  
Sublineag
e 
Outbreak/Backgr
ound 
BK24 X SCG 3b 
Euro-
american(4) 
Euro-
american(4) T family Background 
BK26 X 
SCG 
3b/c X X X Background 
GO9 X SCG 3c 
Euro-
american(4)* 
Euro-
american(4) X family(X2) Outbreak isolate 
BK27 X SCG 3c X X X Background 
LL2 X SCG 4 
Euro-
american(4) 
Euro-
american(4) 
X 
family(X1;X
3) Outbreak isolate 
LL7 X SCG 4 X X X Outbreak isolate 
NPTB
7 X SCG 6 X X X Outbreak isolate 
BK28 X SCG 6 X X X Background 
BK29 X SCG 6 X X X Background 
*represents isolates that could not be confidently assigned to a lineage by cgMLST 
association. 
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Table PH2a and PH2b (below): Tables showing the full SNP pattern of 48 loci identified in the Mestre et al (2011) study and used to construct figure 3.7. 
For both tables PH2a and PH2b, the first line indicates the gene and the second line indicates the position on that gene where polymorphisms were 
identified in relation to M. tuberculosis H37Rv strain for Beijing genotype classification. Due to the large amount of data, two separate tables are 
presented with table PH2a providing the pattern across first 23 positions and PH2b providing the pattern across the remaining 25 positions. 
Polymorphisms that characterize and allow the discrimination of the 26 sequence types defined previously, those with the prefix “Bmyc”, are highlighted 
in red. Also included in the table are the Welsh Beijing isolates (in red) LL9, BK21, BK25 and the control isolates (in blue):  H (Haarlem strain), BK4 (non-
Beijing welsh strain) and the reference strain H37Rv. 
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 PH2a ligD radA recF recX dnaQ recR recG uvrC 
Isolate 485 1030 1038 1738 456 557 827 734 807 23 175 458 227 263 483 631 130 267 853 496 865 1164 1301 
LL9 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G c 
BK21 A C C C A T T C G C G G A T C T T C C C A G c 
BK25 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G c 
H A C C C A T T C G C G G G T C T G C C C G G T 
BK4 A T C C G T T T G C G G G T C G G C C C G G T 
H37Rv A T C C G T T T G C G G G T C G G C C C G G T 
BmyC1 A C C C A T T C G C G G A T C T G C C C A G C 
BmyC2 A C C T A T T C G C G G A T C T G C C C A G C 
BmyC3 C C C T A T T C G C G G A T C T G C C C A G C 
BmyC4 A C C C A T T C G C G G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC5 A C T C A T T C G C G G A T C T T C C C A C C 
BmyC6 A C C C A T T C G C G G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC7 A C C C A T T C G C G G A T C T T C C A A G C 
BmyC8 A C C C A T T C G T G G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC9 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C T C A G C 
BmyC10 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC11 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T T C C A G C 
BmyC12 A C C C A T T C T C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC13 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC14 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T T T T C C C A G C 
BmyC15 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
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BmyC16 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC17 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC18 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC19 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC20 A C C C A T C C G C C A A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC21 A C C C A T C C G C C A A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC22 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC23 A C C C A C T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC2C A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC25 A C C C A T T C G C G G A T C T T C C C A G C 
BmyC26 A C C C A T T C G C C G A T C T T C C C A G C 
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 PH2b 
ruv
B 
ligB recD tagA 
uvrD
1 
dnaZX 
ne
i 
nth alkA ligC 
mutT
2 
ogt mutT4 
rv297
9 
Isolate 843 
23
0 
27
1 
36
0 
41
6 
83
1 
53
7 
38
5 
1384 
27
4 
29
1 
22
9 
5 
10
1 
36
5 
3
1 
3
4 
63
0 
93
8 
172 
3
6 
11
0 
14
2 
29
7 
41 
LL9 G T T C T G C G G C T A G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BK21 G T T C T G C G G C T A G A T G G C A G G T G G G 
BK25 G T T C T G C G G C T A G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
H G T T A T G C G G C C A C A T G A G A G G G C G C 
BK4 G T C A T G C G G C C A C A T G A G G G G G C G C 
H37Rv A T C A G G C G G C C A C A T G A G G G G G C G C 
BmyC1 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G C G G 
BmyC2 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G C G G 
BmyC3 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G C G G 
BmyC4 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G C G G 
BmyC5 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G C G G 
BmyC6 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G G G G 
BmyC7 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G T G G G 
BmyC8 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G G G G 
BmyC9 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G G G G 
BmyC10 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC11 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC12 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC13 G T T C G G C G A C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC14 G C T C G G C G A C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC15 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A G G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC16 G T T C G G C G G T T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC17 G T T C G G C G G C T C G C T G G C A C A G G G G 
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BmyC18 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T A G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC19 G T T C G G C A G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G A G 
BmyC20 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC21 G T T C T G C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC22 G T T C G A C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC23 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC2
C 
G T T C G G T G G C T C G A T G G C A C A G G G G 
BmyC25 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G T G G G 
BmyC26 G T T C G G C G G C T C G A T G G C A G G G G G G 
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Table PH3a: A distance matrix based on the number of polymorphisms across the 48 defined in the Mestre et al (2011) study. The more red the cell, the higher the 
number of polymorphisms there are between any two given isolates. The bluer the cell the closer the lesser number of polymorphisms between any two given isolates.  
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BK25 0 4  13 19 21 7 8 9 6 8 5 7 6 5 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 6 4 
H 13 11 13  6 8 10 11 12 11 13 12 14 13 14 15 16 16 16 18 16 16 16 16 17 17 16 16 16 16 13 13 
BK4 19 17 19 6  2 16 17 18 17 19 18 20 19 20 21 22 22 22 24 22 22 22 22 23 23 22 22 22 22 19 19 
H37Rv 21 19 21 8 2  16 17 18 17 19 18 20 19 20 21 22 22 22 24 22 22 22 22 23 23 24 22 22 22 19 19 
BmyC1 7 5 7 10 16 16  1 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 5 6 6 6 8 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 6 6 6 3 3 
BmyC2 8 6 8 11 17 17 1  1 2 4 3 5 4 5 6 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 8 8 9 7 7 7 4 4 
BmyC3 9 7 9 12 18 18 2 1  3 5 4 6 5 6 7 8 8 8 10 8 8 8 8 9 9 10 8 8 8 5 5 
BmyC4 6 4 6 11 17 17 1 2 3  2 1 3 2 3 4 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 5 5 5 2 2 
BmyC5 8 6 8 13 19 19 3 4 5 2  3 5 4 5 6 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 8 8 9 7 7 7 4 4 
BmyC6 5 3 5 12 18 18 2 3 4 1 3  2 1 2 3 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 4 4 4 1 1 
BmyC7 7 3 7 14 20 20 4 5 6 3 5 2  3 4 5 6 6 6 8 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 6 6 6 1 3 
BmyC8 6 4 6 13 19 19 3 4 5 2 4 1 3  3 4 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 5 5 5 2 2 
BmyC9 5 5 5 14 20 20 4 5 6 3 5 2 4 3  3 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 4 4 4 3 1 
BmyC10 2 6 2 15 21 21 5 6 7 4 6 3 5 4 3  1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 4 2 
BmyC11 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1  2 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC12 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2  2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC13 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC14 5 9 5 18 24 24 8 9 10 7 9 6 8 7 6 3 4 4 2  4 4 4 4 5 5 6 4 4 4 7 5 
BmyC15 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4  2 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC16 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4 2  2 2 3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC17 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4 2 2  2 3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC18 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2  3 3 4 2 2 2 5 3 
BmyC19 4 8 4 17 23 23 7 8 9 6 8 5 7 6 5 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3  4 5 3 3 3 6 4 
BmyC20 4 8 4 17 23 23 7 8 9 6 8 5 7 6 5 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 4  1 3 3 3 6 4 
BmyC21 3 7 3 16 22 24 8 9 10 7 9 6 8 7 6 3 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 5 1  4 4 4 7 5 
BmyC22 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 4  2 2 5 3 
BmyC23 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 2  2 5 3 
BmyC24 3 7 3 16 22 22 6 7 8 5 7 4 6 5 4 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 2 2  5 3 
BmyC25 6 2 6 13 19 19 3 4 5 2 4 1 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 7 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 5 5 5  2 
BmyC26 4 4 4 13 19 19 3 4 5 2 4 1 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 3 3 3 2  
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Table PH3b: A subset of the distance matrix seen above, highlighting the number of SNP`s, across the 48 
previously defined loci, between only those isolates most closely related to the Welsh isolates LL9, BK21 
and BK25. 
Table PH3b 
Isolates LL9 BK21 BK25 
Closest relative BmyC10 BmyC25 BmyC10 
Number of SNP`s 2 2 2 
 
The figure below highlights the genomic relationship between LL10 and the outbreak 
associated isolates defined in the original cgMLST analysis within chapter 4, figure 4.3. The 
minimum spanning tree was constructed on only the 1446 core genes that could be 
successfully aligned between LL10 and the cgMLST scheme defined in method section 2.3.1.  
The figure below shows that LL10 shares 3 allelic differences with both LL1 and LL4, equal to 
the divergence seen with LL3, more than the divergence seen with LL2 and less than the 
divergence seen between NPTB6 and isolates LL1 and LL4. Although not analysed using the full 
compliment, the analysis here across 1466 core genes shows LL10 to have less than the 12 
allelic differences with its closet relative and thus supports original epidemiological data which 
postulated that LL10 may be part of the Llwynhendy outbreak. This result suggests that further 
analysis of LL10 should be carried out to ascertain whether the close genomic relationship is 
replicated when the full complement of the cgMLST scheme is analysed.  
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Figure LL1: A minimum spanning tree based on 1466 core genes successfully aligned to the cgMLST scheme. Those isolates defined as outbreak related 
in the original cgMLST analysis in section 4, figure 4.3, are coloured green with LL10 coloured pink. 
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Table LL1: Distance matrix showing the number of allelic differences between all isolates defined in Figure 4.3. The distance matrix below correlates to 
figure and includes isolates that exceeded the 12 allelic dif ferences threshold and thus were not outbreak associated. The greater the red intensity the 
more different the isolates are from each other. The greater the intensity of blue in the cells the more closely related the isolates are. 
Isolates GO8 NPTB6 LL1 LL2 LL3 LL4 LL5 LL8 LL9 LL11 
GO8 0 246 245 238 243 248 275 307 573 266 
NPTB6 246 0 7 13 10 12 294 328 570 268 
LL1 245 7 0 8 2 4 296 327 585 266 
LL2 238 13 8 0 11 13 285 311 554 253 
LL3 243 10 2 11 0 6 296 325 579 267 
LL4 248 12 4 13 6 0 296 330 581 267 
LL5 275 294 296 285 296 296 0 201 529 297 
LL8 307 328 327 311 325 330 201 0 564 329 
LL9 573 570 585 554 579 581 529 564 0 561 
LL11 266 268 266 253 267 267 297 329 561 0 
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Table PH4: A table showing the % probability that 
each isolate is associated with a given lineage. 
Isolate 
Lineage 
4 
Lineage 
3 
Lineage 
2  
Lineage 
1 
NPTB5 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA8 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA6 9% 2% 0% 89% 
NPTA7 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA4 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA5 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO8 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO9 1% 3% 0% 96% 
NPTB4 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTB1 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA2 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA3 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTA1 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTB6 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL1 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL2 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL3 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL4 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL5 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL8 100% 0% 0% 0% 
LL9 0% 0% 100% 0% 
LL10 0% 23% 0% 77% 
LL11 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK4 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK8 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK14 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK5 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK20 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK18 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK10 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK6 0% 10% 0% 90% 
BK15 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK9 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK19 0% 3% 0% 97% 
BK1 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK12 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK21 75% 2% 16% 7% 
BK7 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK13 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK16 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK2 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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BK11 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK22 0% 0% 0% 100% 
BK3 100% 0% 0% 0% 
BK25 9% 24% 5% 63% 
BK17 100% 0% 0% 0% 
TH1 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO6 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO7 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTB3 100% 0% 0% 0% 
NPTB2 100% 0% 0% 0% 
TH2 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO1 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO2 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO3 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO4 100% 0% 0% 0% 
GO5 100% 0% 0% 0% 
 
